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[ What does his cable future look like?

GEAR

UP

FOR

THE

Charting the course for your networks future requires careful planning
and the right equipment. At this year's Western Cable Show, let ABC
be your guide with acomplete array of broadband products and
services. Check out what's on display:
BOYHOOD- breaks WAN speed record fordigital data transport
•Flomewore Access Platform for voice, video and data
•Homeworx family of cable data modems

FUTURE
1,4,4

WITH

AUG.

•rtF Wore and Broadband Connectivity products to meet the
needs of today's changing headend.
•

BSystems Integration services to tie it all together.
So see us at Western, Booth 2G4G.
We'll help you outsmart, outperform, outdeliver
the competition. Just think of us as the
Broadband Outfitters.
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Without Wavetek's PathTrak system, you could look at this return path
puzzle forever and still not find the solution.
he problem is right
-

tucs,:, some.%

eoci‘‘ cen

NV;IN: tO

know when it started or where

it's tinning from. I. -ntil now.Intro:lacing Wavetck's Path-I tak Pcrt.r,iunce N-Ionitorisig System. The only system
that gives vou the entire return path picture. 0[1171-Wavetek's PathTrak Pertonlance Monitoring _System
Cr.u,

New Paterak Performance Monitoring System
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Isolates the exact problom • Stores historical

performance data to aid in future repairs • l'rmides remote spectrum
analyze' ‘.iew of noise at the headcnd or hub. The return path puzzle:

Look closely, the problem is there and your crews have been searching for
aweek. Still can't find it? Call Wavetek. W

can .solve any puzzle, even

the real hard ones. 1-800-851-1202. Visit te at www.wavetekcani on the web.
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When the Western Cable Show convenes in Anaheim later this

month, all eyes will be on the CableNet exhibit and high-speed cable
data modems. Key questions on the minds of everyone will include:
How close are manufacturers to churning out standards-compliant
product? Do any products actually interoperate yet?
How much will they cost? How soon will the modems
be available in retail outlets?
Of course, interoperability between modem vendors
is the key question. When the MCNS consortium (consisting of cable MSOs TCI, Time Warner, Comcast and
Cox) first began drafting astandards document, it was
with interoperability in mind. The intent was to eventually make modems available at retail and to make sure
that no matter where the subscriber lives, any vendor's
device would work in any customer's house.
Interoperability tests undertaken at Cable Television
Laboratories have shown that the concept is viable, but
to date, it's astretch to say that any two vendors' equipment will live in harmony together. But that hasn't
stopped the marketing machine. Some of the vendors
are already jumping the gun, issuing press releases
touting their latest products as "MCNS compliant."
The fact is, no one is MCNS compliant. Yet.
The dirty little truth about standards documents is
that they can be interpreted in different ways. Arcane
technical details and nuances have to be similarly interpreted by all players before disparate products can
effectively work together. Those CableLabs interoperability tests are designed to work out those interpretive
differences to ensure that all players are working off the
same page. But there is still work to be done.
Then, after the initial process is finished, there will still
be aneed for testing to ensure that one vendor's new feature doesn't gum up the works. At some point further into the future,
the MCNS "certification" process is given to athird party, much like
what Underwriter's Laboratories does for electrical components.
On the other hand, pity the vendors. Several, including some who
have incredible retail influence, are zealously developing modems
designed for the MCNS environment. They want to get the message out
that these new products are at least intended to be compliant with the
MCNS spec. But saying they're "MCNS compliant" isn't technically
correct, because end-to-end interoperability hasn't been demonstrated.
Perhaps some acceptable nomenclature ought to be developed for
vendors who want cable MSOs to know they're planning to be MCNS
players. In the meantime, as you're shopping for cable modems, it's
buyer beware. If someone says they're "MCNS compliant," ask them
this: "Who do you intemperate with?" That's the acid test.

In the case of
high-speed
modems, it's
buyer beware
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IPOVWEI Solutions

Non-Standby Poweg

Reliable power is critical to ensuring the
overall reliability of any communication
network.

Standby Power

With more than 500,000 power instal,lations worldwide

and over two decades of industry experience, Alpha provides aful.
range of reliable communication power products. Introducing UPSgrade uninterruptible power to the Cable Television industry in 1989,
Alpha continues to provide the industry with products that ensure

CableUPS Uninterruptible Power
•
.4
.j

clean, reliable power in even the most demanding operating codditions.

Alpha's product offering includes afull line of Cable Television ani
Node Power

Telecommunication power suppl es, enclosures, batteries and
accessories. Investigate the [Power] of Alpha @ www.alpha.com

ALPHA

TECH NO LOG IES

3767 Alpha Way Bellingham, WA 98226 Tel: 360-647-2360 Fax: 360-671-4936 Well.www.alpha.com
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44 CableNET '97 preview
By Michael Lafferty
The Western Show's CableNET '97 will showcase the "firstever" display of interoperable, standards-based cable modems.

50 Laser loading theory
By Lamar West, Scientific-Atlanta Inc.

While the prospect of interactive, digital services has cable
operators salivating, confusion exists about technical issues such
as the best way to load signals on the reverse optical link.

About the Cover

Photo by Mark Sims.

54 BIC looks at last-mile technology
By Craig Kuhl

38 Cable at the
crossroads: Where do
we go from here?

The Georgia Institute of Technology's Broadband Telecommunications Center has alot to offer
to cable companies, including access to intellectual property and testing facilities.

58 Balancing the return path

By Kevin Murphy and Luis Rovira, Sciemific-Atlanta Inc.

By Roger Brown
Four top engineering executives talk about
how they are preparing for the brave new
world of digital video, high-speed data and
other advanced services. An update on interim strategies, and planning for the year
2000 and beyond.

When the return path is heavily loaded, it's important that proper design levels are selected and proper alignment procedures are performed to maintain levels within tight tolerances of design goals.

72 Taking security out of the home
By Gunther Diefes, D&P Manufacturing Inc.

With the cable industry losing around $5 billion to cable pirates every year, operators are searching
for ways to make their services more secure. A new approach to off-premise security is discussed.

78 How noise affects digital signals

By John Ernandez and Marc Ryba, NextLevel Systems Inc.'s Broadband Networks Group

Digital signals are here, but do you know how they'll react when they hit impairments in your
system? This article provides amodel for labs to generate and test these impairments.

84 Which modulation technology is right for you?
By Aral'allall Gurusami and Michael Nekhamkin, Philips Broadband Networks Inc.
This article compares single-carrier QPSK, single-carrier 16 QAM, MCM, and spread spectrum on
the basis of robustness, bandwidth efficiency, application suitability, risk, equipment, and more.

SCIE

92 Deployment handbook apractical guide

c.)

By Michael Lafferty
CableLabs' members have crafted "The Enhanced Services Deployment Guide" to share industry knowledge about rolling out high-speed data, digital TV, telephony, and more.

CED magazine is an officially
recognized publication of the Society of
Cable Telecommunications Engineers. All
members of the SCTE are qualified for a
free CED subscription. To subscribe on-line,
see www.cedmagazine.rom.
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94 Telecom Perspective
By Fred Dawson
Another delay in the spectrum auctions for local multipoint distribution services buys operators
alittle time to evaluate the new generation of interactive wireless technology.
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RISE AB
THE NOI
Terayon cable modems overcome noise ...
and deliver profits.
Seems like everyone's talking about cable
modems and data services. Mired of the
noise? We'll help you rise above it and
deliver aprofitable cable data business.
Get into the data business. Fast.

Terayon's widely praised S-CDNiA cable
modems have been through rigorous trials
with major cable operators. We're shipping
in volume, and ready to help you deploy
data services -over any cable plant from all-coax to HFC.
Reduce your costs. Noiselessly.

Our robust S-CDMA cable modems designed for harsh cable plant conditions do not require costly plant upgrades.
So you can upgrade on your timetable.
And with Terayon, you can lower
maintenance costs and save abundle,
without sacrificing"•
reliability or
performance.

Deliver revenue. Quietly.

ereti.

Terayon's high capacity supports the
full range of broadband services -from
residential web access to telecommuting
and dedicated data services for business.
Our 14 megabit per second, two-way
performance, combined with superior
bandwidth management and Quality of
Service, supports the data applications
of today, with capacity to spare for the
opportunities of tomorrow.
Money in the bank. Consistently.

After all the noise, when the dust settles,
we deliver what really matters.
Lower startup and operational costs.
Fast time-to-market. Over any cable plant.
Which translates to higher revenue
services for you.
Don't just take our word for it. Give us acall
today, or visit our web site and check
„
t
oN 1\ out Terayon's cable modems
for yourself.

VisitTerayon at
Western Show, Booth 4217

www.terayon.com

712
TERAYON
COMMUNICATION

SYSTEMS

TELEPHONE: 888.7.TERAYON OR 408.727.4400
FAX: 408.7276205 EMAIL: info@terayon.com
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6In Perspective

Compiled by Roger Brown
Data modems, digital video set to roll.

By Roger Brown
If the label on the modem says
"MCNS compliant?' operators had bet-

28 FiberLine

ter look twice.

104 New Products

20 Spotlight

1A 1997 Editorial Index

By Dana Cervenka
Shaw Communications' Barry
Middlebrook is writing the digital

Compiled by Michael Lafferty
CED's annual listing of technical articles.

deployment book as he goes along, as
the operator is among the first to

PRODUCTS

deploy the technology.

111 Product/Services Showcase

Editorial Index, page lA

See the latest products and services showcased
in adisplay format.

22 Frontline

R ESOURCE C ENTER

By Wendell Bailey, Strategic Technology International
Engineers and other technically-oriented people often find truth and beauty in the strangest
things. From complex structures to common glass, where would the world be without healthy

102 What's Ahead
106 Ad Index
106 Reader Service Guide
108 Internet Directory
110 Company Index
114 Western Show Booth Guide
123 Classifieds

intellectual curiosity?

24 Farmers Market
By fill, IFarinet; Antec
Farmer looks back at the old year, and forward at the new. While competition is here to
stay, cable continues to have anumber of technological advantages.

26 Capital Currents
By Jeffrey Krauss, Telecommunications and Technology Policy
Wireless cable companies have been trying to figure out how to configure their one-way
spectrum to carry two-way services. But first, they must convince the FCC that they can
overcome interference issues.

112 Ciciora's Comer
B.
;% Walter S. Ciciora, Ph.D.
"Cable-ready?' "basic cable-ready:' "advanced cable-ready"—what does it all mean? It's likely that consumers will be confused by new labels on retail video products.
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I
NGRESS PROBLEMS SLOWING YOU DOWN?

01997 Hewlett Packard Co. TMMID627.I/CED

Speed has never been as important in the race
to install and maintain your return path as it is
today. So the last thing you need is aproblem
with ingress. That's where the HP CaLan 3010R/H
Sweep/Ingress Analyzer comes in.

A comprehensive, flexible field tool.
The HP CaLan 3010R/H is the one tool that does
it all—even in the presence of ingress.
• Forward sweep
• Reverse sweep
• Signal-level measurements
(inclading digital signals)

Highlights of the HP CaLan 3010R/H include:
• Ingress Detection
When ingress corrupts return path communication, the headend unit transmits adisplay of
the ingress image to the field unit for immediate
troubleshooting.

• Dual Path Sweep
New!

One headend box for both forward

and return sweep means more
efficient use of bandwidth, more space in the
headend and less equipment to buy.
• Digital Power
Quickly and accurately measures
average power of digital carriers—
including return path TDMA (bursted) carriers.
New!

• DigiSweep Technology
HP CaLan set the industry standard with
its 5ps sweep pulse. It's so fast it can
pass through active digital traffic without
interference. And now our sweep speed
is even faster; measurements can be performed in 650 ms.

HP CaLan 3010R field unit

When speed counts, there's no faster way to
activate your return path and troubleshoot
ingress than the HP CaLan 3010R/H.
COME SEE US AT

For more information call: 1-800-452-4844:e Ext. 5331.

WESTERN SHOW

Booth # 4885

In Canada call 1-800-:187-3154, program number TMU:155.

www.hp.conn/goicatv

rha

HEWLETT
PACKARD

The Name Trusted For Decades Of Quality Cable Is Broadening
The Horizons Of Your Communications Universe
As the world's largest supplier of broadband cabe, CommScope has become
aleading source for communications solutions around the world. Thanks to years
of building information superhighways for countless applications, we are now poised
to do even greater things for your unique market. For information on more than 6,000
coax, fiber and twisted pair cable products plus other innovations, visit our website
or call, today. Fasten your seatbelts. We're going places for you!

See Us At
The Western Show,
Booth #2406A

(7CommScope®
How Intelligence Travels.
For information call 1-800-982-1708 or 704-324-2200 www.commscope.com
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C OLOR BURSTS

Cox, Comcast and Adelphia pledge
to deploy digital video in 1998
As the country's major MSOs march headlong into 1998, they're beginning to deploy
digitally compressed video services as a
counter-offensive against direct broadcast
satellite services and digital MMDS. Over the
last several weeks, Cox launched its "Cox
Digital TV" service in California, Adelphia
began its commercial roll-out throughout its
systems, and Jones Intercable began alimited
roll-out in Tucson, Ariz.
With the addition of digital services, Cox
now offers more than 200 video and audio
channels in Orange County, including 25 new
digital networks, additional channels of premi-

Niguel, Laguna Hills, San Clemente and
Dana Point. By mid-1998, the service should
be available to all 275,000 Orange County
customers. Cox is also rolling out the service
in other markets.
On the other coast, Comcast in Philadelphia
has begun deploying digital service, along
with @Home data and CD-quality audio channels. Customers of the digital service will
receive 150 channels, interactive features and
35 PPV channels.
Adelphia is taking asimilar path, deploying digital services to 25 markets serving as
many as 1.7 million homes. Adelphia plans to

Debbie Thacker, director of special projects for Comcast Cablevision, shows former
Philadelphia Flyers' goalie Bernie Parent the company's new digital cable TV service.
Comcast premiered the service at the Chestnut Hill Fall for the Arts Festival. The service will
be marketed in Philadelphia, Lower Merion and Willow Grove.

urn services, enhanced pay-per-view and 40
music channels. Viewers also receive an interactive program guide.
Orange County has become Cox's flagship system, offering Cox@Home highspeed data services as well as Cox Digital
Telephone in addition to the digital video
services.
The digital TV service is now available to
14,500 homes in Aliso Viejo, Calif. By the
end of 1997, it was scheduled to be available
to 175,000 homes in Mission Viejo, Lake
Forest, Rancho Santa Margarita, Laguna

14

offer aservice package that includes 17 premium channels, 18 PPV channels, an interactive program guide from Prevue and 40 digital music channels.
Meanwhile, Jones Intercable is taking a
more cautious approach by testing digital service to 250 "friendly" customers first before
it's offered to about 1,600 customers in early
1998, said Chris Bowick, Jones chief technical officer.
Jones intends to ensure that the digital hardware functions properly, and will test backoffice processes and support, Bowick said.

Tucson was chosen as atest site because it's
avery competitive market (DBS and People's
Choice have made some in-roads), and
because the system uses only coax and
microwave technology for signal transport.
"It's atechnically challenging system," said
Bowick, who added that if digital will work in
Tucson, it should work anywhere.
All three MSOs are using gear from
NextLevel Systems, which has now shipped
more than 500,000 digital set-tops and 300 headends to operators around the country, according
to David Robinson, VP and GM of NextLevel's
Digital Network Systems business unit.

Cable data modems
almost set to roll

On the eve of this year's Western Cable
Show, anumber of manufacturers of highspeed modems designed for use on cable 1'V
systems have disclosed their plans to support
the MCNS/CableLabs specification.
Bay Networks said it would debut its
fourth-generation two-way modem and headend termination system at the show, and plans
to ship product around the middle of 1998,
said Karl May, VP of Bay's broadband technology division. May added that in volume
shipments, the modems will be priced at less
than $200 each, which should make them
attractive to consumers, who are expected to
be able to purchase such equipment at retail
outlets in the future.
More immediately, 3Com Corp.
announced immediate availability of its new
telephone-return MCNS-based modem,
which will be offered under the U.S.
Robotics brand name.
The "Cable Modem VSP" and "VSP Plus"
will enable data to be sent downstream as
fast as 38 Mbps, and upstream communications as fast as 33.6 kbps. The base VSP
model supports customers who want to add
data-over-cable access but are satisfied with
their existing analog modem. The VSP Plus
includes an on-board "x2" modem and telephone connectors.
3Com is touting the simplicity of installation of the network interface card, or NIC.
Levent Gun, VP of engineering at 3Com, said
the modem can be installed and made ready to
use within 15 minutes, and requires only a
screwdriver to install.
Gun said the modems should be on the
shelves of some selected retail stores as early as
the first quarter of 1998. The base VSP model is
expected to retail for $199, while the VSP Plus
with x2 modem will be available for $249.
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WHO SAYS YUU CAN'T
HAVE IT ALL.
Introducing the

first

1550 nm

transmission system
enough for high-performance

supertrunking

and

versatile

distribution.

Harmonic Lightwaves has always been known for creating prod-

HLT 7709

ucts that combine versatility with performance. Our innovations

80 Ch. Analog

have let network managers stay a step ahead of the competition.

200 MHz Digital

Harmonic's latest addition -the MAXLink - HLT 7709 -further extends
30 km

the applications and affordability of the popular MAXLink 1550 nm
transmission system.
The new MAXLink HLT 7709 improves upon Harmonic's current
1550 nm transmission system by increasing the dual complementary

CNR
CSO
CTB

51
-65
-65

dB
dBc
dBc

HLT

7709

Efficient
Distribution

outputs to 9 dBm, without requiring optical amplifiers. This means
new solutions to both old and new system topologies. Who says
you can't have it all?
The high combined output power of the new MAXLink enables

Broadcast

efficient 1550 nm distribution. The high signal output allows for

25 km

remote location of the optical amplifier, producing high signal quality
in the new fiber-to-the-node transport architectures. In supertrunking
applications the new transmitter increases efficiency and improves
CNR due to elimination of the optical amplifier. And no matter how
you look at it, this all means better economy-in either long-distance
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Intel seeks to
expand service

Behind the scenes, momentum is building
within other companies to accelerate the
deployment of data modems for cable TV networks. Intel recently announced agreements
with Cisco, @Home and Cable Television
Laboratories to develop modems and write
new interface specifications aimed at making
installation of hardware simpler for consumers
to perform.
Specifically, the Intel/Cisco agreement is
intended to focus on the development and
deployment of consumer-installable external
cable modems using the Universal Serial Bus
standard. By doing that, it should allow easy
customer installation and configuration,
instead of requiring atrained technician to
install acard inside the PC and then configure
it, according to company executives.
Forecasts say that more than 70 percent of
the PCs shipped in 1997 and virtually all new
1998 PCs will be USB-capable.
"We believe that simplifying cable
modem installations will help the cable
industry overcome one of the major obstacles to high-volume deployment of cable
modems," said Avram Miller, VP of business
development at Intel.
Under terms of the agreement, Intel will
provide engineering and marketing resources
to develop, validate and promote the USB
alternative for cable modems that comply with
MCNS specs. Cisco will work to enhance the
specification and validate the end-to-end capability. Intel also intends to base its USB
modem design on Cisco's cable modem hardware reference design.
Cisco, which previously announced acollaboration agreement with major consumer
electronics manufacturers to develop cable
modems and other hardware, will endorse
the Intel design and offer it to modem suppliers.
The agreement with CableLabs calls for
Intel to collaborate on the drafting of two
interface specifications, including USB as well
as IEEE 1394, both of which were developed
to simplify installation of computer peripherals
in order to make them "plug and play"
devices.
"We believe the USB/1394 opportunity will
help our members reduce installation time and
thereby improve choice, control and convenience for more high-speed Internet surfers,"
said Dr. Richard Green, president and CEO of
CableLabs.
Intel will also work with @Home to devel-
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op such products and will also jointly develop
other services, including IP telephony services,
home networking and utilizing the "alwayson" nature of cable data services.

lens focus on
telecommuters, too

In the meantime, high-speed data services
are rolling out to real, paying customers.
Digital Equipment Corp. announced recently
that it was rolling out MediaOne Express data
services to its telecommuting employees by
the end of the year.
"We are increasingly relying on telecommuting to meet the needs of our rapidly changing business environment, and ahigh-speed,
secure connection to the office is absolutely
critical," said Laurence Cranwell, DEC's director of corporate telecommunications, in a
statement.
Cranwell said the MediaOne Express service would be combined with Digital's
AltaVista Tunnel 97 software to allow the
company's employees to access their network
resources. The software enables the creation of
avirtual private network over the Internet,
which allows users to access corporate information securely.
Similarly, the @Work division of @Home
reached an agreement with partners TeleCommunications Inc., Cox Communications and
Comcast Corp. to develop anew service, called
@Work Remote, designed for telecommuters.
According to analysts, there are 11 million telecommuters who work at home at
least one day aweek. It is expected that 50
percent of Fortune 1000 companies will
have more than 2,000 employees accessing
their corporate LANs remotely by 1999.
"Broadband to the home opens up arange
of enterprise applications that were not possible before now," said Yobie Benjamin, chief
knowledge officer of the Cambridge
Management Labs, adivision of Cambridge
Technology Partners.
@Work intends to market its high bandwidth security through virtual private networks
and "always-on" features to appeal to the
telecommuting customer.

Tellabs, ADC win
cablephone contracts

The announcements are coming piecemeal, but it's looking like North American
cable operators can learn something from
their international brethren when it comes to
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RF telephony over cable plant.
NetCom Systems AB, aScandinavian
alternative telecom services provider, has
chosen to deploy ADC's Homeworx telephony equipment on its existing HFC cable TV
infrastructure. The network is intended to
make telephony and data services available to
320,000 homes served by NetCom through its
Tele2 subsidiary, with apotential to expand to
other properties throughout the region.
NetCom, which offers domestic and international telecom services as well as Internet
access in Sweden, began trialing the gear in
August. Service roll-out is expected to commence in 1998.
"At atime when telecommunications groups
need to be more responsive, and when our customers are demanding the right to communicate, exchange information and obtain new
services seamlessly and cost-effectively, this
technology will support NetCom's mission to
become more competitive and more customerfocused," said Anders Bjorkman, NetCom
president and CEO.
Also, A2000 Cable Television and
Telecommunications, alarge cable operator
serving the Netherlands, has begun commercial deployment of telephone services over an
HFC network, using Tellabs' CableSpan 2300
equipment. The five-year purchase agreement
with Tellabs is believed to be worth more than
$100 million.
Subscribers in the Purmerend, Zaandam
and Hilversum franchise areas are already
subscribing to telephony service, and A2000
intends to offer it to more than 600,000
households and businesses located in areas
throughout the country.
A2000 enjoys acable TV penetration rate
of greater than 95 percent. The company is a
joint venture between US West International
and United Philips Communications.

NextLevel, nCUBE
bring NVOD back

Haven't we heard this before? NextLevel
Communications will hook up with nCube to
integrate servers and set-tops, in order to
enable near video-on-demand services to
allow subscribers to order and view movies
and other PPV events with VCR-like control
(such as pause, rewind and fast-forward).
Using NextLevel's CFT2200 set-top, subscribers can purchase programming at atime
that's convenient to them. The set-top will
automatically descramble the picture and tune
to the proper channel.
Telecom New Zealand's First Media has
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already deployed two such systems that
broadcast MPEG-2 digital programs served
up by nCUBE equipment over ahybrid
fiber/coax network to NextLevel set-tops.

Mass. utility uses
HFC for network

Those who think the real darlchorses in the
race to provide new services to the home are
the utility companies were given another point
to ponder when it was announced recently that
Braintree Electric Light Department of
Massachusetts would use atwo-way, hybrid
fiber/coax network to deliver energy services
to customers in Braintree, atown located
about 18 miles south of Boston.
The utility will use agateway device manufactured by Scientific-Atlanta in a12-month
trial of the technology to perform automated
meter reading and load management functions.
But the company may not stop there: the
device will allow other energy-related services
to be offered, and will support LANs, WANs
and low-Earth orbit satellite communications,
among others.
"The (S-A) MainGate system supports our
plan for the future: Keep the price of electricity as low as possible and enhance our
relationship with customers by offering valuable, new services," said Walter McGrath,
GM of Braintree Electric and incoming president of the American Public Power
Association, in astatement.
"While automated meter reading and load
management will be our initial focus, the system also supports arange of energy management and value-added services that allow us to
eventually communicate with the customer
inside the home," he added.
Additional services that Braintree is considering include time-of-use pricing, real-time
pricing, outage detection, automatic bill payment and others.
The utility currently serves 14,000 customers.

Pirates in N.C.
targeted by co-op

Cable operators all across North Carolina
are banding together in an effort to reduce the
proliferation of cable theft that already
plagues about 10 percent of the state's customers.
North Carolinians Against Cable Theft
(N.C. ACT) is the country's first statewide
coalition to launch an industry-coordinated
initiative against cable theft. It was formed by
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the North Carolina Cable
Telecommunications Association.
N.C. ACT has broad support from cable
systems, suppliers, programmers and customers, as well as law enforcement agencies,
government officials and others. The goal is to
educate North Carolinians about cable theft,
encourage them to actively prevent it and garner support from local authorities in prosecuting cable pirates in an effort to eradicate it.
Cable systems in the state are launching
simultaneous audits over the next several
months to determine who is receiving cable
services illegally, and local authorities have
pledged to prosecute offenders. Under the
law, this does include people who have
moved into housing that already has cable
service and don't realize they must pay for
that service, as well as people who think they
have already paid for cable by purchasing an
illegal convertor box.
Estimates are that 11.5 percent of basic
cable service and 9.25 percent of premium service are stolen every year in North Carolina.
"Cable theft is awidespread problem" that has
ramifications for all honest subscribers, said
Randy Fraser, Time Warner Raleigh division
president and director of the NCCTA. Theft
can also result in lower quality of service for
nearby subscribers, noted Fraser.
The group has set up ahotline for people
who spot people stealing cable service. The
number is (888) 834-6448.

Internet set-top
developed by startup

In case you haven't lost count of the number of companies that are promising to develop new, multi-function set-tops, add
Technauts Inc. of Cary, N.C. to the list. The
company says it has developed aset-top
based on its Internet Appliance software suite
(dubbed "Tardis") and has targeted OEMs,
VARs and ISPs to help them bring asub$200 box to market.
The unit is designed to connect to aTV
receiver for display and astandard telephone
line that connects to Internet service providers.
The software suite includes aWeb browser,
e-mail, apersonal information manager and
other features.
The open architecture of the software makes
it easy for OEMs and VARs to customize
Tardis with peripherals, including cable
modems, IDSN, TV tuners and other devices,
according to company executives.
The company intends to release aseries of
Internet appliances, including "E-mail Phone"

and a"Plug-n-Play Internet" server, over the
next few months, according to Ravi Periasamy,
Technaut president.

Jottings

Consider the Donald Rumsfeld era at
General Instrument/NextLevel officially
over: the company announced last month that it
was closing its Chicago headquarters office and
moving that function into its Broadband
Networks Group, which will soon be re-located
to Horsham, Pa. The consolidation is part of
NextLevel's newest restructuring that will
make the new location on Horsham, Pa. the
center of the NextLevel universe. .. While that
company consolidates, US West has decided to
separate itself into two public companies. One,
US West Inc., will focus on telephone, data and
wireless services; the other, called Media0ne
Group, will control the cable networks, the
investment in Time Warner Cable, and US
West's international interests. Charles "Chuck"
Lillis will become CEO of Media0ne ... The
Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
Association has helped clear the way for data
to be displayed over televisions and set-top
boxes by developing the EIA-746 standard,
which specifies how Uniform Resource
Locators (URLs) are sent via line 21 of the
vertical blanking interval. This will allow viewers to visit Web sites without having to type in
the URL ... Meanwhile, the FCC is planning
on revising the technical rules to allow twoway use of the "wireless cable" and educational frequencies in order to foster more competition with traditional cable TV services. The
Notice of Proposed Rulemaldng asks for comment on allowing high-speed Internet access
and other data delivery, as well as local loop
bypass ... Com21 Inc. has hit amajor milestone by shipping its 100th ComUNITY Access
high-speed data modem system after just six
months of product availability. Product is now
in place in 24 countries in systems with a
cumulative base of more than 8million subscribers ... Time Warner has launched abusiness telephone service in San Diego. The alldigital Sonet fiber network is connected to
more than 90 buildings ... Internet Ventures
Inc. will offer its "PeRKInet" Internet-overcable service to 900 dormitory rooms on the
campus of Eastern Washington University.
Done in conjunction with Davis
Communications Inc., this service will give
students Internet access at speeds of not less
than 256 kbps. The network consists of aCisco
router feeding aHybrid Networks Series 2000
Headend that then sends data to the telephonereturn modems.... CUD
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SPOTLIGHT

Aayoung engineer, Barry Middlebrook paid some

serious dues. In the early 1980s, he traveled the Arctic,
installing satellite earth stations for the National Research
Council (NRC) in virtually every small
northern community from the East to the
West Coast to the High Arctic. On atypical assignment, he and afellow technologist would hop asnowmobile to asite,
about 30 minutes away from camp, riding through total darkness in the "land of
the midnight sun." Often observing
huge, ominous-looking tracks in the
snow around the site, one of the two
would put up the earth station, while the
other stood guard with arifle to discourage any polar bears who might develop a
sudden interest in young engineers.
While doing everything from pouring concrete in 40 degrees below zero,
to site installation, to high-tech work,
Middlebrook's view of oceans of snow
made him realize how big his native
country truly is, and how important
satellite communication is to he and
his fellow Canadians.
While we'll never know if the polar
bear deterrence training was transferable, just about everything else
Middlebrook has learned has served
him well in the communications world.
In one example of that, two years after
joining Shaw Communications,
Middlebrook won the highest award the Canadian cable
engineering community has to bestow: The 1995 E.R.
Jarmain award for technical excellence, given to
Middlebrook in recognition of his work in developing
and implementing digital television standards.
Today, as director of advanced technology for Shaw, he
has responsibility for planning and implementing the company's digital video services, including video-on-demand,
DMX and satellite systems. To smooth the way for the
roll-out of those digital video services, as well as highspeed data, Middlebrook and his colleagues are busily
consolidating headends, rebuilding virtually all of them to
"achieve ahigher level of quality assurance, signal quality
and reliability," he notes. And Middlebrook is quick to
credit Shaw's success in those endeavors to teamwork.
"The deployment of digital is the most significant project that Shaw has ever undertaken," explains
Middlebrook, "because it is extremely capital-intensive.
And, it has adirect and immediate benefit to all of our
customers ... because the conversion frees up capacity.
We are on the bleeding edge, being among the first to
deploy the technology. The book isn't written; we are
writing it as we go along." At press time, the operator had
deployed more than 27,000 boxes in its Calgary system,
while the Toronto system was well on its way to completing its goal of 30,000 set-tops by the end of December.
Representing Shaw, Middlebrook is furthering the

Middlebrook
is writing
the digital
book

Barry Middlebrook
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industry's goals by serving as amember of ABSOC
(Advanced Broadcast Systems of Canada), which has
been given amandate by the Canadian government to
define standards for digital television in Canada. He also
participates with CableLabs' efforts in the U.S., and is a
member of the SCTE, the IEEE, SMPl'E and the CCTA.

From satellites to cable
Middlebrook is one of those lucky few who always
knew what he wanted to be when he grew up: an engineer, and aHam radio operator. Raised on afarm in
Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, he spent many evenings as
ayoung teen building his own Ham equipment and talking to people around the world. By the age of 15,
Middlebrook was ready to hit the working world and
signed on at alocal television station as a"switcher,"
juggling the play-back of TV shows and commercials.
After winning several academic scholarships, he headed
off to the University of Saskatchewan to study electrical
engineering, while holding down apart-time job with a
local aerospace company, SED Systems. At SED, he
designed satellite equipment, worked on asatellite control
and tracking system for the Anik and Brazilsat satellites,
and was involved in some of the first VSAT developments.
In fact, while working for SED, Middlebrook helped to
build the main ground station and satellite test control
facility for British Satellite Broadcasting in England (BSB,
now BSkyB), one of the first DBS ventures in the world.
After leaving SED in 1989, he joined Canadian
Satellite Communications (Cancom) as director of
advanced technology, providing strategic direction for
the company in its exploitation of the opportunities presented by digital video compression.
Comparing his two lives, Middlebrook says that the
cable and satellite industries are "remarkably similar."
"They're both dynamic industries, and the majority of
their business is entertainment video.... The opportunity
and breadth of services available with the cable TV architecture is much greater than that afforded by satellite communications, though, so Ifelt it was important to take what
Iknow about satellite, and apply it to cable TV (at Shaw)."

Is sainthood in the cards for Mrs. Middlebrook?
Though extremely dedicated to his job, Middlebrook
says his family comes first. He has time for little else right
now, as his five children, ranging in age from two months
to 11 years, keep him hopping. He credits wife Darlene,
though, with keeping the family running smoothly. A registered nurse who specializes in coronary care, she "has
the patience of asaint to put up with me:' he notes.
When he has afree moment, Middlebrook still dabbles in amateur radio, likes tinkering with cars, enjoys
hunting and fishing, plays hockey and makes beer.
Optimistic about the future, both personal and professional, Middlebrook feels that the cable industry has
anumber of opportunities in new service provision just
around the corner. "The information highway is wide
open to us," he declares. "We can go any speed we
want."
—Dana Cervenka
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t's so easy to forget how much technology surrounds us in everyday life. Fortunately, engineers
tend to be alittle more tuned into it.
One day last year, Walt Ciciora and
Iwere getting out of acar in aparking
lot. As we walked around the vehicle
and headed towards the exit, Walt
paused to examine ametal structure
on the wall next to the car. Iwalked
over to see what he was interested in,
and he pointed out the unusual design
of acoupling that was used to support
apart of the structure.
A moment later, as we were riding
up the building elevator to an office,
Ciciora asked, "Do you find it odd that
you and Iwere interested enough in an
everyday piece of pipe that we took
time to study it and discuss it?" I
thought for amoment before I
answered (something that Iseldom
do), and then asked him why he
thought we did that. "Curiosity," he
replied. "Well, yes, clearly that is
exactly why we did it, but why," I
asked, "did WE do it, as opposed to
the other people in the garage?"
On reflection, Ithink the answer is
that we work in technical positions.
Engineers and technical people from
other industries are often characterized
by an abiding curiosity about almost
everything. This is probably good, because someone
has to notice and remember the contributions that others have made to the technology in the everyday things
around us. For example, have you ever given any
thought to the amount of technology needed to make
the glass windows that you look through everyday?

Curios'
keeps
technology
moving

By Wendell Bailey,
President, Strategic
Technology International

The marvel of glass

Have acomment?
Contact Wendell
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wbailey@prodigy.com
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Window glass is cheap—anyone with an active
teenage son or daughter is probably thankful for this
during summertime games of baseball or soccer in the
side yard. A new pane of glass is only abuck or two.
As you've installed it, have you ever noticed the marvel that is asimple pane of glass? It is completely flat
and smooth and has asurprising degree of strength.
Glass has been around for at least 3,000 years.
Flat glass, the kind needed for windows, was a
labor-intensive industry, with the earliest efforts at
making glass for windows using atechnique known
as "crown glass." In this process, ametal rod was
used to pick up aclump of molten glass, which was
then spun at high speed, causing the glass to form a
large round disc. This disc was thinner at the outer
edges than in the center, and the outer surface was
cut into rectangular sections and used as windows.
The heavy, distorted center section became what is
called a"bull's-eye window." Glass made by this

process was less than optically perfect. In fact, it
was fairly wavy. This process was replaced by
something called "cylinder glass." In this technique,
along tube of glass was blown, and while still hot
and elastic, slit down the side and placed on aflat
surface. This was amajor technological improvement in the making of glass. The end product was
still wavy and contained imperfections, but the
process was more efficient than the old spun
method, and the end result was thinner.
Several other technological improvements took
place in the years following the end of the 1800s, but
they all involved getting the plate of glass flat and then
grinding and polishing until an acceptably smooth surface was produced. The improvements in the next
decades were all in process changes that made these
labor-intensive operations more mechanized.

The float process
It was not until 1952 that an English company
which had been improving the process of making plate
glass got the idea for atechnique that radically
improved the product and the economics. The
improvement was so great that today, 95 percent or
more of all the glass that you see is made by this
process.
The "float process" did not make asaleable piece of
glass until 1960. In this process, molten glass is drawn
out of afurnace and floated on amolten bed of tin.
The surface of the tin is so smooth and flat that the
glass that is drawn off of the end needs no other steps
to be optically clear. There are many details that I
have not mentioned here, but suffice it to say, that the
technology involved in this process is impressive.
What is more impressive is the comment made by
the former chief scientist of the Pilkington Brothers
(the firm that invented the float process) in an
address to aconference at MIT some years after the
private firm of Pilkington became apublic company.
At that MIT conference, the former chief scientist
stated that as apublic company, they could never
have embarked on the effort needed to invent and
perfect this process. It took, he said, millions of
pounds, and five years to get it to work, and 12 years
to make the first profit on the investment.
Today, of course, this is the only way to economically make plate glass for things like windows, but
where would we be if in 1952, this imaginative company had been public instead of private?
Public companies make many advances in science
and technology, but one has to ask: does the burden of
the corporate form inhibit the efforts necessary to
make industry-altering breakthroughs like the one
detailed above? Unfortunately, we will never know.
Luckily, engineers and technicians notice the technology in simple, everyday things, and apply what
their inquiring minds have noticed to their daily
endeavors. This curiosity is what keeps the world of
technology moving forward. CUD
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tthe end of the year, it is traditional to concentrate
on family matters, but it is also traditional to look
back, and forward. On New Year's Eve, we make our
resolutions, which are usually broken
by January 2. Many years ago, Imade
one resolution that Ihave been able to
keep: to never make any New Year's
resolutions again.
Anyway, this is agood time to look
back, and forward, at my favorite
industry. It has not exactly been abanner year in cable TV. We've been hurting from the hype that's been going
around the industry for the past five or
so years. We promised abunch of new
services, which we haven't been able
to deliver as fast as we promised. Now,
the public, press, financial community,
and politicos all tend to be impatient.
They assume that the cable industry is
teasing them when it doesn't deliver
what it promised, when it promised it.
In reality, however, the new services
are rolling out on arational
schedule—it's just not the schedule that
everyone expects.
In addition, competition is here to
stay. In the long run, that is for the
best. In the short run, though, competition feels bad, because we haven't
learned to live with it yet. Some of us
are still in denial and want to pretend
that competition doesn't exist. Unfortunately, sticking
our heads in the sand won't make it go away.

Beating
competition
in the
new year

By Jim Farmer,
Chief Technical Officer,
Antec

Have acomment?
Contact Jim via e-mail at:
jofarmer@mindspring.com
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Doing things right
Some operators are doing agood job responding to
competition. Telephones are being answered faster,
and CSRs are being trained and empowered to solve
customer problems. Likewise, installations and
repairs are being completed on time, and right.
Channels are being added because subscribers have
requested them. Picture quality is improving because
technical people are being trained, and motivated, to
do it right. Furthermore, levels are correct, systems
are balanced and leaks have been repaired. These are
all the things asuccessful company will do, just
because they are the right things to do. Oh, by the
way, doing the right things also improves subscriber
retention, and signs up new subscribers.
Several architectures have entered the marketplace,
competing to deliver broadband services to the home.
We offer hybrid fiber/coax (HFC). The competition
offers satellites, twisted pair, and MMDS in several
forms. Ichoose HFC as the most competitive technology available. It has the most going for it, though the
other guys will be there, make no mistake.
Satellite transmission is probably the strongest
competitor today. Satellite folks have one distinct

advantage: they don't require cable. This advantage,
though, is nullified in North America, where the wired
infrastructure is already in place. Satellite TV also
requires abox on every TV. Furthermore, localized
content, which is areal bear of aproblem for them, is
aslam-dunk for us. MMDS, and its variants, use a
microwave transmission scheme with either digital or
analog transmission. It is strong in afew places, but
off-air propagation means line-of-sight, which is not
always easy. Return bandwidth is another problem,
though some solutions have been proposed. Financing
also continues to plague that industry.
Lastly, the twisted pair folks (telcos) are working
hard, and creatively, on ways to use their embedded
infrastructure. They have proposed various flavors of
digital subscriber line (DSL) service to deliver highspeed digital services. A few years ago, we heard
about ADSL, where the "A" was "asymmetric." We
now hear about xDSL, which is whatever digital data
rate is feasible. DSL works, but as the number of
bits-per-second is increased, line length and conditioning become bigger problems, and the craftspeople
spend alot of time (read: dollars) getting it to work.
One of our biggest advantages over the competition is an old technology: analog video transmission.
Hey, it works, it delivers decent quality, and it's
cheap and convenient. Powerful advantages, friends,
very powerful advantages. It doesn't need set-top
convertors, at least not for basic services, and asettop is abig problem for today's subscribers. Even in
applications where subscribers need set-tops, the analog ones are less expensive than what the competitors
must supply. There's no doubt that we should exploit
the digital world, but we should not forget about the
one that brought us to the party. Analog still does a
creditable job on alot of things, while being friendly
to, and inexpensive for, our subscribers.
Probably our biggest secret weapon against the
competition is the return path. Ihave written on the
subject before, and will continue to write about it in
1998. It can be tamed and will work very well for us.
If you don't already have aworking return path, there
should be plans to have one in your future—unless you
want your competition to get ahead.
To stay competitive, never, ever forget the basics of
operating acable service: great customer service, great
pictures and great selection. In the process, however,
don't forget about the new things you can do. Data, for
example, will play alarger role in our industry, even
though it will take afew more years to perfect the
recipe. Also, cable telephony is here and working.
Several systems are reporting subscription rates beyond
projections. And don't write the obituary for interactive
video and remote services just yet.
Competition is here to stay. But it's not abad
thing, as long as you're ready for it. You can meet it,
because you're backed by the best architecture in the
business. Now go ahead and enter the new year with
optimism! CIED
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¡he wireless cable folks have been busy lately, figuring out how to configure their one-way spectrum to
carry two-way services. One element of their plan was
to get the FCC to change the technical
rules for wireless cable, and that is now
underway. But they still have to convince the FCC and the people who hold
the radio licenses that this can be done
without causing interference.

Two-way
wireless
cable in the
works

By Jeffrey Krauss,
wireless cable wiring
expert and President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy

Wireless cable background

Wireless cable operates in the 25002690 MHz range. It is comprised of two
kinds of radio licenses, Multichannel
Multipoint Distribution Service
(MMDS) and Instructional Fixed
Television Service (ITFS). The ITE
licensees are educational institutions that
use the channels for distributing educational coursework and lectures, but they
are permitted to lease their "excess
capacity" for pay TV distribution by a
wireless cable operator. In most cities,
the wireless cable service—up to 31
channels of MMDS and ITFS—is operated by the MMDS licensee.
Until now, wireless cable has used a
one-way broadcast configuration from
atall tower in order to reach customers as far as 35 miles away. That's
efficient for broadcasting, but not for
two-way operations.
Last year, the FCC decided to allow wireless cable
operators to transmit digital video as well as traditional analog video. This was permitted only after extensive field testing, to show that the digital signals
would not cause interference into the traditional analog video transmissions. But even though this was a
significant change, the broadcast video nature of
wireless cable was retained. That clearly will not be
the case if two-way services are permitted.

The two-way proposal

Have acomment?
Contact Jeff via e-mail at:
jlcrauss@cpcug.org
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The FCC released aNotice of Proposed Rulemaking
in October, in response to apetition submitted by a
large group of wireless cable licensees, operators and
equipment suppliers, seeking to establish new technical
rules that would make it feasible to provide some twoway operations on ITFS/MMDS channels. These are
some elements of the proposal:
Vpermit use of ITFS/MMDS channels for response
(two-way) communications
Vpermit cellular reuse of ITFS/MMDS frequencies
1/permit licensees to subchannelize the 6MHz channels or combine them into wider channels
Vpermit use of sector antenna systems in addition to
omnidirectional antennas
Vrequire submission of detailed calculations of potential interference from "response stations."

If these technical proposals are approved, 2.5 GHz
wireless cable networks could end up looking like 28
GHz LMDS networks, with numerous small cells instead
of asingle, large, 35-mile coverage radius. But LMDS
will have asingle licensee in each city, while wireless
cable uses ITFS channels licensed to four or five educational institutions in addition to the MMDS channels.
The problem here is going to be maintaining the TITS
and MMDS broadcast video service on some channels,
while operating two-way services on other channels.
The initial comments from ITFS licensees on the
proposals were mixed. Some would be happy to abandon or decrease the video coursework and use their
channels for Internet access and other two-way data
services. But asignificant number of ITFS licensees
want to retain the video distribution nature of the service. They are concerned that acellularizecl two-way
network may not be suitable for one-way video.
There are serious interference issues. The propagation features of 28 GHz LMDS support cellular reuse
of all the spectrum at every cell. In contrast, the 800
MHz cellular mobile telephone service can reuse only
about one-seventh of the spectrum at each cell, because
of interference from transmission in one cell into
receivers in the adjacent cell. It remains to be seen
whether similar interference problems will have an
impact on two-way wireless cable at 2.5 GHz.
In addition, there are questions about interference
between one-way video transmissions and two-way
wireless cable. There will be some ITFS licensees
that won't want to replace their one-way broadcast
transmitters with these cellular two-way systems. So
they'll be blasting away at the maximum power
needed to send their video signal 35 miles, while on
the adjacent channel, there will be systems using
much lower power transmissions for cellularized
two-way services. It will be quite achallenge to
design atwo-way wireless cable network that both
achieves large frequency reuse and also is robust
against interference from high-power ITFS.
The wireless cable folks would like the FCC to reallocate the spectrum and kick out the TITS folks, just
like the FCC kicked out the private microwave users in
order to clear spectrum for PCS. But that isn't in the
cards, and everyone knows it. The educational institutions may not have much money, but they have political clout through the Congress, and they've used it in
the past to hold onto these frequencies.
In return for allowing the FCC to create the wireless cable service, educational institutions have promoted the idea that the wireless cable operators
should pay for new ITFS transmission equipment and
should pay for leasing channel capacity from the
TITS licensees. But that took place when everyone
had the same goal of broadcasting video programming. It remains to be seen what kind of Christmas
present it will take to sweeten the pot this time
around for the educational institutions that want to
use their ITFS channels for one-way video. CND
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Refining network
stterv: management
in amixed system
By BlaMe Brown, GU,
bbrown@gci.com;
Bradley Beck, GU,
bbeck@gci.com; and
John Phillips, Product
Line Manager, Siecor
Network Management
Systems,
john_phillips@sieconcom

Editor's note:
This article was
originally presented as a
paper at NFOEC '97. Since
that time, GCI has acquired
Prime Cable.

A

sthe use of fiber optics reaches deeper into today's
telecommunications networks, the ability to manage the
physical components of those networks becomes more
and more critical. The myriad network topologies make
asingle management tool difficult to specify, and even
more challenging to implement. By defining the critical
elements that must be managed to achieve the required
high network availability, the network manager can take
the first step in implementing acomprehensive solution.
By segmenting the task of network management into
passive or physical layer management and active component or element management, one can modularly
build the complete suite of management applications. It
is important to understand, however, that even though a
modular system may be simpler to implement, all modules must be capable of integration.
This article describes aproject undertaken between
GCI, Prime Cable and Siecor Corp. in Anchorage,
Alaska. Prime Cable and GCI Communications have
installed acombination fiber optic analog video delivery
system and Sonet distribution network in the greater
Anchorage area. While installing the physical infrastructure, Prime/GCI also implemented ageographically-ref-

erenced fiber network management system provided by
Siecor. The installed system keeps track of all fiberrelated physical network components and aids in managing and troubleshooting the physical plant.

Network management systems

The term "network management system" means
many things to many people. From complex element
management systems that track the status of all active
components to asimple recordkeeping system for port
assignments, network engineers and managers must
understand the core functions of any proposed system.
The International Standards Organization defines
five sub-classes of total network management: System
configuration management, system performance management, network asset management, network security
management, and network fault management. While
identifying asingle system that would provide all of
the functions of each of these sub-classes might be a
daunting task, identifying applications that fulfill the
needs of each category may be the proper approach.
Again, it is vitally important to ensure interoperability
and compatibility between identified systems.
The Prime/GCl/Siecor project focused on implementing asystem that covered two of the five sub-classes:
asset management and fault management. Asset management is loosely defined as the logical representation
of the physical network layer within arelational database, and fault management is the function of using the
logical network definition to identify and locate optical
events within the physical plant. These optical events
could be cut cables or simply areas of increased attenuation within the network that need to be addressed.
Two key areas of asset or physical layer management are system definition and/or connection management. Both of these physical layer management compo-

ILLUSTRATION BY BOB STE WART
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FIBER LINE
nents were addressed in the Prime/GCl/Siecor project.
Arobust management system must provide an easy-touse, graphical method for defining an as-built optical network or for proactively designing the system and generating work orders and parts lists to build the network.
Templates should be provided to define all of the relevant
network components and allow the representation of multiple manufacturers' equipment. Physical layer components
that should be tracked include, but are not limited to:
cables; connectors; frames; fiber distribution systems and
housings; electronics, nodes and receivers; splice vaults,
housings and closures; cable conduit and raceways; optical
splitters or couplers and wavelength division multiplexers.
Template definitions allow the system administrator
to pre-define standardized network elements and provide only those supported components to the network
designer. Templates also provide an easy method for
reducing the time to actuTable 1: Network component definition.
ally define the network in
the management system.
Number of elemen
Network component
The system definition
Optical nodes
component of the manage, Optical splice closures
ment system should provide an intuitive interface
Optical splices
for defining the network.
This could be accomplished
by allowing the user to
drag-and-drop template
icons on the appropriate
location on street maps for
outside plant components or onto afloor plan representation of aheadend, central office or network data center.
The system would then prompt the user to enter critical
data about each network component, such as the fiber
count of acable, the splitting ratio of acoupler module,
or the physical dimensions of across-connect frame.
The network definition phase of this project consisted of
defining alimited geographical area of the video/Sonet network. The network itself is being built and simultaneously
defined in the management system in phases. Phase one of
the project defined the components listed in Table I.

Connection management
Once the fiber network is completely defined to the
management system, the user then defines connections
between the existing components. This includes port-toport jumper assignments, as well as cable-to-cable splicing assignments. This function establishes the relationship between all of the network elements from transmission point to receiver point. By doing so, the system can
then track every fiber circuit from end-to-end.
In addition to circuit tracking, the network management system should also provide performance information on the physical network. During the connection
phase, all splice losses, connector and coupler/splitter
insertion losses, and cable attenuation values should be
recorded. This allows for pre-build planning by providing complete, end-to-end attenuation calculations.
A robust management system also allows for "what if"
analysis using this information. Power output and
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input requirements should also be recorded.
The management system should also provide an
easy-to-use, intuitive interface for establishing the multiple fiber connection relationships between network
components. This could be accomplished using an
additional drag-and-drop interface that allows complete
or partial fiber cables to be assigned to distribution
housing ports or splice closure trays.
In addition to multiple fiber assignments, the system
should provide agraphical administrative function for
performing connection adds/drops/moves. This would
also generate work orders for assigned technicians to
make the defined changes. Work orders would then be
recorded and entered into the system as they were
accomplished. An automated form-scanning function
would greatly reduce the amount of time required to
resolve work order information.
Phase one of the project included defining optical
connections within a20-square-mile area. As noted earlier, more than 10,000 splice points were recorded.
Each of these splice points also tracked the loss at that
splice. Based on implementation requirements, either
actual or budgeted splice losses can be used.
In addition to the splice points within the physical
network, more than 6,500 optical terminations were
recorded in the headends and optical cross-connects.
Again, each of these optical terminations was tracked
along with the insertion loss of the connection.
Budgetary losses were based on specified connector
mated pair loss measurements.

Fault management

Once the fiber network is logically defined to the
management system, one of the key functions it provides is the ability to detect and locate failing components within the network. There are two levels of fault
management functionality: manual test and automatic
or proactive monitoring.
In the manual testing mode, the system would allow the
user to input an alarming or failing component or customer, such as "transmitter 24," "node 57A," or "Main
Street Bank." The system would then identify the optical
path that is affected from transmission point to receive
point. After doing so, the system would prompt the user
with the test access port from which to take an optical trace
of the suspected link. Once the user notifies the system that
the test is complete, the system would then be able to read
the trace event field, determine the point of failure and then
notify the user of the physical location of the problem.
Implementation of aglobal positioning system
(GPS) module would also allow the management system to determine the proper work crew to dispatch
based on physical proximity to the failing location. The
project also included acomplex set of algorithms to
account for inherent differences in optical and physical
distances within the geography.
Geographically referenced data is generally referenced in two dimensions. This lends itself to providing linear distances between network elements. A vertical component must be introduced to account for
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elevation changes or cable routing transitions
between aerial and buried plant.
Not only does this adjustment need to be
made for accurate event location, but optical
cable constructions can also introduce achange
in the reported distances. The type of optical
cables deployed in the Prime/GCI network actually have more optical length than sheath length.
This excess fiber length (EFL) is generally

expressed as apercentage of over-run to the actual sheath length. EFL percentage was tracked in
the Prime/GCI network on abuffer tube level.
By accounting for differences in sheath to
linear map distance and optical to sheath distance, the system implemented in this project
provides accurate cable sheath marking indications for optical events.
In order to assist in comparing historical
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optical performance to current performance,
more than 12,000 OTDR traces were cataloged. To enable easy identification of historical performance criteria, OTDR traces can
then be associated with light paths or circuits.
In addition to amanual reporting system, network management systems are being developed
that employ optical switches and intelligent testing methods to proactively monitor the fiber network, detect failing or degrading components,
locate the physical element and dispatch awork
crew as necessary. While this is the best of all
possible implementations of the fault management portion of anetwork management system,
it is also the most expensive. This should be a
serious point of evaluation when considering the
implementation of such asystem.

Other considerations
Now that some of the critical functions that
anetwork management system should provide
have been discussed, it should be noted that
there are other considerations to take into
account when evaluating asystem that are not
directly related to functionality.
Relational database management systems.
A flexible and scalable relational database
management system, or RDBMS, is crucial to
proper implementation of anetwork management system. The RDBMS platform that the
system runs on should have an open architecture and support industry standards.
Many companies have existing legacy management systems that hold part of the information required for acomplete network management system. The proposed replacement or
additional management system should be compatible with or have facilities to integrate with
existing systems.
The RDBMS should also be scalable in that
it can be implemented on avariety of computer operating systems and hardware platforms.
Even if the network management system today
only requires aPC-based solution, the architecture should support larger networked platforms for future growth.
The relational database management system
deployed for this project was Oracle7, which
provides ascalable architecture that allows for
asmall-scale client/server implementation, yet
has the capability for exponential growth.
Geographic information systems. The network management system should also be integrated with ageographic information system
(GIS). This allows the physical location of network components to be managed and tracked.
By providing aregional street-level view of the
fiber network, the user can, by creating unlimited graphical layers, view the utilization of fiber
cables, determine the best diverse route for traf-
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fic, or isolate trouble areas based on historical data.
The GIS should provide an easy-to-use interface
and offer industry-standard interfaces with other mapping systems that may be deployed in an organization.
Mapping the fiber network components makes the
system much more intuitive and enables users to
access critical information much more quickly than
traditional menu-driven interfaces.
The geographical information system deployed at
Figure 1: Proposed GIS fiber management system: network architecture and hardware.
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Prime/GCI was MapInfo. In addition to providing realworld coordinates for all optical elements in the network, the system also provided the capability to import
more than 300 digitized CAD maps representing other
network components. This flexibility allowed
Prime/GCI to maintain its investment in the library of
digitized maps, while at the same time, enabled the
existing maps to be geographically referenced.
Client/server distributed architecture. A distributed
system provides application processing power where
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the end user is physically located, while maintaining a
single data repository to ensure accurate and secure
data. This architecture allows the server side of the
system to grow as needed, while ensuring aconsistent
interface for the client or end user.
In addition, afat-client, thin-server implementation
allows the majority of the processor-intensive graphical
interface to reside on the client, and only database queries
and results pass over the computer network from the server. This greatly enhances response time, and therefore, the
overall usability of the network management system.
The project at Prime/GCI was deployed in a
client/server architecture. Other applications vital to
the operation of the network reside on various workstations. Access to the fiber network management system from acentralized server allowed access to multiple functions within both Prime Cable and GCI
Communications. The CAD network architecture
deployed for this project is depicted in Figure 1.
Installation, training and customization. Finally, system
installation, training and customization services available
for the network management system should be evaluated.
Because of the sheer size of the data that is requited to
accurately define the optical network logically to the system, companies may decide that acomplete, turnkey
installation of the network management system and associated data entry is the best implementation method.
System usage training should also be evaluated.
The network management system implemented will
only be effective if used properly and in atimely
manner. Comprehensive administrator and user training should be available and flexible enough to be
geared toward the individual network configuration of
any particular telecommunications company.
Also, the proposed network management system
should be open and well-documented. The system
provider should have fourth-generation language (4GL)
tools available to allow for quick customization of the network management system to individual needs. In addition
to programmatic customization, off-the-shelf tools should
be available for the end user to enhance the system by creating customer-specific interfaces, forms and reports.

Conclusion

There are many functional and external factors to consider when implementing anetwork management system. The key in making an informed decision is to realize that asystem that accomplishes 100 percent of the
functionality for 100 percent of the network topologies is
probably not available. But, by identifying the critical
functional and external requirements for successful
implementation, one can be assured that the system chosen today will work within the network of tomorrow.
The implementation of aphysical plant network
management system at Prime/GCI has allowed the network operators to more quickly and accurately report on
the status of their optical infrastructure. Actual, quantifiable data was not available at the time this article was
written, but should be calculable when historical data on
the operation of this system is available. CND
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'The main thing
we're doing is
rebuilding
just about
everywhere.
Rebuilds are us!'
—Wright
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'leading into this year's Western Cable Show, the
cable industry stands at acrossroads. It is about to
embark on ahistoric journey that will take it into an
era that includes digital video, high-speed data and
potentially other services, including interactive TV and
telephone-over-cable. To determine how the MSOs are
preparing for this new future, we brought together four
highly-respected senior engineering executives to
answer afew questions related to service deployment,
network construction and standards. What follows is
an edited transcript of the conversation between CED
Editor Roger Brown; CED Contributing Editor Leslie
Ellis; Tele-Communications Inc.'s Senior VP of
Engineering and Technical Operations, Tony Werner;
Time Warner Cable's Chief Technical Officer, Jim
Chiddix; US West Media Group's Chief Technical
Officer, David Fellows; and Intermedia Partners' Chief
Technical Officer, Ken Wright.
CED: What are the top two or three issues that
,$
occupy your time and thinking these days?
Fellows: In terms of hours spent, it's OpenCable,
it relates to the number-two thing Ispend my timeoe
which is still MCNS. Finishing up the last pieces
the security model, keeping all of the vendors together
so that there's some chance they will interoperate as
we look at gray areas in the spec and do an engineering
change request notice. Getting the suppliers to show up
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at CableLabs and do the interoperability testing.
Preparing for this CableNet demo at the Western
Show—all of that has taken alot of time. I've spent the
last two months reading responses to RFIs, putting out
further questions to the vendors, reading those responses, sorting through the issues of what should be specified and how to come up with aspecification that people will agree with.
Werner: I've been focused on our digital roll-out,
and the practical aspects of that. Making sure the networks are able to carry the digital signals, making sure
that we have headends either eliminated or interconnected down to the degree that it makes sense, to obviously avoid some costs in that area. We went into last
fall shutting down the capital (spending) here, and
shutting down the rebuilds. We're trying to get all the
processes in place, the contracts lined up, network
architectures set up on amarket-by-market basis, so
that we can start moving that ahead at afairly rapid
rate, starting late this year and into early next.
Iguess aside point to that is that we have in the
vicinity of 70,000 or 80,000 miles of plant that is HFC
and close to being ready to be turned up for @Home
service, so we've set up agroup within my organization that's going out, visiting with the systems, and
expediting the activation of two-way.
Chiddix: Digital set-top boxes, modem
standards, and maybe alittle light finetuning on fiber upgrades, Iguess.
Wright: What's keeping me busy
these days is budgeting. Beyond that, the
main thing we're doing is rebuilding
just about everywhere. Rebuilds
are us! We're on the cusp of
rolling out digital video in a
couple of markets, and we've got
cable modems out in acouple of markets. We

also have afew areas where we're doing some pretty
massive interconnecting of systems where we're
putting in regional headends.
CED: As far as high-speed data, are you pleased
with the way the MCNS process has progressed so far?
Fellows: One of the things that Ithink amazes all of
the MSOs involved is that we get along. We actually
agree on things, agree on priorities and what should be
in the spec or not, and on what sort of details should be
there. On the other hand, it's the first time we've done
something like MCNS. And so we're also flying alittle
bit blind, (such as) with issues like intellectual property
(and how to deal with it).
Another area is the actual compliance testing. You
can either go and hook one vendor's headend to another vendor's signal, and see if it works, and if it does,
you do the dance of joy in the hallway. There's (also) a
view that says you've got to vary all the combinations
like voltage and temperature, headend distances and
number of subscribers. So we're wrestling with what
compliance means. Ithink the industry is going to have
alot of learning to do. MCNS has gone amazingly
well, but that doesn't mean that there aren't all sorts of
major challenges that are appearing.
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CED: Dave, what's your view on when Ican go down
to CompUSA and buy an MCNS-compliant modem?
Fellows: I'm sticking with the story I've had for a
year. And that is, if things continue to go well, there'll
be some in stores for Christmas of 1998. And if there's
some unforeseen problem or issue or blow-up, then
we'll miss that and it'll be the middle of '99. Istill
think there's agood chance that all of
us on this phone call will have
taken MCNS modems, we'll
have proved that
they actual-

ly work and there's not going to be some massive
recall. Then we'll get to work on getting them into
stores and figuring out how the stores make money,
how the suppliers make money, how customers get
signed up, how we make money, and (how to) make
the buying experience easy for customers.
CED: Outside of the retail model, how long will it
be until there's acritical mass of MCNS-compliant
modems that are available for you guys to purchase?
What's the timeframe on that?
Fellows: Ithink they'll show us wares at the
Western Show. Some of us may test some soon after
that. But maybe the security won't be quite right, or
there's another revision of the chip from gate array
through to custom chip that solves afew, open, remaining items. Ithink the real tests come in March or April
of next year, and by June-ish of next year, we'll be
through the trials and find that they work pretty well.
We're under pressure (from) our bosses to switch as
soon as possible. We keep explaining to them that a
Motorola or LANcity (now Bay Networks) modem that
we take delivery on today will still be working ayear
from now. It doesn't suddenly stop working. But there
is adefinite, and probably justified, sense that as soon
as we can transfer purchasing, we ought to.
CED: What do you do in the interim, between now
and June? Do you roll out service in afew places and
then go crazy once they're all interoperable, or do you
not really wait?
Chiddix: This is agood business. You keep going
full speed. You roll out as business dictates. There's perfectly good product out there right now. And it's available in volume, and it doesn't become aboat anchor
once the MCNS modems (debut). They can co-exist.
Werner: We are trying to expand footprint, both
within markets and adding markets with existing product. It isn't so much whether Motorola's product today
will be MCNS-compliant. Imean, there's no product
out there today that will gracefully and truly map over.
But Ithink Jim's point is that you can have the products co-exist on acommon cable plant, at two different
frequency allocations. Another strategy is that once
MCNS-compliant product comes in, you migrate some
of the legacy gear to other systems.

'There's perfectly
good product out
there right now.
And it's available
in volume, and it
doesn't become a
boat anchor.'
—Chiddix

CED: What's your roll-out plan, Tony, from atiming point-of-view?
Werner: We're in the process of re-evaluating both
the speed at which we do the two-way activations and
our network upgrades in general. But as of right now,
we're adding over 150,000 passings this month
(November), and those are in the bank. And the guys
tell me we'll have the same run rate for next month
(December). We're hoping to actually ramp that up as
we start to go into next year, taking the HFC plant that
we've already built and getting it ready for two-way.
CED: Let's move into digital TV. What are your lat-
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est thoughts on roll-out plans, and how has OpenCable
affected those plans, either to help or hinder?

'We're betting the
farm on digital
here. And rapidly
moving ahead
with deployment.'
-Werner
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Fellows: I'm the Luddite on the phone here, so I'll
answer and get out of the way. We have plans for settop deployments somewhere around Detroit, and we
have headends installed where we think we have competition, but we are not aggressively rolling out digital
set-tops across our systems at the present time. We
believe that a750 MHz upgrade with an 80- to 90channel analog tier is compelling enough. As for waiting, it's not so much OpenCable we're waiting on, as
much as prices for set-tops that we can afford, given
the revenue that they bring.
Werner: We're betting the farm on digital here. And
rapidly moving ahead with deployment. We're also
very bullish on OpenCable, and what it has to bring,
but we don't think that it necessarily affects the business today, nor is it agood reason to delay. So we've
been rapidly installing the dishes and the headend
equipment to facilitate availability of the signals to
upwards of 90 percent of our customers by year-end.
Whether or not we'll market to all those is another
question. We've taken delivery of 500,000 boxes so far
and have afair number of them deployed. We've got
the majority of the headends installed, but we don't
have all the channel maps downloaded, and we don't
have all the billing set up.
Chiddix: We're sort of in the middle of those two
answers, Iguess. We're proceeding with Pegasus, with
Pioneer, Scientific-Atlanta and Toshiba. We expect to
begin beta trials around the first of the year. As soon as
that's done, they'll go to beta testing in the field, and then
later be deployed in anumber of our systems next year.
Ithink the significant thing the industry is doing
with OpenCable is embracing the whole family of
Internet standards, and leveraging off of all the energy
of the Internet to develop and evolve open standards.
Our task is really one of adapting those to the needs of
the cable industry and the set-top box environment.
We view the set-top box alittle differently than
either Dave or Tony. It has potentially adefensive element, although there is auniverse of early adopters out
there who are our most demanding customers, with
home theaters and so forth. Those are the folks who
buy DVD machines and potentially DBS dishes. We
want to make sure we don't lose those customers or the
position of being their video provider.
Looking further down the road, Ithink digital set-tops
offer us alot more than adefensive position against DBS
or merely away to extend channels. Ultimately, cable's
strength is the huge amount of two-way plant we have,
with an HFC architecture. Digital set-tops open up an
important area for the kind of services we offered in
Orlando. And there indeed is revenue there.
Wright: Our first headend installation is in
McKenzie, Tenn., which is arural market that is channel-deprived because we've not done an upgrade there
yet, and it's also amarket where we have fairly extensive microwave distribution. So we decided to really

challenge ourselves and have that be the first market
we rolled out in. We also felt that that was amarket
where we were the most at risk with the DBS
Christmas buying season. Beyond that, there will be
more systems that will be firing up between now and
the end of January, (including) Greenville/Spartanburg,
N.C., followed closely by Nashville.
CED: What does your capital budget look like for
next year? Will it be more or less than 1997?
Chiddix: For us, it's pretty much even keel. Our overall capital spending is about $1.6 billion next year, which
is very similar to this year. That basic level of spending
will last to the year 2000, when we complete the last of
our upgrades. That capital is broken into upgrades, settops, maintenance capital and new business, which is
cable modems and such. After the upgrades are completed, we expect our spending to fall to under $1 billion.
Fellows: We're spending about $1.5 billion this
year, and (about the same amount next year). You
know, it's flat, but still we're spending ahuge amount
of money on upgrades.
Wright: For us, '98 looks pretty similar to '97. In
late '96, we set out to do what for us is apretty widespread rebuild program, and '97 and '98 were the two
major years. It's nearly $350 million for '97 and '98
combined, and we'll have spent about half that by the
end of this year.
Werner: We're still sticking with our plan of record. As
these joint ventures we've announced get closed, they'll
slide out of our plan. At the same time, we're looking to
accelerate our schedule for the remaining properties. My
guess is that we'll shift alot of the 2001 and 2002 spending into the '98 to 2000 years. So our numbers right now
are about $760 and $850 million for next year, and
between $950 million and $1.2 billion for total capital—that
includes maintenance and line extension—and upgrades
may grow as we move into the upcoming two years.
CED: What percentage of your plant is currently
two-way HFC, and how much will that grow next year?
Wright: At this point, we're at just under 50 percent
of our plant that's two-way HFC. And by the end of
next year, we'll be at the 90 percent mark.
Fellows: We are just over 50 percent where the
bandwidth has been upgraded to either 750 MHz or
550 MHz, and my calculator says 26 percent are twoway HFC, data-ready homes-passed. That will grow 20
percent (per year) for forward plant bandwidth, and
we'll actually end this year at about 60 percent. (On the
reverse plant), we'll end the year at roughly 30 percent,
and that catches up at alittle bit more than 20 percent
increments going forward.
Chiddix: We're at alittle over 50 percent as of the
end of this year, that's both two-way active and HFC.
Right now, we also have non-HFC plant which is twoway active. We're mostly tracking the HFC upgrades,
and currently we have 18 million homes passed. A little
over 9million homes passed that will be upgraded this
year, and that grows at arate of 3million homes per
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year until we're completed at the end of the year 2000.

'Dave "Band Aid"
Fellows here
uses filters in
five of our six
regions.'
—Fellows

CED: What about the return path? We keep hearing
how difficult it can be to operate there. Is everybody
planning to use filters for the upstream path, or going
the route of clean plant?
Chiddix: We're in favor of clean plant. We've used
filters in some areas where we needed to clean something up that wasn't quite up to snuff. But we're firm
believers that it is quite possible and not horrendously
difficult, in fact, to clean up plant to the point where
you don't need to put filters everywhere in order to fire
up two-way services. Adding filters is acrutch that
keeps you from running plant the way that you should
run it, and they become more and more operationally
complex as you go down the road and get higher penetration of two-way services.
Wright: I'll just say ditto to that, Jim. We're really
in the same boat. Across the board, we're firing up
two-way plant without filters, and finding that we can
make it work. As Jim said, if you use filters, you
become your own worst enemy, because penetration
grows, the filters come off, and problems then start
showing up after you bring customers on.
Werner: We're leaving those decisions up to the systems. They can make that call. We obviously work with
them and advise them, and for that matter, we consider
filters to be auseful tool. CableLabs has done some interesting work that clearly proves that filters are avalid tool.
They showed that filtering can and does remove greater
than 90 percent of the interfering types of noise and burst
energy. So we think filters are agood tool, but we also
have plant that's very clean and doesn't need them. But
we're not religious about it one way or another.
Fellows: Dave "Band Aid" Fellows here uses filters
in five of our six regions. When someone signs up for a
two-way service, the filter actually gets moved to one
side of anew splitter we put on the house. In the sixth
region, we use reverse equalization, if you will. We add
loss selectively in the reverse plant, so that the transmit
levels from all homes are roughly the same and roughly
the maximum allowable.
Wright: We're doing that, too, in our design. We're
padding at the node to bring our worst-case terminal
devices near the top of the output range.
Chiddix: Yes. Reverse equalization is avery clever
solution, and we're experimenting with taps that have
built-in return equalization.
CED: It seems that RF telephony, though, is seeing
some momentum, at least if Cox is any indication. And
Tony, you say you continued to be impressed with
TCI's telephony experiences in Hartford.
Werner: We don't have any further plans for it right
now. We'll stick with the experiments we have in place.
Fellows: On RF telephony, we're in the process of
selling our interest to Cable and Wireless, but we have
over 20,000 paying telephony customers in Australia. In
this country, we have some trials going on in Atlanta, but
have not made the decision to roll it out yet. And then
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back in my role, I'm placing bets. I'm making sure that
I'm not so committed to HFC telephony that if IP telephony does what we hope it does, I've not done anything
stupid. On the other hand, if IP telephony only turns out
to be an Internet ham radio equivalent and does not have
the quality or functionality to send faxes or receive voice
mail or DTMF tones, then Ihaven't not entered the
phone business waiting for this Holy Grail. So I'm trying
to balance the effort and the investment here.
Chiddix: We have thousands of HFC telephony customers in Rochester, and are very confident that the
technology works well and is quite manageable by regular cable folks. But we are not deploying it elsewhere,
because we're quite concerned with the regulatory
structure around competitive residential POTS. It's not
avery good business right now.
Wright: We're in aposition where we have to watch
very carefully what we do with our capital, and make
sure we make the best use of it. So we made the strategic
decision some time ago not to put the extra capital that's
necessary into our plant to start doing HFC telephony.
CED: What about IP telephony? Does that interest you?
Werner: We're bullish on that, also recognizing that
there's afew things between us and the delivery of that
service. Standards for the networks, and working out
the terminal equipment. But I'll echo what Jim said,
which is that we're finding on the HFC side that our
networks can do it, and that the technology works pretty well. Whether or not it's in the long-term cards for
the company is another question.
Chiddix: One of the things that's intriguing about it is
that you may be able to leverage the same infrastructure
that you build for the cable modem business. But you can
do teen lines and second lines and so forth with the HFC
gear that's available today, as well as IP telephony. IP telephony does have another capability, which is that some of
the expense can get built into the PC, thereby reducing
costs, but that also very much colors how it's used.
Fellows: One of the problems is that IP telephony
means awhole bunch of different things. It could be
viewed as an alternate way to get ones and zeros out of
the home. And to that extent, you do worry about lifeline telephony. But we are powering our cable plant so
that in times of power outages, the plant still works.
With IP telephony, you have to worry about abox in
the home; however, 1have in the lab here at the Pilot
House agateway that has an Ri-11 jack and an
Ethernet jack that doesn't consume very much power.
So you can imagine them lasting as long as acordless
phone or surviving acouple-hour outage.
UP telephony is also away to get awhole bunch of features that you can't get with a5ESS switch and anormal
telephone network. Like, you're looking at aWeb page
and you click on something, an icon, and aphone call is
connected. Or, (when) you get an e-mail from someone,
you hit abutton, and you've got atelephone connection
back to them. If they don't happen to be there, then you
e-mail avoice mail back to them. And there are other
convergence kinds of features. CIED
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Broadband digital solutions
take center stage
CableNET keeps the focus
on digital technologies

By Michael Lafferty

Asmost cable professionals know, technolo-

gy hype often leaves abad, if not bitter, taste
in one's mouth. Over the past decade or so,
the industry has been trying to clear its throat
of that taste after repeatedly putting its mouth
where it thought the technology would be.
This year's CableNET '97 showcase, which
is co-sponsored by Cable Television
Laboratories Inc. (CableLabs) and the
California Cable Television Association,
should go along way in clearing things up
with solid hardware and software solutions
designed for the industry's broadband digital
pipeline. As the coordinated exhibits will show
both industry insiders and outsiders, when it
comes to digital services, bandwidth rules.
Now in its fifth year, CableNET's 1997
exhibit will include advanced technologies, services and applications
from more than 45 participating
supplier companies. Those companies will create more than 70
active working demonstrations
throughout the 6,000-square-foot
showcase. The demonstrations will
run on ahybrid fiber/coaxial cable system
built as apart of the exhibit with the assistance of Orange County's cable provider,
Century Communications.
To help attendees get where they want to go
fast, the demonstrations will be color-coded
based upon five separate categories (see page
46). One of the key categories sure to garner a
good deal of attention is the area devoted to
companies displaying their prototype interoperable, standards-based modems.
Dr. Richard Green, president and CEO of
CableLabs, believes this year's CableNET
exhibit marks an important milestone for the
industry. "The confluence of afirst-ever display
of interoperable, standards-based digital cable
modems," says Green, "coupled with the display of digital television, is atrue indication of
the cable industry's embracing the digital age."
In keeping with the overall digital theme,
CableNET co-sponsors are also taking the
show on the Web (http://www.cablenet.org) as
of December 1. "The CableNET site," says
Green, "strives to be an easy-to-access,
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appealing gateway to the cable television
industry's expanding presence on the Web."
While agreat deal of Western Show attendees' attention will be focused on cable modems
at the CableNET exhibit, the exclusive technology showcase has alot more going for it.
Among the participants are avariety of companies that are officially debuiiiig-their technology

Banclwicelth

RULES
and services for the first time to the industry.
One of those companies is Video Networks
Inc., ayear-old start-up company with a
national video content distribution network.
According to Tanzy Wallace, VNI's director of
product management, VNI will be showcasing
two of its products at CableNET.
"What we're showing:' says Wallace, "is

the VNI national network and two of our
products, MediaTracker and EC Tracker. EC
Tracker is asystem for cable advertising. For
example, with the EC Tracker, what you'll be
able to do is log into the system, and you will
be able view the ad bank to see which version
of aparticular ad you need to distribute. And
from that, you will select your ad and you will
distribute it. At the point where it's been
downloaded to the headend and where it's
been played, you can do an automatic verification, and you can use the same system to send
your affidavits back up for collation.
"The MediaTracker is your standard VOD
or news-on-demand service. And from that,
you'll be able to go in and do searches on a
database that stores avariety of clips. This can
include anews or sports clip you want to
incorporate in alocal broadcast. So it could be
used for affiliates of major news organizations
who would find it useful for real-time breaking news stories, or it could used for just-intime rebuttal-type campaign pieces in the
upcoming 1998 election year. That's areal hot
area for this application."
Wallace says hooking into the system is
made as easy and as flexible as possible.
"When we bring on asubscriber:' explains
Wallace, "we give them acomputer, Mac or
PC—it doesn't matter. We configure something
that will work with their system. We load our
software on it. We bring in the connection.
"If they're doing MediaTracker, we drop in a
T-1 line. If not, then we look at asmaller bandwidth connection, depending on what the traffic
is expected to be. And then they're on the
nationwide network. If they're in avery rural
site, and they're doing primarily the video part,
then we put them on our satellite network. The
demonstration we'll be doing at CableNET will
actually be over our terrestrial network from our
Atlanta network operations center."
At past Western Shows and CableNET
exhibits, attendees often came away somewhat
frustrated that the technology they saw was still
"under development" or otherwise unavailable.
And, for operators looking for easy-to-deploy
services that can generate revenues now, that
frustration was often more acute.
One of this year's CableNET participants
thinks it has the technology and aservice that
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C ABLE NET '97

CableNET '97 demonstration participants
Proprientr ,
,cauie in•
Bay Networks Inc. — anumber of demonstrations focusing on delivery of high-speed data
using proprietary cable modems. Included are
distance learning, multimedia, telecommuting,
electronic commerce transactions such as
electronic banking, mail order, Web order,
Internet Protocol (IP) phones, network management, and MPEG-2 video delivery.
— demonstrates virtual private
networking for residential and business applications, and high-speed Internet access with
a proprietary cable modem system.
displays multiple standards-based cable
modems with a new architecture that allows
cable operators to choose their Internet service providers at any location.
Motorola — shows applications and new
features for high-speed data delivery using
proprietary CyberSURFR cable modems.
Included are interactive gaming, electronic
commerce transactions, IP multicasting, IP
telephony, and 16 QAM.
— exhibits an
advanced high-speed Internet networking
application that enables operators to leverage Internet Service Provider (ISP) networks

to deliver high-speed downstream data services to existing ISP subscribers.
DOCtilti-based cable modem solutions: 3Com
Corporation — demonstrates interoperable,
standards-based, US Robotics-brand telcoreturn and two-way cable modems for highspeed Internet access with speeds up to 38
Mbps for Web surfing, IP telephony, streaming
video and other Internet applications.
Analog Devices
Assured Digital Inc. — exhibits security
module proposals that seek to comply with
the cable interoperable modem specification.
Bay Networks Inc. — demonstrates prototype interoperable standards-based
modems.
— displays prototype interoperable standards-based cable
modems providing high-speed connectivity
technology.
— shows its standardsbased solutions for cable system operators
and consumer electronics manufacturers.
Harmonic Lightwaves — exhibits an interoperable standards-based cable modem termination system for high-speed cable data services.
— demonstrates
prototype design and components for stan-

Migrational, cost-effective, and above all, reliable — Diamond Systems"'
offer afull range of fiber optic and RF transport equipment and
components, allowing you to satisfy today's requirements and prepare
your network for the integration of future services.
Get connected with Philips. The reliable choice.
Philips Broadband Networks. 800-448-5171; 315-682-9105; www.be.philips.com/phn

dards-based interoperable cable modems.
J. s<'lmm! Sysile,ms
Pim,
ion ,c Video Communie
displays a prototype standards-based interoperable cable modem.
•; — shows a prototype standards-based interoperable cable modem that
allows for delivery of high-speed data services over a cable network.
_
Stanford Telecom
Toshiba America Information Systems
Inc. — uses a prototype interoperable
modem to demonstrate the use of streaming
video and IP telephony for distance learning.
Digital video (delivery, display and measurement)
Bay Networks Inc.
Hukk Engineering — demonstrates amethod
of signal analysis of QAM digital signals.
Scientific-Atlanta Inc. — exhibits its Explorer
2000 digital set-top, PowerTV Operating
System and interactive program guide.
SkyConnect Inc./Oracle — shows digital ad
insertion using the Oracle Video Server on
SkyConnect's hardware platform.
Video Networks Inc. — provides integrated
video transport, network management and
electronic commerce for seamless distribution and access of video nationwide.

Ward Laboratories — displays new video
noise reduction system developed in conjunction with the Canadian Cable Labs Fund
(Rogers Cablesystems Ltd.) and the
University of British Columbia.
Education/Entertainment:
Bay Networks Inc.
Digital Camera Network — exhibits a realtime image acquisition system delivering live
images to cable subscribers via the Internet.
Evolve Products Inc. — displays atwo-way
universal remote as atool for tune-in promotion, pay-per-view and local advertising.
FORE Systems Inc. — demonstrates sending real-time video using ATM technology
over dark fiber. Applications include distance
learning, teleconferencing, remote arraignment and telemedicine.
VR-1 Inc.— shows networked games played
over the Internet via cable modem connectivity.
Information/Internet technologies:
Bay Networks Inc.
CableData Inc. — exhibits two demonstrations that show on-line, real-time access and
communication to customer care and billing
management systems via the Internet,
including access through wireless, handheld
personal digital assistant (PDA) devices.
Ericsson Inc.— shows telephony, Internet
access, broadcast video, switched interactive

video and energy management over the cable
network using ATM transport and switching.
Excite/Simon Fraser University — exhibits
interactive content interfaces and developments for acable thin-client set-top box.
Hybrid Networks Inc. — displays applications such as video conferencing, video
streaming and remote access over proprietary cable modems.
ICTV Inc. — demonstrates an open platform
to deliver high-speed Internet access, electronic mail and arcade-quality CD-ROM
games over the cable to the television set.
Intel Corporation — exhibits a Universal
Serial Bus (USB) interface for standardsbased cable modems in personal computers.
International Billing Services Inc. —
demonstrates interactive bill presentation.
Novell Inc./Compaq — shows a directory
service, an application launcher and management software applications.
Online System Services — demonstrates a
high-speed approach that allows cable operators to own and expand their on-line community with Internet access and Web services.
QNX Software Systems Ltd. — exhibits its
real-time operating system and Internet
Appliance Toolkit that provide a standardsbased foundation for creating set-top boxes,
smart phones, Internet televisions and other

Web-enabled products.
RealNetworks Inc. — provides synchronized multimedia over the Internet to a computer desktop.
Sun Microsystems — displays its OEM-built
Internet set-top, which connects to any standard television to provide Web browsing and
e-mail.
Tut Systems Inc. — demonstrates Internet
access solutions for local loop, campus,
high-rise and home networking.
VideoActive Corporation — exhibits an
adaptive pay-per-view schedule creator for
video servers that may be located at local
cable headends.
WaterLink Systems Inc. — shows asystem
of urban landscape water management (residential and commercial) over acable system
using narrow bandwidth cable data transmission of weather-based information.
WorldGate Communications Inc. — displays Web browsing and communications
with the Internet through a high-speed connection to an Internet service provider.
High-Definition Television (HDTV):
Fujitsu
Mitsubishi
Panasonic
Pioneer
Sony
—ML
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Laser loading theory
ctilnodeldliose:i; for reverse
pilh design in HFC
Figure 1: Transfer characteristic theory

>
um
2: Transfer characteristic with some
non-linearity

By Lamar West, Ph.D., Principal Engineer,
Terrestrial Network Systems, Scientific-Atlanta
lamar.west@sciatLcom
Editor's note: This article, and the one on
page 58, were first presented in aseries of
reverse path seminars conducted by S-A.

H

ybrid fiber/coax networks show great promise
in their ability to deliver interactive digital services to the subscriber. However, there is still a
great deal of confusion regarding the design of
the upstream (reverse) path in such networks. In
particular, anumber of proposals have been
made regarding how to load signals on the
reverse optical link. Distortion in the reverse
link has the potential to make the link unusable.
In order to fully understand the design of the
reverse path, it is necessary to re-visit fundamental distortion theory. Once we understand the
theoretical basis for the distortion, user-friendly
tools can be developed to model that distortion.
The standards that have been developed for
characterizing distortion performance in
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with the Alis the desired, linear term, with A,
being the gain, the term with A2 representing
second-order distortion (CSO), and the term
with the A3 representing third-order distortion
(CTB). Thus, we generally describe an RF amp
by its gain, CSO and CTB.
Note: For those concerned with crossmodulation, XMOD is also associated with the
third-order term.
One may also plot the transfer characteristic
as shown in Figure 2, which depicts the transfer
characteristic for adevice with mild nonlinearities. One indication of such adevice is the
"smooth" shape to the transfer characteristic.
As ageneral rule, devices with mild nonlinearities will have smooth transfer characteristics.
On the other hand, devices that do not have
mild nonlinearities typically have sharp breaks
and corners on the transfer characteristic.

broadband RF networks have been based on
the assumption that only mild nonlinearities
will be encountered. Most RF amps for use in
cable TV applications exhibit mild nonlinearities. It is worthwhile to explain what we mean
by mild nonlinearities in this context.
An amplifier, such as acable TV repeater
Optical components
amplifier (i.e., trunk, line-extender, system
A typical laser transfer characteristic is
amp, etc.), may generally be regarded as atwoshown in Figure 3. In the case of alaser, the
port device. (For the moment, we will ignore
multiple output ports, such as bridger ports or
transfer characteristic relates laser input current, I, to laser output optical power, P. Note
multiple outputs on system amps.) A two-port
that the transfer characteristic has abend at
device may be described by atransfer characx=I
TH ,
the threshold current for the laser. This
teristic, h(x), that relates the input signal, x, to
is an indication that the laser does not have
the output signal, y, as shown in Figure 1.
mild nonlinearities at this point. In fact, it is
In the simplest case, when the device is perfectly linear, the transfer characteristic is simnecessary to consider second-order, third-order,
ply aconstant, Al.
Figure 3: Laser transfer characteristic.
y=h(x) =A, x
(1)
However, things get more complicated if
the device has nonlinearities. One method of
describing adevice with memory-less nonlinearities is by means of aTaylor series.
h(x)
Note: Memory-less nonlinearities are aspecial category of nonlinearities that are particularly easy to describe mathematically. For the
purposes of this discussion, we will assume that
/
TB
the nonlinearities are memory-less. Cable TV
optical components are indeed memory-less.
However, in general, cable TV RF amplifiers
do exhibit memory and require amuch more
complicated model than the one presented here.
The general form of the Taylor series is:
y=A0+(A, •x) +
Figure 4: Laser biased to operating point I
B.
(A2 x2)+(A3 x3)+
(A4 •x4)+ (2)
Laser transfer
Output = linear term + clipping noise
characteristic
In the case of cable
TV RF amplifiers, A0 is
usually equal to zero and
Optical
the terms A4, A5, A6, and
power
higher are so small that
Laser current, I
/TB
l
e
they may be ignored.
Comp
Therefore, the transfer
characteristic simplifies
to: y=(A, •x) +
(A, x2)+(A 3 x3)(3)
Input signal. I
In this case, the term
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fourth-order, fifth-order, and many other higher-order terms in order to adequately describe
the laser when operated at or around I
TH .
In typical operation, the laser is biased to
an operating point, 1,, as shown in Figure 4.
The input signal swings around this bias
point. As long as the input signal Iis greater
than
the laser exhibits only mild nonlinearities. Therefore, we may describe the laser
distortion using CTB and CSO, and apply the
rules developed for RF amplifiers.
However, when the input signal swing
becomes large enough so that Idrops below
I
TH ,
clipping occurs and all bets are off. It is
very dangerous to apply the familiar rules for
system design, such as CSO increases one-forone with level, CTB increases two-for-one with
level, and loading may be dealt with on aconstant power-per-hertz basis.
In adownstream optical link, system operators
Figure 5: Probability density function.
2
1.5

0.5
o

I
TH

1
8

can usually control the magnitude of the input
signal swing in order to avoid clipping. This is
possible by careful adjustment of the carrier
amplitudes in the headend, where the laser is generally located. However, in the upstream path, it
is very difficult to control signal amplitudes with
extreme accuracy. Variations in path loss, transmitter setup inaccuracies, thermal variations, and
ingress are just afew of the factors that might
result in clipping distortion from the upstream
path laser. Moreover, upstream lasers are usually
physically located out in the plant where manual
adjustment of levels is extremely difficult.
If we examine the laser drive signal for alaser
in an upstream optical link, that current will be
made up of the sum of the carriers to be sent
over that link. In the case of the downstream
path, measurements are made using amulti-tone
generator (typically aMatrix generator) that simulates the individual channel carriers with aCW
signal (i.e., asine wave). In such acase, the
mathematical equivalent of the model would be:
I=A cos(2/cf it+44) +A cos(2ttf2t+4) 2)+
A cos(27cf3t+03)+••• (4)
where A is the amplitude of all of the carriers
(assuming aflat spectrum), f, is the frequency
of the first carrier (for example, 55.25 MHz), 4),
is the phase of the first carrier,12is the frequen-
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Figure 6: Clipping distortion performance.
cy of the second carrier (for
example, 61.25 MHz), 4/2 is the
Frequency plot
phase of the second carrier, etc.
We can make asimilar
dB Re: 100% rms Res BW= 49 KHz
5
model for signals in the
-15
upstream path. As asimple
-25
example, consider an upstream
-35
-45
link that is carrying asingle
imtedeir*
-55 wolàiemimemve.
RF impulse pay-per-view car-65
rier and asingle, high-speed
75
-85
(T-1 = 1.554 Mbps) data carri-95
er. As in the case of the down-1050
5 10
15
20 25 30 35 40 45 50
stream path, we will model the
Frequency MHz
carriers as CW (sine waves).
Our upstream model becomes:
sense. New methods must be developed to deal
I=A, cos(2ttf ,t +4),) +
with the case of clipping distortion.
A2 cos(2/cf 2
t+02) (5)
The critical factors for clipping distortion are
where A, is the amplitude of the RF IPPV carrelated to the way in which the input current to
rier, A2 is the amplitude of the data carrier, f
the laser, I, crosses the threshold current, 4. It is
is the frequency of the RF IPPV carrier, 12is
important to understand not only how far below
the frequency of the data carrier, 4), is the
the threshold current the input signal may go, but
phase of the RF IPPV carrier, and (1)2 is the
how often this event may happen. Such an underphase of the data carrier.
standing will allow us to determine the amount of
Plugging this equation for Iinto the Taylor
distortion power generated by the laser.
series expansion shown in equation (2) would
A better method to deal with this problem is
be areal mess. But this is what is required to
made by borrowing tools from probability
model the laser with only two carriers applied.
analysis. One may describe the amount of time
Take heart, though. It does get easier!
that the input signal current stays at any one
As stated earlier, it is dangerous to use the
value using aprobability density function
familiar rules for distortion (i.e., assuming it
(PDF). The PDF is akind of histogram that
behaves like CTB and CSO) in asituation
indicates how often something happens. An
involving potential laser clipping. When clipexample of aPDF is shown in Figure 5.
ping occurs, it is necessary to consider the
Each different input to the laser will have its
higher-order terms of the transfer characterisown unique PDF. The height of the curve at any
tic. This makes measurements quite difficult,
point is proportional to the amount of time that is
as many of these higher-order terms fall at the
spent at that value. For example, in Figure 5, you
same frequencies as CTB and CSO. Therefore,
can see that the laser input signal that is associatCTB/CSO measurements no longer make

L.

Figure 7: Clipping distortion experiment.
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ed with this PDF spends most of its time at the
bias point,IB. However, it does spend asmall
amount of time at or below the value I.
Therefore, some amount of laser clipping will
take place if this input signal is applied to alaser.
It requires some sophisticated mathematics in
order to determine the PDF from agiven set of
input carriers to be applied to alaser. It requires
even more tough math to get to the clipping distortion power levels and their effect on the signals. But it is important to remember that it takes
equally difficult mathematics to create afully
analytical description of acable TV RF amplifier.
In the case of the RF amplifier, aseries of measurements using amulti-tone signal generator can
simplify the problem into something practical.

Obtaining aPDF
Determining aPDF is simply amatter of
determining how often agiven signal takes on
agiven value. It is much like keeping a history of asignal and counting how often it crosses aparticular value and repeating the process
for all of the values of interest.
A powerful technique for determining aPDF
does exactly that. A model is generated of the
desired signal. This model could consist of the
sum of agroup of sine waves where the amplitudes and phases of the sine waves represent the
amplitudes and phases of the carriers that make
up the laser drive signal. Such amodel is presented in equation 5. Although it looks complicated,
it can be handled easily on acomputer.
Once the model is developed, it is simply a
matter of counting how often it takes on aparticular value. In the case of areal system, we generally don't know what the absolute phase of any
of the carriers will be. This is taken into account
in the model by letting the phase be arandom
number that takes on avalue between 0degrees
and 360 degrees. Repeating the counting process
for several values of the random phases results in
aPDF. This type of simulation using repeated trials is referred to as aMonte-Carlo simulation.
It's also possible to apply that model to a
model of the laser transfer characteristic. By
doing so, it's possible to accurately predict the
clipping distortion performance of the optical
link. An example of such aprediction is shown
in Figure 6. This is aMonte-Carlo style simulation of agroup of four high-speed data carriers
(seen centered at 22 MHz) and 217 narrowband
QPSK telephony carriers (centered at 32 MHz).
The clipping distortion can be seen in the simulation. The telephony carrier-to-clipping distortion ratio is approximately 20 dB. This scenario
was set up and measured in the laboratory. The
results of this experiment are shown in Figure 7.
Note the excellent agreement between the
simulation and the measured data. CIED
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and some are not always so obvious.
Being amodel is not as easy as it looks. At least that's what Ann Marie
Liberty learned on her first big modeling job. And besides, no one told
her about the stress other models put on agirl. Perfection is ademand
that's not easy to achieve, especially when you're looking for things that
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RESEARCH C ENTER

Broadband telecom
;tni= center explores
last-mile technology
By Craig Kuhl

T
he Georgia Institute of Technology's

Broadband Telecommunications Center
(BTC), with nearly $3 million in funding
from the Georgia state lottery, is establishing
itself as avaluable research center for the
cable and telecommunications industries, and
has the attention of agrowing number of
member cable operators and telecommunications companies.
The center is acollaboration between
Georgia Tech University, Georgia State
University and the
University of Georgia,
with state support from
the Georgia Research
Alliance. BTC is acenter within the Georgia
Center for Advanced
Telecommunications
Technology (GCATT).
Its mission is to explore
technologies which
eventually could bring
advanced interactive
services to the home
and complete the "last
mile" of digital communications.
What has inspired a
group of cable and telecommunications companies to participate as members of BTC is
the diversity and depth of research occurring
at the center, and asomewhat unique
approach to its mission: To inexpensively
provide complete, scalable systems and services including distance learning, telecommuting, community services, interactive
games, on-demand movies and more.
Currently, nearly 20 companies are members
of BTC, including Cox Communications,
BellSouth, Sprint, GTE and others.
Each member company has aseat on the
BTC advisory board and works with the center to define the technical directions of the
program, and assists in the transfer of tech-
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and broadband wireless technology. Yet,
according to Howard, the center's uniqueness is
not just in cable. "Ours is the first center targeting broadband telecommunications to the home
and real challenges such as how to get the highspeed pipe into, and out of, the home. We don't
pursue the highest technology available. Our
emphasis is on low-cost technologies."
The center's first challenge was to convince
adiverse group of researchers at Georgia Tech
that these technological issues were important
to both the cable industry and to the university, and that took time, admits Howard.
"Part of the challenge is once you cross
nology. The center is organized around aset
departmental lines academically, it becomes
of projects that are partially funded by the
difficult. However, the merging and conindustry members.
verging technologies in the past have been
Low-cost technologies
just in television. Now, the opportunities go
beyond that and are huge, and some aren't
The idea for BTC sprung from what its
even tapped yet."
founders felt was aneed for auniversity like
For the university, coordinating the academic
Georgia Tech to address anumber of specific
departments into one group working with BTC
technology needs, such as last-mile services
towards the same objective was adaunting task.
for the cable and telecommunications indus"It was like herding cats, but we had the right
tries. With the sterling reputation of Georgia
message and good timing," says Howard.
Tech behind them, Daniel Howard and John
The message to potential members was sent
Limb, both faculty members at the school,
via demonstrations of cable
modems, rooftop-to-rooftop
wireless cable links, digital
photography, distance learning and other applications.
The message, Howard says,
was received loud and clear:
"Following the demonstrations, we built acadre of
companies interested in supporting us." The center is
At left is BTC's
now in its third year of operaHybrid
tion, with funding expected
Fiber/Coax lab.
Above. Daniel
to continue from its growing
Howard.
membership roster and
associate
Georgia
state funds.
director of BTC.
BTC's research program
is divided into five areas:
The physical layer, which addresses the
embarked on their mission of creating BTC.
media to, and within the home, with twisted
"We felt there were no universities addresspair, coaxial cable, wireless, satellite and
ing cable issues, so we proposed BTC to the
optical fiber. Typical projects are characterGeorgia Research Alliance. Our whole idea
izing and modeling channels and sources of
was to create apartnership between the uniinterface on the various media, and noise
versity and member companies and make a
cancellation in twisted pair.
connection between graduates and those comNetworking issues, which include scalability
panies. Our goal is to be as relevant as we can
of network resources, new protocols for shared
be to the industry," says Daniel Howard, assomedia, network management and network
ciate director of BTC.
security. Projects in this discipline include twoUsing three major access laboratories, proway data transmission to the home via satellite,
jects are funded by the center and are deterand network and security architectures for the
mined by its members. The labs focus on three
specific applications: Hybrid fiber/coax;
home and residential gateway.
Systems and software focuses on middleware
switched access technology such as fiber-toand storage systems support for scalable serthe-home and digital subscriber line (xDSL);
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NEXI-TEVEL
formerly General Instrument

RESEARCH C ENTER
project only benefits asmall number of companies, we submit aseparate research proposal for 'non-core research,' and it's up to the
small group of companies to fund it. For
broad range research that will benefit all of
the member companies, we submit a'core
research' proposal. In addition, all of the
intellectual property rights belong to the
member companies."

Good neighbors

BTC's Network Application Integration Lab
allows member companies access to valuable testbeds.

vices, i.e., evolving aplatform on which to build
new multimedia services. BTC's projects include
new uses for very large personal storage systems.
The applications segment includes links
between the school and the home, the office
and the home, new applications of information technology and efficient management
within the home.
Business impact modeling assesses the economic impact of residential broadband
telecommunications. Its purpose is to better
understand the demand characteristics for new
services and applications, and develop cost
benefits. BTC is currently working on projects
such as large demographic surveys of potential
users, and the development of taxonomy of
electronic commerce transactions.
A key benefit to members, Howard says, is
the opportunity to work with the center's testbed and tools, which interconnect homes with

The Home Infrastructure room emphasizes
links to, from, and within the home.

an information infrastructure lab and broadband ATM backbone using four distinct lastmile technologies. The testbed includes ATM
networks, video servers and the campus video
network. Tools include simulation packages,
traffic models and noise models.
"The idea is for abroad range of industry
ideas and benefits," explains Howard. "If a
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One of the member companies, Cox
Communications, is aneighbor of Georgia
The Wireless Lab is allowing BTC and
Tech and BTC, and has been active with the
member companies to test wireless media
services.
center since its inception. "We were introduced
to BTC through the Georgia Center for
tage to our member companies. Typically, uniAdvanced Telecommunications Technology
versities have not done that. In the past, they
and have been able to direct work on at least
have developed 'cable-compatible' graduates.
one project, distance learning," says Alex Best,
We want to develop 'cable-ready' graduates."
senior vice president of engineering for Cox
As those graduates move into engineering
Communications.
and technical positions within the telecomWith the center being so close to Cox, the
munications and cable industries, companies
company developed aworking relationship
and graduates could benefit from their BTC
with BTC, leading to anumber of joint proexperience.
jects. "It's been a
"Broadband to the
good opportunity
What members of BTC recZ711 home is anew area for
for us to make
students, so they really
improvements in
./Access to BTC's intellectual properaren't aware of the job
hybrid fiber/coaxity, which remains with the individual
potential in this discial networks for a
.company members
pline," says Mike
modest invest./Visiting staff on-site
Cummins, director and
ment," says Best.
VConsultations with faculty
CEO of the Georgia
"And when you
VInvitations to workshops and
Center for Advanced
work with ahighseminars
Telecommunications
ly-respected instiVAccess to students for recruiting
Technology (GCATT).
tution like Georgia
t/Preferential access facilities for
"BTC has done very
Tech, there are a
collaborative research
well in terms of buildlot of good stu'
, Enhanced opportunities for joint pro-•
ing capabilities, test
dents. We definiteposals to federal and state agencies
beds and services, and
ly think there is a
—C
is very well-organized
benefit." Cox, and
with arange of multiother members, are
functional capabilities.
given an opportuIts projects are challenging and rich enough
nity on an annual basis to participate, and
to attract more quality students, who should
according to Best, the company plans to conbecome very marketable."
tinue its partnership with BTC.
GCATT assists BTC in its marketing efforts
The benefits to Cox, and to both the cable
and provides leads to the center for potential
and telecommunications industries, may be
corporate members. Adds Cummins,
even greater in the long-term. Students cur"Attracting and keeping quality engineers and
rently working on specific research projects
technicians is areal challenge for the cable
today will be the industry engineers, techniindustry. BTC has done extremely well thus
cians and leaders of tomorrow, gaining invalufar in combining real research efficiency and
able, hands-on experience through their work
long-term thinking."
on the myriad projects at BTC.
The real results may not only be in the
Adds Howard, "Our goal is to be the
form of cost-efficient technologies applicable
CableLabs of broadband telecommunications,
to the cable industry, but in the long-view,
or the research arm for the industry, and
could inspire quality graduates to pursue
enable our students to work for across-section
careers in the cable and telecommunications
of industries. Once our mission is understood,
industries. CND
our job is to then provide acompetitive advan-
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R ETURN PATH

Balancing the return
tensmigtno r
ml patn•: From the
sun to the headend
By Kevin Murphy and Luis Rovira, Systems
Engineering Team, Terrestrial Network Systems,
Scientific-Atlanta Inc. kevin.murphy@sciatLcorn
luis.rovira@sciatl.com

T
he high-speed return path of ahybrid fiber/coax
(HFC) network is akey strategic advantage of
cable systems vs. other methods of connecting
over that "last mile" to subscribers' homes.

However, the full promise of this inherent advantage is not easy to realize. Although it is relatively
straightforward to accomplish the transport of a
few digital signals on an HFC return path, the
behavior changes substantially when the path is
heavily loaded. In this case, it is important that
proper design levels are selected and proper
alignment procedures are performed to maintain
levels within tight tolerances of the design goals.

Figure 1: Headend/hub network
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MAC
control

Level control (forward path)

Service
splitter

„
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combiner
Multiple
receiver
splitter

Figure 2: Closed-loop level control
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Level control
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Level design and alignment
The goal of alignment of the reverse path is to
maximize the carrier-to-noise ratio and interference ratio at the service receiver, while avoiding
errors resulting from overdrive of any of the
components, most notably the laser. Interference
and noise can come from many sources along the
reverse path. Poorly-shielded equipment can permit ingress. Common-mode currents from home
ground blocks can produce broadband voltage
surges at reverse band frequencies. Amplifiers
and optical links generate their own noise.
Forward channels can beat in unintentional nonlinearities created by corrosion in connectors or
other components in the common path. Node
combiners in the headend will funnel all of the
interference from many nodes to the receiver.
Unfortunately, the solution is not as simple
as increasing the level until asufficiently high
signal-to-noise ratio is obtained. Consumer
devices have limited output power. Overdrive
of reverse amplifiers can cause discrete beats as
well as composite intermodulation noise. The
more abrupt nonlinearity of areverse path laser
can cause clipping and aconsequent broadband
increase in the noise floor from "clipping
noise! This increase sets an upper limit to the
levels that can be carried on the reverse path.
As more signals are carried on the reverse
path, the portion of the optical modulation
index (OMI) available for each is reduced in
order to minimize errors from laser clipping.
This results in signal levels closer to the
noise and ingress floor. This window of
dynamic range narrows with increasing numbers of signals, and in some cases, may actually close before all of the reverse bandwidth is consumed. Such systems are
referred to as being "power-limited" as
opposed to "bandwidth-limited."
Thus, the true goal of reverse path system
level design and alignment is to place and
maintain the levels of each of the signals within
an increasingly narrow dynamic range window.

Parts of the system
Digital
service

receiver/
demodulator.

Service
splitter
Node
combiner

• • •

100°0 = 40 dBmV

100% =25 dBmV
9dBmV +/-1.5 dB target level

Levels
into
receiver

-10 dBmV
Frequency

24 dBmV

Levels
into
laser

5 dBmV

Frequency —*-

Signal must be at target level into receiver ...when signal is at correct level into laser.
Otherwise, level control changes level into plant and laser.
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Typically, the upstream path is thought of in
four parts, all of which are part of an interdependent feedback level control system. They
include the headend/hub, the optical link, the
coaxial plant and the subscriber/feeder network. Alignment adjustments, loss changes or
gain changes in any part of the system affect
the feedback loop and will alter levels in other
parts of the system. Thus, alignment of the
reverse path causes changes that are fed back
through the forward path to the subscriber terminal and which alter the level of its transmissions. The system must be made to work
together to optimize the network as awhole.
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Headend or hub
As shown in Figure 1, the headend or hub
houses the optical receivers for the links from the
distribution plant optical nodes. The outputs of
these optical receivers must be adjustable, or an
external level adjustment must be provided. At
the output of the optical receivers there are typically "service splitters" that split the signal among
the various reverse path services on the system.

Depending on tolerable noise funneling or
supportable quantities, some of the service
receivers may support the signals from more than
one optical node. "Node combiners" are present
in the hub/headend for this function. Sometimes
multiple receivers will be required to handle the
traffic from one or agroup of nodes. The "multiple receiver splitter" serves this function. In some
cases, the addition of new services may increase

the load to existing services to the extent that the
receiver must be protected against overload. A
bandpass filter (BPF) may be included to limit
the input power to such receivers.
The headend/hub also houses the
receivers/demodulators and their associated
modulators for the various services. In modem
systems using DAVIC or MCNS Media Access
Control (MAC) protocols, these components
form the level and delay "sensor" and "feedback
provider" respectively in aclosed-loop feedback
system that controls the transmit level, as well as
the delay of transmissions from subscriber terminals. The level control function of these components is critical to the subject of alignment
and balance and will be revisited later.
The optical link is the next major part of the
reverse. The optical receiver, which is housed in
the headend/hub, was mentioned earlier. The
fiber node has the laser transmitter at its output
and RF circuitry to connect to the signals coming
in from the coaxial plant. The node should provide an adjustment for laser drive independent of
the levels in the coaxial part of the plant.
The coaxial plant is made up of the RF amplifier stations, the coaxial cable, and the through
paths of taps. Finally, the subscriber and tapped
feeder section consists of taps, drop cables, any
in-home wiring and the interactive subscriber
device, whether it is aset-top, modem, or telephony interface unit. The subscriber premise
plant is substantially complicated if more than
four splits or in-home amplifiers are present.

Level design considerations

Fact is ,we're very serious about our tools. That's why we designed anew light
weight series of drop cable preparation tools.

By using high quality, light

weight aluminum, we've been able to maintain the strength and reliability that
our customers have come to expect. The all new Hex Crimp Light and
Termit« Light now weigh one third less,
and our new Pocket Termine weighs in
at amere half pound! So, get the lead
out of your tool belt... choose CablePrep
Light Tools for all your drop cable needs.

See Us At The Western Show, Booth # 1763
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naser loading. A useful specification of an
intensity modulated laser is the average power
required for asingle CW tone to modulate the
laser to 100 percent of its optical modulation
index (OMI). Getting from this number to the
level of each of the multiple carriers is acomplex process. 2To simply divide the power of the
single tone among all of the carriers will ensure
laser clipping. To divide the voltage of the single
tone among the carriers yields too low alevel
for each. The correct answer is somewhere in
between the power division and voltage division
extremes. This design should consider the different levels of carriers, individual modulation
types used, the number of nodes to be combined
into the receivers, the tolerance to bit errors, the
value of the signal, and the amount of error correction. Software3is used to predict the bit error
rate for agiven carrier from adescription of the
maximum anticipated loading, and the parameters of the anticipated carriers. A "first guess"
can be made using the above considerations, and
then the results of the program can be used to
iteratively optimize levels.
VHeadroom. Headroom below the laser cutoff
999 1997
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0 RETURN PATH
eral dB before any adjustment is made.
Headroom should also be provided to prevent
clipping caused by simultaneous transmissions
(collisions) in contention-based protocols.
t/Subscriber terminal output power. Clearly,
the upper and lower output power limits of
subscriber terminals should be considered in
plant design. Many plant designs are done
only considering forward levels, without con-

threshold must be allocated to allow for variations in signal levels. All components in the
coaxial plant will change attenuation with temperature. If temperature compensation is not built
into the active components, the level control system will attempt to adjust the output levels of the
boxes. However, the step size and accuracy of
the level control scheme may be such that the
levels of all boxes are allowed to change by sev-
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sideration for the maximum reverse transmit
level from subscriber terminals.
t/Reverse path loss equalization. In the forward path, tap values are chosen in order to
roughly equalize the losses to all subscribers.
Thus, all subscribers receive forward signals
at approximately the same level. In the
reverse path, this has not traditionally been
done. The range of losses coming back from
subscriber terminals has been very high.
Recently, designers have become aware that it
is desirable to narrow the required transmission
level range between the lowest level and the highest level that any two terminals need to use in
order to be received at the same level.4There are
anumber of tools5in the plant designer's arsenal
to narrow this "window:' These include everything from design guidelines to inline equalizers
and tap equalizers or diplexed attenuators.
VCarrier-to-ingress ratio (C/I). The C/I is
improved with reverse loss equalization. If
reverse path loss variations in the plant are
designed to narrow this range and to keep it
near the top of the terminals' output range, then
C/I is improved. It has been shown that most
ingress originates at the subscriber residences
and drop cables and is assumed to reach all tap
ports at essentially the same level. The absolute
signal level at the tap port relative to this
omnipresent interference effectively sets the C/I
for the entire system. For this reason, the higher
the signal levels are at the tap input ports, the
more resistant the system is to ingress.
VExcessive subscriber terminal transmit level.
An additional benefit of requiring terminals to
transmit near the top of their range is that the limited excess transmit level from boxes reduces the
probability that amisbehaving terminal will cause
laser clipping. Excessively high level transmissions can occur during the terminal calibration
process, or during failure of terminal calibration.

Closed-loop level control
In the case of heavily-loaded reverse paths, the
dynamic range window, within which signal levels into the laser must be maintained, can be quite
small. Permissible level ranges at other points,
though not as narrow, should also be observed.
Given the cost constraints of subscriber transmitters, changes in home wiring and plant drift over
time and temperature would seem ahopeless
task. Fortunately, modem digital reverse path services use aclosed-loop level control system to set
the output levels of the subscriber terminals.
The system works by monitoring the signal
power at the headend/hub receiver. If the
received power falls outside atarget window,
the associated modulator/MAC controller sends
acommand to the subscriber terminal to
change its output level. This leads to the single
1997
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Figure 3:
most important consideration in
reverse path alignment: The network
must be aligned so that when the
receiver sees its target level, the
proper levels occur at the other critical level locations in the network.
The example in Figure 2illustrates
this critical point. In this example, the
goal is to align the plant such that a
transmission within the dynamic
range of the NIU/HCT/modem will
reach the last amplifier at the design
level and will reach the laser at a
level of 24 dBmV. This level represents 16 dB
below 100 percent OMI and was arrived at using
theory and software. After passing through the
optical link, the signal is affected by the gains
and losses in the headend components.
Ultimately, the signal must arrive at the
receiver at 9dBmV ±1.5 dB in this example.
If the signal is lower or higher than that level,
then the modulator/MAC controller sends a
message to the subscriber terminal with acorrection for its output level. The next transmission from the terminal will then no longer be
at the design level of 24 dBmV into the laser.
The only way to maintain the signal into the
laser at the design level of 24 dBmV is to get
it to the receiver at 9dBmV.
Once the network is correctly aligned, any
changes must be carefully analyzed to make
sure the results are as intended. Added attenuation will cause the signal levels to rise at all
points before the extra loss. A receiver for a
given service may be fed signals from many
nodes, and the signal from anode may be split
to several different services, each of which have
independent level control systems. Loss inserted
immediately in front of the receiver/demodulator
will cause the devices for that service to increase
power on all nodes fed in to the receiver.
Extra loss in one branch of the coaxial network will cause the output levels to rise for all
services used by every subscriber on that
branch. Adding attenuation at one reverse
input port of amultiple-output amplifier station will raise the levels of all the subscriber
devices feeding into that branch.
Note that adding splitters (loss) in the headend to support new services would require an
equivalent increase in headend gain. It would be
wise to initially provide enough headend splitters for all foreseen future service expansion.
In order for the closed-loop level control system to work, there must be enough dynamic
range in the output power of the various subscriber devices to adapt to changes in the network. If no thermal compensation is used in the
coaxial portion of the network, the loss between
the tap port and the laser transmitter could vary
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noise degradation in long coaxial
cascades. Because modern designs
typically have fiber deep into the
45 dBmV
45 dBmV
serving area, the chief concern is
forward
forward
output level
output level
with interference from ingress.
The spacing between amplifier
stations is set by the gains and loss49 dBmV
es of the downstream cascade. In
to reach amp at
42 dBmV
13 dBmV or
general, there will be less attenuato reach amp at
49 dBmV to reach
tion
in the upstream direction
13 dBmV or
port at 20 dBmV
because of the frequency dependent
49 dBmV to reach
loss of the coaxial cable. There may
port at 20 dBmV
also be taps and directional couplers that have nearly the same loss at all freby ±5 dB. While it is desirable to operate the subquencies. The RF reverse amplifiers must have
scriber devices as close to their maximum output
enough gain to cover the span with the most total
power as possible, there does need to be some
loss. Because the loss between stations can vary
headroom allowed for variations in the network.
greatly, attenuation will have to be added somewhere in the station to compensate. Without the
Amplifier port level design
interstage section found in forward amplifiers,
Signal levels in the coaxial plant are best
the reverse path designer has to choose between
defined at the amplifier station's reverse input
padding the amplifier at the input, which
port. The downstream losses from station port
degrades noise performance, and at the output,
to subscriber residence are designed to be the
which will affect nonlinear distortion.
same for all station ports of agiven downMultiple high-level signals coming through
stream output level; therefore, upstream sigareverse amplifier will generate second- and
nals coming in to those ports will also have the
third-order beats and intermodulation noise that
same total loss. In other words, amplifiers with
can interfere with demodulation. Fortunately,
one, two, or three output ports will have the
the RF amplifiers in the reverse path have sevsame reverse input level at the station housing
eral advantages over their downstream counterport, provided that the ports all operate at the
parts. In adownstream cascade, all of the sigsame downstream output level.
nals generated at the headend are present on all
Figure 3shows how this is different from
amplifiers. Coming back toward the headend,
designing signal levels to be equal at the
only the RF gain stage in the fiber node carries
reverse gain stage, which is internal to the
all of the upstream signals. The remaining
amplifier station and may follow combining
amplifiers carry less than the full upstream
networks for multiple-output amplifier stations.
load, with some amplifiers carrying only afew
Note that this is different from past practice,
signals at atime. To take advantage of this fact
where it was desirable to have the same signal
and avoid the problems of noise funneling, the
level at the gain stage in order to avoid thermal
amplifiers should be driven as hard as possible.
This means adding as much attenuation as necFigure 4: Unbalanced downstream ports.
36 dBmV
essary at the output of the station.
There are anumber of situations where
downstream
output level
amplifiers operate at different levels at their
downstream output ports. Amplifiers can have
an extra gain stage to drive high-level output
L 211
ports. Express stations operate all ports at lower
output levels to increase cascade reach. In some
_ 40 dBmV
systems, aport or station is derated; that is,
with 0 dB
interstage attenuation is added to drive the outinput pad
or
put at aslightly lower level in order to improve
49 dBmV
distortion performance over alimited distance.
with 9 dB
Two-output amplifiers often use asplitter or
L 2
.
1 .1
input pad
directional coupler located between the diplex
45 dBmV
filter and one of the amplifier's ports to drive a
downstream_J
output level
third output. Each of these cases must be examined to determine the effects on the reverse path.
49 dBmV
When an amplifier has low- and high-level
to reach
downstream outputs because of extra gain stages
port at
on the high output legs, any taps that are fed by
20 dBmV

Design for equal signal level at station port.
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RETURN PATH

the low-level port will have much less loss than
those off the high-level ports. Combining all of
the ports equally in the station's reverse path will
cause those subscriber devices fed from the lowlevel port to be driven at alower level. To offset
this, attenuation can be added in the reverse path
of the low-level port equal to the level difference
between the high and low downstream output
levels. This is illustrated in Figure 4.

f

Figure 5: Auxiliary output ports.
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Express amplifiers and derated ports are similar to unbalanced amplifiers in that the loss in the
taps will be lower than for high-level stations.
Attenuation placed at the reverse input ports will
narrow the range of upstream signal levels arriving at the tap ports throughout the RF plant.
Amplifiers with asplitter added immediately
before the output port to drive asecond auxiliary
output are aspecial case of the unbalanced amplifier. The downstream signal level at the auxiliary
outputs will be lower than at the main port, but
the splitter loss is common to the forward and
reverse paths. This means that asignal coming
into an auxiliary port has to arrive at ahigher
level in order to leave the station at the same level
as asignal at the main port. Thus, asignal from a
subscriber location off the auxiliary leg will reach
the tap port at ahigher level, even though the tap
has less loss, as shown in Figure 5.
Another use for adding attenuation in front of
the reverse amplifier is afeeder leg where the
first tap is some distance down the coaxial
cable. Because of the attenuation of the cable at
the high end of the downstream band, the tap
loss will be less than it would if it were adjacent
to the amplifier port. At reverse frequencies,
however, there is much less cable loss. Figure 6
shows how attenuation at the input to the reverse
amplifier station forces the signal levels at the
tap ports on this feeder leg to run higher.
The coaxial plant will be the most likely
source of level variations from temperature.
Although the change in cable loss and amplifier
gain may be small compared to adownstream
cascade, there is the danger of clipping at the
upstream laser to contend with. Technicians
aligning systems that do not have thermal compensation for the upstream components will need
to be careful when balancing is performed during
temperature extremes. If alignment is performed
in summer, for example, some downtilt in the
cascade response can be allowed so that levels
do not increase too much in cold weather.

Headend

As the optical modulation index is divided
among more and more signals, the output level of
each signal at the headend optical receiver is
reduced. Headend reverse amplifiers are often
needed to compensate for this, and for the losses
resulting from splitters and combiners. As shown
in Figure 7, one set of splitters, called the "service
splitters," are used to divide the optical receiver's
output among the different interactive service
receivers. The "node combiners" are used to combine the signals from one or more nodes into the
headend receivers. The limiting factors to node
combining are noise funneling and traffic volume.
Amplifiers placed immediately after the optical receiver can raise the signal levels to well

above aspectrum analyzer's noise floor and so
provide for good performance monitoring.
Amplifiers placed after the service splitters
improve isolation, but too many amplifiers are
required. Note from Figure 7that for asignal to
make its way to the wrong receiver, the port-toport isolation of two devices must be traversed.
After arriving at atopology considering the
above factors, the headend designer must consider the longest optical link, the service receivers
requiring the highest target input levels, and the
signals with the lowest allocated fraction of the
OMI. Taking these into account, the designer
must ensure that there is sufficient headend gain
to hit the service receivers with the target levels
when the signals are at the correct levels into the
lasers. The designer should further provide
adjustments for calibration at both the output of
the optical receiver and the service receiver
input. These adjustments could be built into the
amplifier and service receiver, respectively.

Equipment
The key to the alignment technique described
here is the ability to inject asignal in the
upstream path. Because there is not abalanced
comb of analog video signals waiting to be measured, the technician performing the alignment
must inject the necessary signals and measure
the output at apoint further upstream. In the
coaxial plant, there is sometimes an injection
point at the input to the reverse amplifier module. As mentioned earlier, the signal levels are
fixed at the station ports, not the amplifier module. It is necessary, therefore, to know the injected level relative to the station port. Any combining network between the port and the injection
point needs to be properly taken into account.
For example, suppose an injection point is
20 dB down from areverse amplifier module
input, and the reverse amplifier is built in to a
three output station, as shown in Figure 8. A
signal put in at the injection point will be 13
dB (= 20 dB -7dB) below asignal of equal
level at the auxiliary station input ports and
16.5 dB below the main port.
Also required for this alignment procedure is
an accurately known level on the source used to
inject asignal. Relative measurements should be
made as often as possible to avoid the need to
know an absolute signal level. In cases where relative measurements can't be made, it is necessary
to know the signal level accurately. The output
level of the signal generator should be confirmed
with aspectrum analyzer or signal level meter.
Amplifier test points should also be specified
relative to the station ports. Any loss between the
port and the test point from combiners, attenuator
pads, or equalizers has to be accounted for when
reading levels. Using the same example as with
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the signal injection point, suppose atest point is
20 dB down from areverse amplifier module
input, and the reverse amplifier is built in to a
three-output station. The level measured at the
test point will be 27 dB (= 20 dB +7dB) below
the input level at the auxiliary station ports, and
23.5 dB below the input level at the main port.

Alignment method
•For years, cable TV engineers and technicians have been accustomed to dealing with forwed path signals that are always present and
can readily be measured and compared to
design levels. These signals act as their own
level references at any point in the system.
This is not the case in the reverse path.
Signal sources will not be immediately
deployed everywhere in the network. Even
when in operation, the signals will be intermittent and broadband, making them
extremely difficult to measure accurately.
The solution is to inject signals of known
level at one point in the reverse path and measuie them at another point upstream. Doing
this will only provide the net loss or gain
between two points in the network. Absolute
....vels of the signals used in the reverse path
'
,
re set by the closed-loop level controls of the
..Lrious services. As noted earlier, the network
must be aligned so that when the receiver sees
its target level, the proper levels occur at the
other critical level locations in the network.
It is not necessary that atest tone used for
alignment be at the same level as any of the
signals in the system. If the system is in
operation, alow-level signal would be
appropriate in order to prevent overload
from the combined power of the test tone
and active signals.
For historical reasons, asource of five
tones spaced 6MHz apart is often available.
iThough this signal is not useful for accurate
;laser characterization, it can provide aconvenient way to calibrate system flatness and provide a"benchmark" for proof of performance.
If there are no services using the reverse
path when the alignment is perfonned, the
five-tone signal source can be operated at nearly
the laser clip point. To prevent clipping the laser
.viih the five tones, the peak voltage at clipping
should be divided by five. Thus, the levels of
the individual tones at the laser transmitter input
mks should be 14 dB (= 20log io5) below the level
easingle tone at 100 percent OM!.
lAn alternative to the five-tone or discrete
frequency signal injection is the swept freébency system. Figure 9illustrates this system.
A receiver at the headend monitors the injected signals and transmits the measured results
on the downstream path. A technician can then

pick off the data signals from aforward test
point and display them on afield receiver. Using
this closed-loop monitoring system, one person
can align the coaxial plant. With discrete carrier
injection, the injected signals are measured at a
point upstream with aspectrum analyzer or a
signal level meter, for example, then relayed
back to the technician performing the alignment.
Care should be taken to ensure that whatever
test signals are used do not interfere with any
services that may be in use.

In either case, it is desirable to reduce the
uncertainties involved with making measurements by using relative measurements whenever
possible. Frequency sweep systems often have a
normalization function that sets the current measurement as areference, and all future measurements are made relative to that reference. The
same result can be achieved with discrete frequency injection by noting the measured levels
at the injected frequencies, then measuring the
change in level in subsequent measurements.

Figure 7: Path for signal from optical receiver 1to telephony receiver 2.
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Figure 8: Signal injection levels.
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The order for aligning the reverse path is from
the optical transmitter out in both directions. By
balancing from the optical transmitter to the headend receivers, we ensure that the closed-loop
level control works to maintain correct laser loading. By balancing the plant from the optical transmitter toward the subscriber, technicians can
work out from the nodes and align the forward
and reverse paths at the same time.

Figure 9: Closed-loop frequency sweep.
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There are several adjustments that need to
be made to balance the fiber link. First, the
level into the laser relative to the RF cascade
must be set. Second, the optical power into the
erence, inject asignal at the next amplifier in
the optical link. This will be the reference
receiver must be checked. Finally, the net loss
cascade. Choose the correct reverse equalizer
of the fiber link needs to be adjusted to match
against which the coaxial plant will be aligned.
flatten the cable span between the amplifier
The losses of service splitters and node comthe requirements of the headend section.
the node. Select an attenuator pad at the statio
biners in the headend should be flat and close to
The absolute transmitter input level and this
output for unity gain from the amplifier input
their nominal values at the frequencies used by
level relative to the optoelectronic node's RF
port to node input port, as shown in Figure 1
the reverse path. In many cases, amplification
input port are set by the system designer. The
The input pad of the current station, if th
and variable attenuation will be required to cortechnician performing the alignment must verify
is one available, should be ignored (0 dB)
rectly set the signal levels coming in to the
that the correct level has been set. In most cases,
when selecting the output pad. Once the out
receivers. Normalize the signal generator at a
the 100 percent OMI level will be fixed or specipad has been selected, install the input pad
frequency in the reverse band. Inject the signal
fied as aminimum level. The gain of the RF
according to the system design. Move on to
at the service splitter input and measure the noramplifier stage can vary from station to station.
the next amplifier in the cascade, keeping t
malized result at the demodulator input.
This will impact the selection of attenuation withsame reference from the fiber node.
There are three points where adjustment to
in the node. To set the laser drive level, inject a
By ignoring the loss of the input pad when
the loss between the optical receiver and the digsignal of known amplitude into the RF portion of
ital service demodulator can be made, as shown
balancing the amplifier for the cable followin
the fiber node. Measure the level at the transmitthe input pad is effectively "absorbed" into th
in Figure II. Changing the loss at the output of
ter test point and adjust the attenuation at the outcable ahead of the amplifier. The same is true
the optical receiver to offset link loss variations
put of the RF section so that asignal coming into
loss resulting from an auxiliary port splitter or
will change the signal level from that node to all
the node's RF input ports at the correct level hits
directional coupler. The extra loss added by th
of the service receivers it feeds. Any change
the laser at the proper level relative to 100 percent
input pad or splitter/coupler will be offset by
made at the input to the digital service receivers
OMI for the transmitter. This is acritical meareducing the attenuation at the output of the n
will affect the loss from all nodes coming into
surement, so make sure all the losses in the injecamplifier. The upstream signal levels for all st
the receiver. The only location where an adjusttion point have been accounted for.
tions measured at the reverse station input po
ment will change the loss from one node to one
Measure the optical power into the receiver
will be the same after th
with an optical power meter or
loss of the input pad or
photodiode bias level test
Figure 10: Link loss adjustment.
auxiliary combiner has
point, if available. If the
Measure input to
Inject signal
been
subtracted.
received optical power
service splitter
referenced to 100% OMI
The proper system
exceeds the maximum recomOptical
Optoelectronic node
receiver
design will ensure that
mended for the receiver, add
when subscriber device
the appropriate value optical
are activated, they will
attenuator at the transmitter.
operate near the highest
This will improve the noise
output level possible.
performance of the optical link
Some range has to be
somewhat by reducing
allowed for the closed-loop level control sys
digital receiver is between the service splitter
backscatter into the laser.
to adjust the output level. If there is too much
and the node combiner. If all levels at the inputs
The next step is to measure the path loss from
loss between the device and the nearest activ
to the service splitters are the same, then the
the node input to the RF output of the optical
port, the box will not be able to increase its 1
individual paths from the service splitters to the
receiver and any gain stage that may be at the
when requested by the system controller.
node combiners will not have to be adjusted,
output. Again, inject acarrier into the node, notVerifying that the design losses are correct wi
and the only loss that will have to be changed is
ing the injected level relative to the 100 percent
guarantee that the level control system will w
at the input to the receivers.
OMI point for the laser, as shown in Figure 10.
correctly. When anew interactive device is
Adjust the variable attenuation at the receiver
Measure the level coming out of the optical
installed, the loss should be checked by injecting
so that the correct loss is measured from the serreceiver. Adjust gain or attenuation so that the
vice splitter to the digital service demodulator.
asignal and measuring the level at the reverse
correct level is coming into the service splitter.
Using the signal injected at the node as aref- input test point of the nearest upstream active.
Finally, normalize the injected signal through
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All outlets within the home should be terminated to prevent microreflections from splitter
ports. If necessary, time-domain reflectometry
(TDR) measurement equipment can be used to
find missing outlets.
Systems that use inline equalizers with
diplexed reverse attenuator pads or taps with
equalized drops do have some room for adjustment in the feeder section. As with amplifier
input pads, however, the amount of loss these
devices add to the reverse path has an impact on
the immunity to ingress of the entire HFC system. For this reason, design values should be
used unless consistently poor performance indicates that the design needs to be re-examined.
Another area that may need to be investigated
is in-home equipment. As more outlets are added
to aresidence, bi-directional amplifiers are
required to make up for splitter and combiner
losses. The upstream path of these amplifiers will
need to be set up to overcome the losses as necessary, while not adding interference to either
upstream or downstream signals. Because of the
level differences between upstream and downstream traffic inside the home, it is possible that
harmonics of reverse frequency signal can go
from one splitter leg to the next and cause interference with analog TV channels. To avoid this,
place drop amplifiers before any splitters in the
downstream path. By amplifying the reverse traffic after the in-home combining network this way,
the upstream levels within the home will not have
to be as high and interference will be minimized.

Performance monitoring
1
ngress and "noise" caused by clipping do
not behave the same as thermal noise. Laser
clipping is an impulsive phenomenon that

results in anoise that may look like Gaussian
noise on aspectrum analyzer, but will not be
measured accurately by the analyzer, nor will it
affect signals the same way as Gaussian noise.
It is difficult to measure the signal as well as
the noise with existing test tools. The desired
transmissions on the reverse path are bursty.
Peak hold analyzer functions are useful in capturing burst signals, but they also exaggerate the
noise. A single frequency, zero span sweep on a
spectrum analyzer gives auseful view, but if the
resolution bandwidth is set such that level measurements are accurate, adjacent channels will
show up as lower level transmissions that
appear on the same frequency.
While an estimate of signal-to-noise ratio
from aspectrum analyzer will always be a
good indicator of network health, this measurement will lose some of its quantitative
value. A better metric is required.
Almost all of the services being deployed
on the reverse path use digital modulation
techniques for the transmission of information.
The key performance parameter for digital
transmission is the bit error rate (BER), which
is ameasure of the number of bits which are
received in error divided by the total number
of bits transmitted. This is the "bottom line"
and best measure of system performance.
It is important to consider the effects of error
correction. Digital systems usually interleave
the transmitted bit streams in order to spread or
dilute the effects of burst errors from impulsive
phenomena. Additionally, extra bits of redundant information are added using well-known
error correcting codes. This is done to permit
the complete correction of limited size bursts of
errors. Thus, there are errors that are fully cor-

Figure 12: Alignment of coaxial plant.
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S IGNAL S ECURITY

Anew approach
toward
signal
off-premise send
Taking the security
out of the home

By Gunther Diefes, Director of
Engineering, D&P Manufacturing Inc.
dpman@worldnetatt.net

T
his article explains an alternative approach to

addressable convertors and interdiction for securing services and offering pay-per-view. While the
system described here is not yet aproduct, it has
been prototyped and can easily become aproduction item. Because the system is flexible in ternis
of how it may be configured, there will be no
Figure 1: Channel identifier
Downstream
channels

From addressable
switch

Return channel
request data

attempt here to describe all of the possibilities.
Question: Which of the following features
do you want in your addressable system?
6/High level of security
6/Low cost
6/Compatibility with analog and digital signals
6/Backwards compatibility with your existing
system
6/Configurable for one-way or two-way
VIPPV via telephone or RF return
6/Ability to secure every channel
s/No degradation of program content
6/Installation that does not require existing
system reconfiguration
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bringing the security information into the home,
but like interdiction, leaves it outside.
Unlike interdiction, however, it does not limit
the number of channels that can be secured, nor
does it inject any new carriers into the system
that could create more problems than they solve.

Headend

How does OPSS work? While it is not necessary for OPSS to be configured as an addressable system, this article describes the operation
as if it were. It will also assume that the system
is configured as an active cable return plant,
even though it is not necessary; the system will
6/Instantaneous program-viewership demofunction in essentially the same manner when
graphics
configured with atelephone return. There are
s/All of the above and more.
four essential functions that take place in the
If your present system or the new one you are
headend: ameans to identify achannel, adata
considering does not do all of the above, read on.
transmitter, adata receiver and acontroller.
Each and every channel on the system must
Overview
have an identification code. This code may be
There are two reasons to employ an addressable device of some type in acable system:
unique to achannel or can be shared by many
channels to form atier. The code can be inserted
1. It allows the customer's level of service
into the vertical interval or injected as asub-carto be changed without aservice call.
rier on the aural earner. The exact
placement of the code within the channel is not important. Nothing else
needs to be done to the channel.
The controller is acomputer that is
used for billing, controlling subscriber
authorization levels, and monitoring
TV
subscriber viewing requests. The data
transmitter takes information from the
controller and modulates it onto an RF
carrier, and is referred to as the data
channel. This carrier is combined with
the other program channels for transChannel
mission to the subscribers. Control data
code data
from the computer is transmitted to the
addressable switch, asubscriber device
located outside the home. It is this data
that determines which channels the
subscriber is permitted to watch. The
data receiver is tuned to receive information in the 5to 40 MHz spectrum.
The data received is primarily requests
from subscribers who order pay-per-view events.
2. It adds alevel of security to the premium
When the data is demodulated, it is sent to the
services.
controller, where the information is processed,
If these two goals are accomplished effecand appropriate data regarding the request is pretively by existing technology, then there may
pared for transmission on the data transmitter.
not be aneed for anew product. But if the existing products are carefully evaluated as to how
Subscriber interlace
well they achieve their objective, it is reasonable
When asubscriber is connected, two boxes
to conclude there is room for improvement.
are installed: the channel identifier in the home,
Estimates are that the industry loses $5 billion
and the addressable switch outside the home.
to cable pirates every year. One reason for this
The box outside the home can be part of the tap
loss of revenue results from the fact that, in the
for new construction, or for existing plant, it is
case of convertors, the security signal is brought
located between the tap port and the customer's
into the home. OPSS, anew off-premise securihome. The box in the home can be configured in
ty system, does not compromise security by

C
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LOOKING FOR A WAY TO TEST

THERE'S ONLY ONE

HP ESA-L1500A Portable Spectrum Analyzer:
Low cost, high dynamic range, spectrum

HP 8711C Bench Sweep:
For fast, accurate fault location/SRL

HP E6277A MPEGscope DVBplus:
Real-time measurements and monitoring

analyzer for return path and ingress

measurements in asingle box.

of MPEG streams.

HP 8591C Cable TV Analyzer:
The industry's only one-box tester for all
non-interfering RF and video measurements.

maintenance.

Your subscribers depend on you—you can depend on
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Technology of the Future.
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HP 0000A Mini-OTDR:
Fiereasy and accurate optical fiber analysis
diking cable installation, maintenance and
restoration.

HP 89440 Digital Video Modulation Analyzer
Lets you characterize GAM signals on cable
systems and VS8 signals used in broadcast
transmissions.

today will meet your needs well into the future. HP

HP EMMA SONETMTM/T-Camer Test Set
A field-portable test set for installation,
qualification and maintenance of optical
networks.

HP Calas 30101I/H Sweep/Ingress Analyzer:
Install and maintain forward and return
paths quickly and accurately, all in the
presence of ingress.

Performance from End to End.
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SIGNAL SECURITY

several ways, depending on the existence of convertors and the availability of baseband signals
from the customer's television. To understand the
operation of the system, first consider the inhouse channel identifier (see Figure 1). This unit
serves as acommunications center, and its primary function is to receive data, combine it with
its own address code and then transmit this data
back to the outside box. Let's assume that there
are convertors used in the system and consider
Figure 1. All signals that are carried in the downstream direction on the system enter the diplex
filter. The signals continue through the filter to
the convertor. The convertor changes all of the
incoming channels to acommon output frequenFigure 2: Addressable switch
Downstream signal

From tap

Return signal

cy. This output signal is then split into two paths:
one connecting to the television set, the other to
the channel identifier. The channel identifier
demodulates this signal. The demodulated signal
contains the channel code that was inserted at the
headend. This channel identification data is combined with the channel identifier's unique
address code and modulated onto acarrier for
transmission through the diplex filter back up the
drop cable to the addressable switch. While there
are additional functions that take place in the
channel identifier, they are not described here.
Several functions occur in the addressable
switch, but its primary function is to pass or deny
the signal to the subscriber. To understand its
operation, see Figure 2. The addressable switch
has two signals presented to it: one from the
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separate paths. In the first path, the channel
request data is sent to adata comparator where
the data identifying the channel being requested is
compared to the channel identifying data of those
channels for which the subscriber is authorized.
Within the data storage is alookup table that
lists all of the channel codes that the subscriber is
permitted to watch. If the subscriber tunes his
convertor to an authorized channel, the switch
remains closed, and the subscriber may view the
program. If there is no match between the lookup
table and the channel code, then the switch opens
and the subscriber is denied service.
Because it is necessary for the addressable
switch to see return data from the subscriber,
there is acycle timer that
periodically closes the
switch. Once the subscriber
selects an authorized channel, the switch remains
To subscriber
closed. The second path for
the channel request data is
to the return path data transmitter. The output from this
transmitter, whose frequency should be in the 5to 40
Channel request data
MHz band, then goes to the
diplex filter for transmission
back to the headend. When
the subscriber requests a
pay-per-view event, the data
code associated with the
event, along with the subscriber's identification code,
is transmitted back to the
headend computer. To
change asubscriber's authorization level, asignal is
generated on the data c
nel that contains the s
scriber address and th
updated authorization.
While all subscribers
receive the data channel, only the addressable
is made if the data sent applies to the particular
switch that is being updated will respond.
address of that specific addressable switch. If the
information is for the switch in question, then the
Conclusion
data is forwarded to the data storage circuitry.
While OPPS is rather simple in concept, it i
The data storage circuits contain atable of chanvery complex in the number of ways it can be
nel address codes that the subscriber is permitted
configured to satisfy the needs of nearly any s
to receive. The data channel provides ameans to
tern. It is important to note that this article otru
change the level of service provided to the subted many details, and does not give specifics
scriber, connect and disconnect the subscriber or
regarding security, application or operation.
activate pay-per-view events.
There is an additional benefit that OPSS
The upstream signal from the subscriber enters
to offer that is not discussed in detail in this
the addressable switch through the diplex filter.
article. When properly implemented, OPSS
This signal from the subscriber carries arequest
can give almost instantaneous information
from the subscriber to view aparticular program.
regarding viewing habits of subscribers. This
The signal from the filter passes through the filter
function could greatly enhance an operator's
to alow frequency receiver. The receiver demodadvertising/marketing efforts. CIED
ulates the return signal and splits the data into two

downstream and the other from the upstream.
The downstream signal contains all of the system's programming, plus adata channel that is
used to communicate with the box from the headend. The signal from the tap is fed into adiplex
filter, while the signal from the filter is split into
two paths. Part of the signal is presented to the
switch, which when activated, passes all of the
signals to another diplex filter. The signal passes
through the filter into the subscriber's home. The
second path for the input filter is directed into a
data receiver that is tuned to the frequency of the
data channel. The receiver demodulates the signal
and sends the data to the address control section.
In this portion of the circuitry, adetermination
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He Did It All Himself..
2sausage pizzas, asix pack, and hooked-up his own cable TV.

We don't even know his name, but we know his method of operation. He can cost your company
thousands in lost revenues, not to mention the fact he offered to hook-up his brother-in-law
this weekend.
Cable Leakage Technologies has been in the RF leakage detection business for over 6years and
Wavetrackers have patrolled millions of miles of cable all over the world. Wavetracker boasts positive
identification, 2-5 meter accuracy and one step prioritization. And all of that because CLT invented the
original Wavetracker...it's that simple.
Now the New Wavetracker makes it even simpler...but it doesn't come with pepperoni.
All New:
•Trilithic Channel Tag Ready -2-5 Meter Positional Accuracy •Windows Based
•One Step Processing •All New Hard/Software •Solid State Memory •Upgraded Digital Mapping
Standard:
•Work Order Creation •Quality Control •Proof •Quarterly Monitoring/Comparison •Archiving
•Time Management •GPS Tracking

To some people, accuracy and
consistency are worth it...an original.

THE NEW WAVE TRACKER

AP%
CLT CAME LEAKAGE TECH NOLOGES
See Us At The Western Show,
Booth #3465

1200 Executive Drive, Suite 136
Richardson, Texas 75081
800.783.8878 •972.907.8100

D IGITAL TESTING

Understanding the
wortilliiel: effects of noise
on digital signals
By John Ernandez, Manager, Digital
Wireless System Integration,
jernandez@nlvIcom; and Marc Ryba, Senior
Project Engineer, NextLevel Systems Inc.'s
Broadband Networks Group, mryba@nlvl.com

T
his article gives an overview of the various

CIS Lab can then determine the system performance of digital cable TV products before
they are placed in the field.
Information about the CIS Lab's test system is available to all interested parties to
encourage standardized testing within the
cable industry. Systems similar to the CIS
Lab's test system are in use at several locations, including CableLabs and Motorola.

types of impairments encountered in acable
system, describes how they can affect adigital signal and provides amodel for labs to
CIS lab overview
generate and test these impairments. Future
The CIS Lab's impairment test system
articles will fully explore each impairment
and cable distribution system enable engiand its effect on the digital signal.
Using this information ensures that digineers to add impairments in precise amounts
so that they can measure the amount added
tal end-to-end systems perform according to
and the tested unit's performance. The CIS
specifications and under conditions that are
normally much
worse than those
found on actual
Figure 1: Constellation diagrams
cable systems. It
assures system
••••••• 00000000
operators that
•••••••
00000«
when they imple•••••••
0000000
•
000090
•••••••
ment digital tech• 000000
0000000
nology, they will
0000000
0090000
0000000
•••••••
encounter no
•
• •
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problems with
•••••••
0000000
digital signal
•••••••
0000000
O000000
0000000
transmission
•••••••
0000000
•••••••
0000000
through their sys•••••••
0000000
tem (assuming
•••••••
0000000
the system meets
FCC require256 QAM
64 QAM
ments).
The Cable
Impairment
System (CIS) Lab
Lab can add the impairments directly to a
characterizes and develops digital moduladigital signal for the research and develoption techniques for use on acable system
ment of amodem or other cable TV product
and measures the performance of digital
modems, cable systems and RF support
such as aline amplifier or tuner. It can also
add the impairments to amedium-size cable
equipment. The lab's impairment simulator
system to verify performance of production
and medium-sized hybrid fiber/coax (HFC)
cable TV hardware.
trunk and coaxial distribution system enable
The lab can test both the upstream and
engineers to add impairments found on a
downstream paths either simultaneously or
cable system in prescribed amounts and then
separately.
measure the performance of tested units. The
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Quadrature amplitude modulation
Because the preferred form of modulation
for cable television is quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM), most of the CIS Lab's
efforts have concentrated on studies of the
effects of transmission impairments on this
form of modulation.
QAM is aform of modulation in which the
digital information is carried in both the
amplitude and the phase of the RF carrier.
Current technology uses 64- and 256-QAM
modulation schemes for cable and wireless
television services. These modulation schemes
permit the transmission of six bits and eight
bits of information in each QAM symbol for
64- and 256-QAM, respectively. With asymbol defined as adistinct amplitude/phase state
of the RF carrier, there are 64 distinct amplitude/phase states of the RF carrier, with each
containing six bits of information in 64-QAM.
Figure 1provides an example of 64- and
256-QAM constellation diagrams. A constellation is an X-Y representation of the symbols in
aQAM signal. As the number of symbols in a
constellation increases, the distance between
each symbol decreases, making the signal
more susceptible to impairments. Because different impairments have different effects on a
digital signal, each impairment will have a
distinct appearance on the constellation diagram. The CIS Lab uses constellation diagrams to display these different types of
impairments and determine their effects on
digital signals.

Types of impairments
A digital signal can encounter additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN), discrete RF
interferers, impulse noise, composite second
order/composite triple beat distortion products,
and phase noise in acable system. All of these
impairments affect the performance of adigital signal to varying degrees.
Additive white Gaussian noise. This noise is
produced by active components in the cable
system, the biggest contributors being trunk
amplifiers and line extenders. The tuner located in the digital set-top terminal can also
cause this impairment. AWGN impairs the
digital signal by effectively decreasing the distance between symbols in aconstellation. This
decrease can cause the demodulator to decode
asymbol incorrectly.
By definition, AWGN has aflat amplitude
spectrum over avery broad frequency range.
The CIS Lab can generate AWGN using a
diode-biased noise source and acalibrated
attenuator to set the level of the noise. The
output of the noise source is combined with
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< D IGITAL TESTING
AWGN source controls the amount of phase
the tested digital signal. The noise level is
noise added.
adjusted to produce adesired carrier-to-noise
Because aQAM signal carries informaratio (CNR). The CIS lab sets the CNR to diftion in the RF carrier amplitude and phase,
ferent values and measures the bit error rate
any disturbance of the received carrier's
(BER) of the digital signal.
phase or amplitude will cause an increase in
The forward error correction (FEC) system
the BER. Phase noise will perturb the
used in the digital modem can combat the
received RF signal's phase, making it more
AWGN impairment. The FEC inserts additiondifficult for the demodulator to correctly
al symbols into the transmitted data at the
modulator and uses these symbols to correct a demodulate symbols without an increase in
the BER.
fixed number of errors. The system is designed
Multipath. The multipath impairment will
to correct random errors in the data stream; it
produce time-delayed/amplitude-reduced
cannot correct all errors. However, it can conreplicas of the digital signal at the receiver
vert ahigh error rate at the input of the FEC
location. Multipath is caused by the transmitdecoder into alower error rate at the output of
the FEC decoder.
The error rate derived at the
Figure 2: BER vs. CNR for 256 QAM
output of the demodulator/FEC
1.00E -01
combination varies depending
on the amount of noise present.
This is why the CIS Lab tests
1.00E -°2
the FEC system's capabilities by
varying the CNR present at the
1.00E -°3
input of the tested demodulator
and then measuring the BER at
each of the CNR points. The lab
1.00E -°4
uses these points to generate a
BER vs. CNR curve. Figure 2
provides an example of such a
w
ec 1.00E°
curve and shows that when the
CNR increases, the BER
decreases.
1.00E 4)8
Phase noise. This is ameasure of the short-term stability
1.00E -°7
of an oscillator. Random perturbations within the active device
in the oscillator will cause
1.00E 4)8
minute amounts of phase modulation (or frequency modulation) of the oscillator. In a
1.00E -09
transmission system, oscillators
are present at every upconver1.00E -1°
tor and downconvertor stage.
28
26
Each of these oscillators adds a
CNR (dB)
certain amount of phase noise
to the system.
ted signal being reflected in the transmission
In acable system, the major contributors of
path. Each time the signal is reflected, it
phase noise are the headend upconvertor and
experiences atime delay and amplitude
the tuner in the set-top terminal. If used, an
reduction relative to the main signal. In a
AML system also contributes phase noise.
cable system, these reflections are because of
Typically, phase noise is measured as spectral
an impedance mismatch at the junctions of
density (i.e., power in a1Hz bandwidth) relathe components in the cable plant such as the
tive to the carrier power at some frequency
taps or trunk amplifiers.
removed from the carrier. The data is presentThe composite signal at the demodulator
ed as X dBc/Hz @ Y kHz.
is asuperposition of all the reflected signals
The CIS Lab generates phase noise by
and the main signal. This composite signal
using an AWGN source at the PM input of a
has both spectral peaks and valleys in the
synthesizer. This phase-modulated signal is
passband of the digital signal. These peaks
mixed with the tested digital signal to add
and valleys vary in quantity and amplitude
phase noise. A calibrated attenuator in the
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depending on the time delay and amplitude
of the echoes present.
The CIS Lab can generate multipath with a
Hewlett-Packard Ghost Simulator. This device
enables the lab engineers to add up to five
echoes to the digital signal. Software connected to the HP device can vary each echo's
amplitude, phase and time delay.
The adaptive equalizer in the demodulator
combats the multipath by adjusting itself continuously and automatically to the input signal.
The output of the adaptive equalizer is the
inverse frequency response of the channel
through which the signal has passed; therefore,
the adaptive equalizer will attempt to flatten
the passband. While the
structure of an adaptive
equalizer can take many
forms, it basically is atapped
delay line digital filter.
Burst noise. In theory,
burst noise is impulsive, infinite amplitude, wide bandwidth Gaussian noise.
Electric motors, lighting and
other forms of ingress can
generate burst noise in a
cable system. This impairment can occur periodically
or instantaneously.
There is some debate on
the proper method of modeling burst noise. The CIS Lab
has developed two methods
for generating burst noise to
accommodate both schools of
thought. The first suggests
that because burst noise is
wide bandwidth and a
Gaussian process, it should
be modeled using pulsed
AWGN. The second one
believes that because burst
30
noise is impulsive, apulsed
CW signal should be used to
generate it.
The first method uses aPIN diode switch
to switch AWGN on and off in the path of
the digital signal. A pulse generator controls
this switch, which can be varied in both
pulse width and repetition frequency.
Directly varying the amplitude of the noise
source controls impulse noise amplitude.
The second method uses the same PIN diode
switch and pulse generator to pulse aCW
signal on and off.
Burst noise will produce acontiguous
block of errors in the data stream. Because
the FEC is designed to correct random errors,
this block of errors could be beyond its error
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RDU©
The Return Display Unit

Return System Operations made Simple...
A Key to 2-Way Success

Real Time RF HE Levels
Ingress Noise Alarm
High Carrier Monitoring
Video and Data Outputs

The RDU is anew piece of test equipment.
It allows technicians to monitor the return
system from any point in the cable system
without the traditional and cumbersome HE
spectrum analyzer /camera setup.
The RDU allows system installers and technicians
to view on any TV screen, the RF Levels, Ingress and
Noise present back at the HE from asubscriber's
home, system amplifier, feeder tap or fiber node.
The RDU processes the X /Y output data generated by
an internal spectrum analyzer and converts it to NTSC
video for input to astandard CATV modulator. A data
output allows the analyzer screen to be viewed on a
computer, same as video. Software is Windows 95
networkable so office possibilites are endless.

RDU: patent pending
RDU

1997, Cable Resources Inc.

The RDU displays noise, ingress and RF
carriers, the same as aspectrum analyzer
with avideo and computer screen refresh
rate of just 350 milliseconds!
The RDU displays HE return levels on two
user selectable test carrier frequencies in the
4-44 mhz. bandwidth. Test carriers and
ingress /noise levels can be easily documented from every installation and service
call. Simple and easy to implement.
RDU software monitors ingress /noise by
recording RF energy, where you designate, in
200 khz. segments. The RDU averages the
data and displays aingress /noise number,
real time. Response over time charts can be
outputed for analysis and documentation.

See Us At The Western Show, Booth #4724

The RDU is an efficient new tool to activate
and maintain broadband networks creating
benchmarks for return cable system operations.
The RDU allows you to start your system with
areturn video channel and migrate to adata
stream as your people master the art of return
pit simple to succeed.

CABLE RESOURCES INC.
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Sender:
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Above are samples of aTV screen that system
installers or technicians would "see" in the field.

85M Hoffman Lane
Islandia, NY 11722
FAX: 516-234-4436

Call 800-537-9995
for Sales and Information!

• Combined Output of 53dBmV
• Out of Band Carrier to Noise > 72dB
• Agile to 450MHz or 550MHz
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800-628-0088 •www.spectrummhz.com
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correction capability. To combat the effects
of burst noise, the digital demodulator uses
an interleaver. The interleaver is designed to
take the input data stream at the modulator
and evenly disperse symbols in aprescribed
manner. The interleaving process spreads out
the blocks of errors, making them appear random to the FEC so that it can correct them.
Carrier wave interference. Carrier Wave
(CW) interference represents itself as an
unmodulated signal within the 6MHz passband of the digital channel. However, if the
interference is frequency-modulated with a
low deviation like atwo-way mobile radio signal, it can be treated as aCW signal. The primary sources of CW interference in cable systems are ingress, headend equipment spurious
components and amplifier oscillations.
The CIS Lab generates CW interference by
combining the
output of a
synthesized
signal generator with the
tested digital
signal. The
amplitude and
frequency of
the CW signal
can be varied
to generate a
BER curve.
Varying the
frequency also
reveals any sensitive areas within the digital
system that could increase the BER for a
given fixed amplitude level. The adaptive
equalizer helps remove the effect of the CW
signal from the digital signal.
Composite second order/composite triple
beat. These distortion products are produced
when alarge number of signals drive an active
component into its nonlinear operating range.
Both of these impairments are labeled "composite," because each is acluster of beats from
all of the analog carriers in the system. In a
cable system, the main contributors are the
trunk amplifiers, line extenders and fiber optic
equipment. The CSO is usually found 1.25
MHz above the NTSC video carrier frequency,
while the CTB is found on the video carrier
frequency.
The CIS Lab generates CSO and CTB by
driving acascade of amplifiers into saturation and bandlimiting the desired CSO/CTB
distortions. The CSO or CTB distortion is
combined with the digital signal for agiven
channel, and the amplitude is controlled by a
precision attenuator.
CSO/CTB distortions generated by an all-

Video

degradation is
not visible

until the system

reaches the

threshold

digital plant have adifferent spectral form
than distortions generated by an all-analog
plant. Digital CSO/CTB appears like quasiGaussian noise on the cable plant. The FEC
can handle these distortions, because they are
Gaussian in nature, while the adaptive equalizer is better suited to handle the analog distortions which appear as acluster of beats.

Effect of impairments

Whether testing an analog or adigital signal, the amount of picture degradation produced by the impairment is what matters. In
an analog system, each impairment uniquely
manifests itself in the video; and for every
decibel increase in aparticular impairment,
the video quality degrades directly.
Therefore, the video quality is directly
affected by the transmission channel.
The digital system processes the video
separately from the transmission processing.
Therefore, the video is of aquality fixed by
the encoding algorithm and not the transmission channel. The transmission system performance is fixed by the amount of FEC,
interleaving and adaptive equalization that
the modem has in order to combat impairments in the channel.
The threshold level of the system is the
critical area that corresponds to the CNR
where the total impairments present in the
transmission channel increase the BER to the
point where errors are seen in the video. This
means that video degradation is not visible
until the system reaches the threshold. At this
CNR point, errors are typically seen as small
monochrome blocks within the video. A
change in CNR beyond threshold of afew
tenths of adecibel will cause the data stream
to have such ahigh error rate that the digital
demodulator loses synchronization, and the
picture becomes unrecoverable.

S
umm ary

To judge the performance of the equipment under test, the CIS Lab generates BER
curves for each impairment and notes a
threshold of visibility (TOV) for each. The
TOV is the point where block errors are first
noted in the picture with impairments present
in the transmission channel. The BER curves
are useful to compare different test units and
to characterize and measure performance for
each of the units.
The TOV point enables the CIS Lab engineers to compare the performance of different digital transmission technologies and
ensures that the digital cable TV equipment
will meet or exceed all system design
requirements. CIED
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It's time to take the bull by the horns.
The HP E6000A Mini-OTDR keeps your optical telecom and LAN/WAN networks up and
running by pinpointing network faults and degradation faster. With the new ultra highperformance module, you get an unmatched, guaranteed dynamic range of greater than
40 dB, allowing longer measurement ranges than ever before. Over shorter ranges, you
can reduce measurement time from 180 seconds to under 10 seconds. All this means
the HP E6000A gives you serious capital and time savings—and acompetitive edge.

To find out ho, the HP E6000A can
keep your netwoik charging ahead, call
us at 1-800-452-4844,.. Ext. 5199,
or visit our Web site at http:/lwww.
tmo.hp.com/tmo/datasheets/English
/HPE6000A.html

As if that wasn't enough, the HP E6000A has one-button operation, an award-winning*
intuitive user interface, and asuperior scan trace algorithm for quick, repeatable
measurements. And abrand-new color display means even new users can quickly make
advanced, reliable OTDR measurements on the first try—all at aprice that fits your
budget surprisingly well.
Finding faults has never been faster. Or more affordable.
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There is abetter way.
See Us At The Western Show, Booth # 4885
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by Industrie Fontm Design Hannover, Germany.
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Swimming upstream:
Making a
modulation choice

Evaluating the technologies

Whichforone
is
right
you?

By Aravanan Gurusami, Senior Engineering
Manager, Digital Transmission Systems; and
Michael Nekhamkin, Senior Staff Engineer,
Digital Transmission Systems, Philips
Broadband Networks Inc.
agurusami@pbn-us.be.philips.com
mnekhamkin@pbn-us.be.philips.com

D

eciding which return path (multipoint-topoint) modulation technology is right for
your HFC network is acomplex task. You
must consider anumber of criteria for a
number of technologies, some of which are
just beginning to be tested in the field. How
do you make asound decision?

First, of course, you learn all you can about
your choices. Second, you try to figure out
which trade-offs to make to arrive at the choice
that best accommodates your system's needs.
This article is structured, accordingly, in
two parts. Part one compares four of today's
most promising modulation technologies:
6/Single-carrier QPSK/TDMA
6/Single-carrier 16 QAM/TDMA
t/MCM/FDMA
t/Spread spectrum/CDMA.
Part two provides an example of how decision-analysis software can be used to assess
these four technologies against your own
requirements.

This section of the article summarizes each
technology's strengths and weaknesses.
t/Single-carrier QPSK/TDMA. Today's
most widely-used upstream modulation technology for cable telephony and data is singlecarrier QPSK modulation using TDMA as the
media-access method. This technology is
robust, low-risk and cost-effective. Its main
drawback is low bandwidth efficiency.
Robustness: QPSK is robust in the presence
of noise and amplitude distortions. In systems
using channel monitoring and dynamic frequency switching, QPSK also resists ingress and
interfering frequencies.
Bandwidth efficiency: QPSK's practical bandwidth efficiency is low: around 1.6 b/Hz/s.
Application suitability: The use of short
TDMA packets helps keep the signal-path delay
low, but reduces the ratio of useful data to total
transmitted data. Longer packets improve the
efficiency for data transmission. For variable data
rates, asystem must be able to allocate additional
time slots or vary packet lengths.
Risk: Because of its robustness and maturity, QPSK has worked well in field trials and

Figure 1: This value tree, or objective hierarchy. shows the links between all the decision-related factors identified.
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modems are known for ease of use and reliability.
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Figure 2: These charts show the weights assigned to each criterion and each attribute on a
scale of 0 to 100, with 100 being critically important to the system operator, and 0being
unimportant to the system operator. The program normalized weights, converting them into
values ("priorities") that add up to 1within each rating set.
Goal

Weights Priorities

Choose a technology

100.00

0.222

Rating set (for criteria)
Robustness

75.00

0.167

Bandwidth efficiency

50.00

0.111

Application suitability

50.00

0.111

Risk

50.00

0.111

Equipment availability

50.00

0.111

Power consumption

75.00

0.167

Cost

Criteria

Weights Priorities

Rating set (for attributes)

Robustness

100.00

0.333

CNR (Gaussian) requirements

100.00

0.333

Impulse noise tolerance

100.00

0.333

Dynamic frequency switching (ingress avoidance)

100.00

0.500

Constellation density

100.00

0.500

Concentration capability

Bandwidth efficiency
Application suitability
Risk

100.00

0.571

Voice (signal path) delay

75.00

0.429

Variable data rates

75.00

0.375

Field proven maturity

75.00

0.375

Complexity

50.00

0.250

Power consumption
Cost

System operator's experience with technology
Alternatives

Equipment availability

Headend devices

50.00

0.333

100.00

0.667

Field devices

25.00

0.125

Headend devices

100.00

0.500

Field devices

75.00

0.375

Network operation and maintenance

carries little risk.
Equipment availability: Single-chip QPSK
burst modulators are readily available off-theshelf. Headend burst demodulators are more difficult to find, especially when fast carrier and
timing acquisition is required for short TDMA
packets. Prospects for the long-term availability
of QPSK equipment are encouraging, because
QPSK is amandatory constellation according to
MCNS and IEEE 802.14 specifications.
Power consumption: QPSK modems typically

consume less power and require less processing
than other technologies' modems.
Cost: Of the four technologies, QPSK is the
simplest, most familiar, and most widely available, making it the most cost-effective. Also,
because of its modest carrier-to-noise requirements and tolerance of typical return system nonlinearities, QPSK requires minimal investment in
network maintenance.
VSingle-carrier 16 QAM/TDMA. While it is
more complex and less robust than QPSK, sin-

gle-carrier 16 QAM is roughly twice as bandwidth-efficient.
Robustness: 16 QAM requires ahigher carrier-to-noise ratio than QPSK, and it is more
sensitive to amplitude distortions, so quality
requirements for the return channel are tighter.
Bandwidth efficiency: 16 QAM's practical
bandwidth efficiency is around 3b/Hz/s.
Application suitability: Single-carrier
16 QAM could cause aminor increase in signal-path delay because of longer signal processing in the demodulator than QPSK. Otherwise,
16 QAM/TDMA's application suitability is
comparable to that of QPSK.
Risk: Because 16 QAM is less robust than
QPSK, it requires better channel maintenance
to ensure that the system works reliably. A
16 QAM system that can back off to QPSK
reduces the risk of unreliability.
Equipment availability: Single-chip
16 QAM burst modulators are readily available
off-the-shelf. Headend demodulators are not on
the market yet. The need for coherent demodulation with fast acquisition, and the need for an
equalizer in the demodulator, increase complexity. Prospects for the long-term availability
of 16 QAM equipment are encouraging,
because this technology is amandatory constellation for asubscriber's modulator according to
MCNS and IEEE 802.14 specs.
Power consumption: 16 QAM modulators
and demodulators may consume more power
than QPSK modulators and demodulators.
However, for ASIC as well as some non-ASIC
implementations, the difference is slight.
Cost: Because of higher carrier-to-noise
requirements, 16 QAM systems require more
expensive network maintenance than QPSK
systems.
VMCM/FDMA. MCM uses low-speed, fre-

Figure 3: This chart shows the scores assigned to each technology on a scale of 0 to 100, with 100 being highly favorable and 0being highly
unfavorable. The program converted scores into comparable values ("priorities") on a scale of 0 to 1.
MCM

16-QAM

QPSK

Spread spectrum

Attributes

Scores

Priorities

Scores

Priorities

Scores

Priorities

Scores

Priorities

CNR (Gaussian) requirements

100.00

1.000

75.00

0.750

50.00

0.500

100.00

1.000

Impulse noise tolerance

75.00

0.750

75.00

0.750

100.00

1.000

100.00

1.000

Dynamic frequency switching (ingress avoidance)

75.00

0.750

75.00

0.750

100.00

1.000

100.00

1.000

Constellation density

50.00

0.500

100.00

1.000

100.00

1.000

50.00

0.500

Concentration capability

100.00

1.000

100.00

1.000

100.00

1.000

100.00

1.000

Voice (signal path) delay

100.00

1.000

75.00

0.750

75.00

0.750

50.00

0.500

Variable data rates

75.00

0.750

75.00

0.750

100.00

1.000

100.00

1.000

Field proven maturity

100.00

1.000

75.00

0.750

75.00

0.750

50.00

0.500

Complexity

100.00

1.000

75.00

0.750

50.00

0.500

50.00

0.500

System operator's experience with technology

100.00

1.000

75.00

0.750

75.00

0.750

50.00

0.500

Equipment availability

100.00

1.000

75.00

0.750

75.00

0.750

50.00

0.500

Headend devices

100.00

1.000

100.00

1.000

75.00

0.750

25.00

0.250

Field devices

100.00

1.000

75.00

0.750

75.00

0.750

50.00

0.500

Headend devices

100.00

1.000

75.00

0.750

50.00

0.500

25.00

0.250

Field devices

100.00

1.000

100.00

1.000

50.00

0.500

75.00

0.750

Network operation and maintenance

100.00

1.000

75.00

0.750

100.00

1.000

100.00

1.000
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quency-multiplexed orthogonal subcarriers. A
variable-constellation MCM may provide a
good combination of robustness and bandwidth efficiency, but at the expense of cost,
power consumption, and complexity.
Robustness: Sophisticated MCM implementations can vary the subcarrier constellation size
based on channel conditions, alternating
between QPSK, 16 QAM, etc. MCM can resist

• EASY-TO-USE •ACCURATE

ingress and interfering CWs by reducing the
constellation size or avoiding transmission on
"bad" frequencies. MCM is also less susceptible
to impulse noise and delay spread because it
uses longer symbols than asingle-carrier modulation of the same throughput. However, impulse
noise of lower power has agreater impact
because of reduced subcarrier power levels.
The MCM signal has alarge ratio of peak
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signal power to average power because of the
large number of subcarriers adding simultaneously. A fully-loaded single-carrier TDMA system may exhibit high peak power levels as
well, but with amuch lower probability,
because the level addition happens only when
carriers overlap in time. To keep peak levels
below the return laser's clipping level, subcarrier levels must be kept lower than in asystem
using single-carrier modulation. As the subcarrier level is reduced, the subcarrier-to-noise
ratio degrades, increasing the BER.
Bandwidth efficiency: If all subcarriers use the
same modulation type, MCM provides the same
bandwidth efficiency as that modulation type.
However, avariable-constellation MCM can be
made much more bandwidth-efficient than singlecarrier technologies by assigning ahigher-level
constellation to subcarriers for which channel
conditions are favorable.
Application suitability: MCM's effect on the
signal-path delay depends on the transport protocol and on the amount of processing required
to implement the orthogonal transform.
Variable data rates can be achieved by varying
constellation density and subcarrier allocation.
Risk: MCM's risk profile is higher because of
its complexity. A variable-constellation MCM is
yet to be proven in areal system, and peakpower compression issues could be significant.
Another risk factor is subcarrier synchronization. In an MCM signal, all subcarriers have a
certain phase relationship, which should be preserved in the demodulator; otherwise, they lose
amutual orthogonality, which results in aBER
degradation. In multipoint-to-point systems, different subcarriers will arrive at the demodulator
from different network termination units. Their
phase relationship should be as if they had originated from the same source, requiring aprecise
ranging of the network termination units.
Equipment availability: A number of companies are working on equipment to accommodate
MCM technology, but solutions are not yet
widely available. Implementing MCM is complicated, even for point-to-multipoint systems,
where this technology is currently used. The
IEEE 802.14 committee has formed agroup to
analyze MCM as amodulation choice for the
next generation of cable modem products.
Power consumption: MCM modulators and
demodulators consume amoderate amount of
power. MCM modulators require complex,
high-speed orthogonal-transform processors,
which increase power consumption.
Cost: MCM modulators, which can generate a
large number of subcarriers, are more complex
and more expensive than simple QPSK or QAM
modulators. Also, channel linearity requirements
may be higher, increasing MCM system costs.

CED : C OMMUNICATIONS E NGINEERING & D ESIGN D ECEMBER 1997

Finally, the management of avariable-constellation MCM can impose further costs.
t/Spread spectrum/CDMA. Direct-sequence
spread spectrurn/CDMA systems can offer
superior resistance to impulse noise and interfering signals. Spread spectrum systems don't
have to switch frequencies as MCM or TDMA
systems do. However, this resistance may not
be sustained for moderately loaded channels.
Spread spectrum bandwidth efficiency is comparable to that of single-carrier TDMA systems, but complexity is significantly higher.
Robustness: The robustness of aspread
spectrum system depends on the constellation
size (QPSK, 16 QAM, etc.) and on the processing gain (a ratio of the chip rate to the data
rate). Spread spectrum robustness is very
good, but it may not be sustained for amoderately loaded channel because each additional
user increases the total transmitted power. To
keep the total power constant, each spread signal level has to be reduced.
Bandwidth efficiency: Because each individual spread spectrum signal's bandwidth efficiency is very low, bandwidth efficiency should
be defined for the whole channel. Efficiency
depends on the total number of users able to
access the channel simultaneously, while maintaining arequired level of robustness. It is
comparable to the bandwidth efficiency of single-carrier TDMA systems employing the same
modulation constellation.
Application suitability: Signal-path delay
depends on the transport protocol. Using interFigure 4: Given the weights and
scores assigned, QPSK emerges
as the preferred technology. This
stacked bar graph shows how much
each criterion contributed to the
total decision scores.
1.00

leaving may be unacceptable for telephony.
Variable data rates can be obtained by assigning
to asubscriber avariable number of data streams,
each of which uses its own spreading code.
Risk: Spread spectrum systems are complex
and are only beginning to be tested in the field.
Like MCM systems, they are under consideration within IEEE 802.14.
Equipment availability: Not many spread

spectrum systems are currently available for
upstream communications.
Power consumption: Because of their complexity, spread spectrum modems consume
more power than single-carrier modems. In
addition, because each modulator requires its
own demodulator, total power consumption is
considerably higher.
Cost: Spread spectrum equipment costs are
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relatively high. Maintaining the orthogonality
between the spreading codes requires aprecise
control of the power levels of spread signals. In
addition, if asystem uses synchronous spreading codes, it has to provide accurate ranging.
Also, wideband equalizing is needed. And each
modulator requires its own demodulator.
System maintenance costs vary with channel
loading; as the number of simultaneous users
increases, the CNR requirements—and the related system maintenance costs—also increase.

Choosing atechnology

1.10

Once the modulation technologies have
been evaluated, it's time to weigh particular
system requirements against the advantages
and disadvantages of each technology.
Faced with acomplex decision, most of us
rely on experience, advice, and intuition.
Without necessarily being aware of it, we generally follow apredictable process, which
researchers have studied for years and which
software developers have incorporated into programs designed to help people formulate and
analyze decisions. This decision process consists
of aprogression of logical activities like this:
r/Identify the criteria to be considered, and
decide which are the most important.
e/Determine the alternatives you will choose
from, and evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of each.
6/Synthesize all factors to see which choice
makes the most sense.
It's perhaps in the synthesis of all the decision factors that computers contribute the
most value, applying sophisticated, proven,
mathematical techniques to take some of the
guesswork and mystery out of the decision
process. Because all decision-related factors
are stored in memory, it's easy to alter any of
the factors and see how the changes affect the
results. In the end, of course, you control
whether or not you accept the results.
For the purposes of this article, Criterium
DecisionPlus software was used to show how
software might help select amodulation technology.' Keep in mind that these illustrations are
just based on an example. For one thing, scores
assigned when rating the technologies are based
on the authors' judgments of the technologies;
these numbers are not "hard-and-fast!' Also, the
weights assigned when rating system-operator
priorities are intended to be representative only;
priorities will be unique to each operator.
Building the hierarchy: The first task in the
software-assisted decision process is to build a
hierarchy, astructured representation of all the
factors to be considered. The type of hierarchy
used in this example, called a"value tree" or
"objective hierarchy," is built from left to right.
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Figure 5: These sensitivity graphs show what
would happen to each technology's total decision
score if we increased or decreased, one at atime,
the weights assigned to robustness, bandwidth
efficiency, power consumption and cost. In the
case of cost or power consumption, QPSK
remains the preferred technology regardless of
the weight assigned to these criteria. In the case
of bandwidth efficiency or robustness, all other
criteria would have been deemed insignificant to
increase the priority value enough that other
technologies would be preferred over QPSK.

Cost

0.00
1.10

Priority value
0.17 (Very important)

100

Power consumption

0.00
1.10

Priority value
0.11 (Important)

100

-..--Bandwidth efficiency

0.00
1 10

Priority value
0.17 (Very important)

1.00

Robustness

0.00

Priority value
0.22 (Critical)

QPSK —
Spread spectrum —

1.00

MCM —
16-QAM -

It consists of agoal, decision criteria, attributes
for those criteria, and alternatives (see Figure 1).
First, the goal was to choose atechnology.
Next the criteria to be considered were identified: bandwidth efficiency, application suitability, risk, equipment availability, power
consumption and cost.
Then, each criterion was broken down if
necessary into attributes that could be compared objectively.
Finally, the alternatives were listed; namely,
the four technologies. The software then gen-

erated a"spider web" drawing showing the
links between the decision-related factors,
graphically revealing the true complexity of
the decision at hand.
Rating the hierarchy: Once the hierarchy
is built, the next step is rating the hierarchy.
This step actually consists of two parts: (1)
assigning weights to the criteria and their
attributes based on the operator's priorities
and (2) assigning scores to the alternatives (in
this case, the technologies) based on their
inherent advantages and disadvantages.
The longest chapter in the DecisionPlus
user's guide is on rating the hierarchy. For
now, the main thing to understand is that a
weight refers to avalue you assign to agiven
criterion or attribute with respect to its parent
(the item it links back to in the hierarchy),
reflecting that criterion's relative importance
to the system operator. Ascore, on the other
hand, refers to avalue assigned to an alternative with respect to one of the attributes or
lowest criteria (the items it links back to in
the hierarchy) reflecting that alternative's relative strength or weakness in that area.
When weighting criteria and attributes, we
chose ascale of 0to 100, with 100 being critically important to the system operator, and 0
being unimportant to the system operator. Once
these weights had been entered, the software
normalized them, converting them into priorities on ascale of 0to 1(See Figure 2).
When assigning scores to the technologies,
ascale of 0to 100 was chosen, with 100 being
highly favorable, and 0being unfavorable.
Once the scores had been entered, the software
again normalized them (See Figure 3).
Reviewing the results: After rating the
hierarchy, the next step is to review the results
to see which alternative comes out ahead. First,
the results were reviewed in bar graph form
(see Figure 4), and QPSK emerged as the preferred technology. However, it remained to be
seen whether QPSK would retain its lead if the
assigned priorities were changed.
Next, the results were reviewed in the
form of "sensitivity" graphs focusing on key
criteria: robustness, bandwidth efficiency,
power consumption and cost (see Figure 5).
These graphs showed at what point, if at all, a
technology other than QPSK would be preferred if that particular criterion's relative
importance was increased or decreased. The
cumulative effect of reviewing these sensitivity graphs was aresounding confirmation—for
the particular weights and scores assigned—that
QPSK was the technology of choice. aED

Footnotes

I. Criterium DecisionPlus is atrademark of InfoHarvest Inc
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Why reinvent the
deployment wheel?
CableLabs' new guide passes on deployment experience, expertise
By Michael Lafferty

I

tseems things are moving so fast in the broadband industry that it's sometimes hard to even
catch your breath. That's especially true when
it comes to upgrading systems in preparation
for deploying enhanced services like highspeed data, digital TV and even telephony.
A group of dedicated professionals, representing their member companies at
CableLabs, have taken it upon themselves to
take the time to stop, look and listen to what
they've all done and write down some of the
hard lessons they've learned while deploying
these new services. The result will be anew
ring-bound reference source entitled "The
Enhanced Services Deployment Guide."
The members of the Enhanced
Services Deployment Group
are leading the charge in
developing new revenue
streams for their respective
companies. Tony Werner,
senior vice president of engineering and technical operations
for TCI and chair of the working
group, thinks the Guide will serve
anumber of uses for avariety of
operators, large and small.
"It's turned out," says Werner, "to
be apretty practical guide that goes
through headends, network architectures,
the services, customer premises and training, among other things. It will be really
useful to the smaller member companies
who are just getting their feet wet in some of
these services. Ithink it will also promote
some consistency in how people wire their
headends, how they ground, how they do other
things. That's abenefit to all of us:'
The Guide will be published in two sections. The first section, which is targeted for
an end-of-year mailing to approximately 3,000
member representatives, will include detailed
chapters on physical plant issues, headends and
network operations centers. It will also include
an exhaustive resource appendix which lists
and details cable modem suppliers, digital settop suppliers, cable telephony suppliers, sys-
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tern integrators and training suppliers.
The second section, which is scheduled for
afirst quarter 1998 mailing, will include chapters on customer premises equipment (e.g.,
modems, set-tops, NIUs, etc.), training and the
enhanced services themselves.
According to Doug Semon, director of network operations at CableLabs, the Guide is targeted at the heart of the MS0 management
structure. "First of all," says Semon, "none of
this is theoretical stuff. It is all based on actual
work experience, from those member companies that did trials and early deployments
of these services. It's targeted
to the plant manager,

chief engineer in the headend, service manager,
installation manager types and up, through and
including the general manager.
"The point of the Guide is to provide apractical 'how to' for planning, launching and
maintaining enhanced services. To help those
system-level people avoid the same steep learning curve and costly mistakes others made
doing the trials."
Mark Davis, director of engineering for telephony technology for Cox Communications, was
one of the contributors on the headend chapter.
Considering he's involved in amulti-million-dollar headend upgrade effort for Cox (70+ buildings nationwide), he and others are bringing a
wealth of hands-on experience to the Guide.
"We contributed avery large chunk of that
chapter," says Davis, "mainly because we've
implemented anationwide program to upgrade
all of our headends and hubs for additional
space, and to be 100 percent reliable and meet
Network Equipment and Building Specifications (NEBS) from Bellcore.
"I think one of the most important paradigm shifts in cable," says Davis, "is going to
be in the bonding and grounding systems
that we have in headend buildings. We
cover all that in very great detail, all the
way down to which wire you put on the
ground bar, and at what point, and the
order in which you do that.
"Up to now, the grounding design has
basically been abraid of wire underneath
the raised floor that was just connected
with asplit bolt to every rack. And
we've been doing just fine because the
RF gear has been pretty robust.
"But now you have all the microprocessor-based gear, including the
RF side, the phone and modems,
and even the new lasers, receivers
and modulators. And they've
become very static and surge
sensitive. So we spent alot of
money and time evaluating
and developing abonding
and grounding design."
Because technology is
o moving so fast, especially
in telephony, working
"1 group members have
committed themselves
to authoring amajor
revision of the Guide
z in about ayear's
time. With all the
standardization efforts going
on in the industry, it will be nice to see a
major part of the industry reading and learning
off of the same page. COD
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Regulatory goo buys more
Delay in auctions could finin fo r
be blessing in disguise
IV
groups to craft DIOS plans

By Fred Dawson

T
he movement of terrestrial wireless broadband tech-

nology into commercial deployment is shaking up thinking in the telecommunications arena just as the moment
has arrived when decisions must be made regarding
soon-to-be auctioned LMDS spectrum.
"We have about two weeks to go before we have to
reach adecision on LMDS, so there's alot of focus on the
question," said one official at US West Communications,
speaking on background last month just prior to adecision
by the FCC to delay the auctions for local multipoint distribution services 60 days to February 10. With that delay, US
West and anyone else trying to figure out what to do with
the technology had alittle more time to sort things through.
But, with WinStar Communications Inc. and Teligent
Inc. already committing to deployments of broadband wireless networks on awide scale, and many other firms well
along in their examination of new interactive point-to-multipoint iterations of the technology, companies not prepared
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to act on the availability of 1.3 GHz of spectrum for LMDS
networks have little time to come to grips with the full implications of these latest advances. By all indications, the
implications are significant, extending not only to newcomers to the local access market, but to incumbents who might
be seeking low-cost ways to expand the reach of broadband
connectivity in their existing markets as well as new ones.
First displayed to awide audience at this year's
SuperComm convention last June, the new generation of
interactive, point-to-multipoint wireless broadband technology uses gallium arsenide instead of silicon in microprocessors to support solid-state rather than travelingwave-tube-amplified transmissions at the LMDS 28 and
31 GHz tiers, and at other high-level frequencies as well.
Teligent has committed to spending $780 million over
five years on solid-state broadband gear operating at 24
GHz, while WinStar was scheduled to have gotten underway this month with an initial installation as aprelude to company-wide rollout in mid '98.
In both cases, the supplier of the radio equipment for the
initial rollout stages is Winnipeg-based Broadband Networks Inc., with Nortel serving as integrator and supplier of
switching and backbone equipment for Teligent, and
Siemens Telecom Networks Inc. playing that role for WmStar. BM packages application-specific integrated circuits
devoted to QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation), ATM
(asynchronous transfer mode) and other capabilities into
small solid-state transmitter/receivers that can be roof or
window-sill mounted, providing afull two-way broadband
connection for delivering any type of voice, video or data.
Nortel, acting ahead of ascheduled ¡PO by BNI, has
tendered an offer for all the firm's shares, now privately
held, in adeal valued at $416 million. "We've grown very
confident in the reliability of wireless as aviable alternative to fiber," said Guy Gill, vice president and general
manager of access networks at Norte!, which has been operating ademonstration network involving asingle hub
and multipoint connections to 10 buildings in Dallas.
"We expect Teligent to launch in 10 markets in '98 and
to be in up to 30 by the end of '99, based on its filings with
the Securities and Exchange Commission,' Gill said.
"We see ahuge market for fixed wireless access and
are gearing up accordingly."
As with any new technology, cost is the key to success,
assuming everything works as billed, and, in the case of
gallium arsenide, the signs are positive, based on the track
record so far, said Sanjay Moghe, director of advanced
microwave technology at Northrop Grumman Corp.
Users of the technology in wireless broadband can expect
the type of cost decline seen in radar detectors, which use
chips that once cost hundreds of dollars, he said.
Already the firm is supplying asingle chip that performs
all transceiver functions for LAN applications at the 24 GHz
frequency range, and this design can be readily applied to 28
GHz or other frequencies in the wide area, Moghe noted.
"This chip can be had for just afew dollars in very large
quantities," he said, adding, "You will see costs come down
drastically for LMDS as volume goes up."
The 60-day delay in the LMDS auctions, which will allocate blocks of 1,150 MHz and 150 MHz in each of 498
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'Big companies
can't move
quickly when
they're looking at
what could be
a$500-million
venture'
—Mono!

basic trading areas nationwide, is beneficial for everyone,
including big players who are suddenly waking up to the
potential of wireless broadband, noted David Mallof,
president of WebCel Communications Inc. "Big companies can't move very quickly when they're looking at
what could be a$500-million venture:' he said.
Just who is planning to use LMDS spectrum remains
almost as uncertain as ever, despite the imminence of the
auctions. So far, the known players consist of startups with
intent to build networks and speculators who believe they
can pick up spectrum cheaply before the market heats up.
US West, GTE Corp., SBC Communications, Bell Atlantic and BellSouth have had hands-on experience testing
LMDS, but how avidly they pursue the technology largely
depends on whether they can persuade aU.S. appeals
court to overturn an FCC rule banning their use of the
larger LMDS spectrum block within their operating territories for three years after initial licensing. "You don't
have to be all that out-front at this point if you've gotten to
where you understand the basics and are just waiting for
the technological and cost pieces to come together:' said
an executive at one of the interested telcos, asking not to
be named. "We've kept up with the technology and think
there's plenty of time to prepare for auctions, because we
think the court will decide in our favor."
Equally unclear was the extent to which long distance
carriers and CLECs (competitive local exchange carriers)

would pursue LMDS spectrum. Officials at AT&T, which
has made acommitment to proceeding with wireless access for local phone and data services using advanced fixed
services technology over PCS and cellular spectrum it already holds, have signaled an interest in LMDS, but there
was speculation that the carrier might attempt to acquire
WinStar, rather than go after the new spectrum.
MCI, now agreeing to be joined with WorldCom Inc.
in afirm to be called MCI WorldCom, has also looked
at LMDS but has indicated it might sit out LMDS auctions in favor of buying or leasing the spectrum later.
WorldCom was not known to have had any experience
with testing LMDS but, like other carriers, was said to
be awakening to the possibilities following the Teligent
and WinStar purchase decisions.
As for cable operators, with the ban on access in-territory to the larger LMDS block, they would be limited
to using only 150 MHz, unless the telcos win their case.
Nonetheless, sources said operators were beginning
to pay attention to the technology, recognizing that even
the limited Bblock of LMDS spectrum might be useful
in getting high-speed data and/or voice services to business pockets that are not passed by cable plant.
The big prize most potential users of wireless broadband
technology are targeting ahead of everything else is the
same one Teligent and WinStar have their sights on—the
small- and medium-size office market, where economies of
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`The most
difficult aspect of
making use of
this technology
is systems
integration'
—Ackerman

scale allow broadband services to be
delivered to multiple smaller companies as well as fairly large companies
in office complexes not connected to
fiber links. WinStar, for example, has
been aggressively amassing spectrum over the past three years with a
goal of delivering point-to-multipoint
wireless broadband services to avery
large customer base in this market,
just as soon as the technology was mature enough to deploy, said David Ackerman, executive vice president of WinStar.
"Eventually we expect to be 100 percent point-to-multipoint in our network configuration with hubs positioned to
serve the lion's share of our targeted market base in all our
cities," Ackerman said. The FCC, in November, cleared the
way for WinStar by authorizing point-to-multipoint and
aggregation of bandwidth for such uses at 38 GHz.
The company has an average of five 100-MHz blocks at
38 GHz in each of its 160 markets, 21 of which are now operational with point-to-point services, and holds 600 to 700
MHz per market in the largest markets, including New York
and Los Angeles. Ackerman said feedback from within the
FCC suggests the agency plans to go forward with the longanticipated auction of an additional 1.4 GHz of spectrum in
the 38 and 39 GHz zones within the next year.
The new gear supplied by BNI and Siemens will deliver an 0C-3 signal (155 Mbps) over each of the 100 MHz
channels WinStar is licensed to operate in, offering bandwidth-on-demand to all users within reach of the signal.
The system uses ATM to assign adedicated data or voice
stream to aparticular user at whatever speed is necessary
for the selected application within the OC-3 channel,
leaving the rest of the channel for access by other users
who are on that particular frequency block.

WinStar will enhance spectrum efficiency through use
of sectorized antennas, dividing each service area into 90degree segments so that any given frequency block can be
used to serve four different clusters of users, Ackerman
said. The company now has 5ESS high-capacity telecommunications switches operating in eight of its 160 markets
and is acquiring 14 additional installed switches as part of a
transaction with US One Communications Corp., he noted.
WinStar's move will soon be followed by several more
commitments to deploying multipoint broadband wireless
gear on the part of other operators in the 38 GHz spectrum block, said Doug Smith, vice president and general
manager for BNI. "By December there will be quite alist
of companies moving to this type of platform, which
should provide convincing evidence that this technology
is ready for commercial use:' Smith said.
BNI's latest product advance involves fuller integration
of end user functionalities into its terminals, which allows
handoff of signals from the terminal to PCs, telephones and
TV sets in native formats, thereby avoiding the need to
equip each device with interfaces to the ATM signal. While
BNI's system works with standardized ATM applications,
it uses proprietary interfaces to accomplish the difficult feat
of over-the-air transmission in the ATM mode.
Ackerman estimated that WinStar is two-and-a-half to
three years ahead of its competitors in wireless broadband. "The most difficult aspect of making use of this
technology, now that it is available, is systems integration, where you can interface billing, provisioning and
network management systems to really take advantage
of what the network technology can do:' Ackerman said.
While WinStar has "some systems work" still to complete, Ackerman said the firm expects to have the OSS
(operations support system) in place by the time it has
satisfied its initial prove-in requirements with the first
deployment. But LMDS operators are not without re-
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sources in this regard as well, given the broad range of
third-party systems integrators who are designing full
service OSS for the broadband wireless environment.
"With wireless activity picking up in this area of fixed
broadband connectivity, we believe there's going to be
great demand for the types of services we provide:' said
Randall McComas, amanager within IBM"s telecommunications and media industries group. "We've worked
with LMDS operators to develop asystem that will be
ready for use when they go into commercial operations."
The prospects of being able to deliver broadband services reliably enough to offer them as aviable alternative in the business market bodes well for early entry
into the consumer market in some areas, Smith noted.
"Many of these (LMDS transmitter) cells where operators will be installing radios to meet commercial
needs will also reach residential sectors:' he said. "I
think you'll see people taking advantage of that."
With use of sectorized antennas, which support reuse
of the spectrum within multiple segments of the transmitter footprint, the 1,150 MHz of bandwidth in the A
block of LMDS spectrum can deliver 5gigabits per
transmitter, according to specifications for service developed by WebCel Communications Inc., aWashington, D.C.-based potential bidder. But while most LMDS
players readily acknowledge that these sorts of proportions will eventually position the technology as amajor
player in the mass market, they believe the best case for
getting quick return on their investments is to go after
high-end users, even if it means beginning with pointto-point implementations ahead of point-to-multipoint.
"There is areal question of whether LMDS operators
will be best served by focusing on the large business market or targeting the residential and small business sectors," said Steven Warwick, CTO at WebCel. "We believe
the opportunity to serve the SoHo (small office/home office) and telecommuter markets will come when costs for
customer premises equipment get down to DBS-like levels. Until then, the residential sector is not the target:'
While this cautious approach might make sense for
startups looking to generate returns as quickly as possible,
it should not be taken as the final word on the potential of
LMDS, said Rosalind Allen, deputy chief of the Wireless
Telecommunications Bureau. "LMDS is not going to be
just another fancy CLEC (competitive local exchange carrier):' she said. "LMDS can be all things to all people. It is
going to provide people with the type of instant one-stop
shopping (for telecommunications and media services)
that other competitors working through resale agreements,
partnerships and other means are attempting to offer."
The only LMDS player so far voicing commitment to
reaching the mass market with its services is the pioneer
in the technology, CellularVision USA, now operating
the only commercial LMDS system in the U.S. CVUS
recently achieved along-sought goal when the FCC
turned its temporary waiver into a10-year license covering apopulation base of 8.3 million people in the New
York Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area.
CVUS CEO Shant Hovnanian said the license strengthens the compahy's bargaining position as it negotiates with

potential partners that it might venture with in bidding for
additional territories, including the remainder of the New
York Basic Trading Area not covered by the PMSA. He
noted that the Commission's newly-announced policy setting a45 percent bidding discount credit for companies averaging $15 million or less in revenues over the past three
years is also aboon to CVUS' position.
"Under the rules, we can have partners and still qualify for the credit as long as we're in voting control of the
venture," Hovnanian said, noting that the rules only require that the small entity have a"substantial" rather
than amajority equity stake in the enterprise.
CVUS offers 49 channels of television services in
parts of New York City as well as ahigh-speed data
service using telco return in Manhattan. The new license permits delivery of two-way, over-the-air services, which the company has said it will launch once
the scale of national demand for LMDS services drives
equipment costs to commercial levels.
The firm now has 12 transmitters in operation, and by
year's end, intends to have 19, providing coverage to
much of Brooklyn, Queens and the Bronx as well as to
40 percent of the offices and homes below 72nd Street
in Manhattan, Hovnanian said. The company is installing repeaters in high-rise areas as demand warrants
to provide broader coverage, he added.
With the launch of 500 kilobit-per-second data service
in Manhattan, using wireless downstream and telco return, the company hopes to demonstrate that this category
of service can be amajor force behind market acceptance
of the technology. So far, response to the offering in the
business community has been very strong, officials said,
though they declined to break out data subscriber numbers from the total of 16,000 customers now reported to
be taking CVUS' multichannel television services.
CellularVision co-founder and technology guru Bernard
Bossard disputed assertions by some LMDS entrants that
foliage blockage would limit usefulness of wireless broadband technology in the residential markets. "We have developed techniques that allow us to extend into the suburban neighborhoods, so that's not abig issue," he said.
CellularVision is preparing to implement anew, open
technology licensing agreement with its technology affiliate CT&T which should allow broad access to CVUS solutions, such as repeaters and other means of extending into
residential areas, Hovnanian noted. "Our patents and the
patents we've applied for ... are things people will need
access to in order to operate LMDS economically:' he said,
naming Hewlett-Packard Co., Bosch Telecom Inc. and
Stanford Telecom as some of the parties who appear interested in participating in an open licensing program.
With WinStar, Teligent and ahost of other holders of
spectrum outside the LMDS segment pushing ahead after
the small- to mid-size business market, there's little reason
to view LMDS as just another means of getting to this
customer base, noted asenior vendor executive, asking
not to be named. "The spectrum will be made available,
and people will use it wherever they see an opportunity to
offer services in under-served markets, and that means
residential as well as business," he said. CIED
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Day. Location: Omaha, Neb.
Call Riser Bond Instruments
(402) 466-0933.
April
20-23 COMDEX Spring '98.
Location: Chicago. Call
Softbank (617) 433-1500.
May
3-6 National Show '98, produced by the National Cable
Television Association.
Location: Atlanta. Call the
NCTA (202) 775-3669.
June
10-13 SCTE Cable-Tec
Expo '98. Location: Denver,
Colo. Call (610) 363-6888.

Fundamentals, produced by
American Research Group.
Location: Morristown, N.J. Call
(919) 461-8600.

Marriott Resort, Puerto Rico.
Call Margaret Dean, CCTA
executive director (809) 7763320.

810

21

Caribbean Cable TV
Association Annual
Conference. Location: San Juan

102

Lincoln Land SCTE
Chapter, Technical Seminar.
Location: Bloomington, Ill. Call

Kevin O'Neill (815) 433-1163
for more information.

26-27

Telecommunications
Fundamentals, produced by
American Research Group.
Location: Chicago, Ill. Call
(919) 461-8600.

26-29 ComNet '98.
Location: Washington, D.C.
Call MHA Event Management
(800) 545-3976.
FEBRU
2-4

Wireless Cable
International's Winter Show.
Location: Singapore. Call the
Wireless Cable Association
(202) 452-7823 for additional
information.

4North Country SCTE

Chapter, Technical Seminar.
Location: Anoka and Wadena
Technical Colleges, Minn.
Topic: Transportation and distribution systems. Call Bill Davis
(612) 445-8424.

811 CompTel '98. Location:
Las Vegas, Nev. Call the
Competitive Telecommunications
Association (202) 296-6650 for
more information.
8-12

1998 Western
ComForum. Location: Dallas,
Texas. Call the International
Engineering Consortium (312)
559-4600.

1012 Australasian Cable &
Satellite Exhibition &
Conference. Location: Sydney,
Australia. Call AIC Conferences
011-61-2-9210-5700.
11 Delaware Valley SCTE
Chapter, Technical Session.
Location: Williamson's
Restaurant, Horsham, Pa. Topic:
Competitive access and business meeting. Call Chuck
Tolton (215) 961-3882.
1719 Philips Broadband
Networks Mobile Training
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Center. Location: Albuquerque,
N.M. Call (800)448-5171, or
(315) 682-9105.

22-27 OFC '98 (Optical
Fiber Conference). Location:
San Jose, Calif. Call the
Optical Society of America
(202) 416-1980 for additional
information.
23-25

CTIA's Wireless '98.
Location: Atlanta, Ga. Call the
Cellular Telecommunications
Industry Association (202)
785-0081.

24-26

Philips Broadband
Networks Mobile Training
Center. Location: San
Antonio, Texas. Call (800)
448-5171, or (315) 682-9105
for additional information.

MAF4>
2-5

Hands-On Fiber Optic
Installation for Outside Plant
Applications, produced by
Siecor Corp. Location:
Hickory, N.C. Call (800) 7432671, ext. 5539 or 5560.

4-7

Seoul Cable & Satellite
'98. Location: Korea
Exhibition Center, Seoul,
Korea. Call 011-82-2-5511147.

1113 Eighth Annual
Northern California
Vendors' Day. Location:
Concord, Calif. Call Steve
Allen of Roseville Telephone
(916) 786-4353.
3/29-4/2 IN ComForum.
Location: Orlando, Fla. Call
the International Engineering
Consortium (312) 559-4600.

6-9

A*

NAB '98. Location:
Las Vegas, Nev. Call the
National Association of
Broadcasters (202) 775-4970
for more information.

Announcing aTechnology
Breakthrough

OUR

key
cost effective
cable

NEW

TO

STEL-217 6 IS

THE

SUBSCRIBER

MODEMS

Features
• 16/64/
256 QAM receiver —
Highest acquisition speed
• QPSK/16 QAM transmitter
— Direct digital synthesis
modulator for broadband
RF transmission
(U.S. patent *5,412,352)
— High performance,
efficient utilization of
upstream spectrum
NI Compatible with MCNS,
IEEE 802.14, DAVIC/DVB
standards
• Integrated 10 bit/165 MHz
DAC and 10 bit ADC
• On-board dual mode
Annex A & B FEC
• 0.35 micron, 3volt CMOS
technology

AIM Ilk
The fully integrated STEL-2176 Digital Modulator/Demodulator ASIC provides an extremely cost effective means for receiving
16/64/256 QAM signals and for sending QPSK and 16 QAM modulated signals. The STEL-2176 is designed specifically for the
reception and transmission of data over broadband coaxial cable networks for Internet access, interactive CATV and digital
telephony-over-cable applications. It provides optimal spectral shaping and fine tuning resolution across an output bandwidth
of up to 65 MHz. The STEL-2176 is worldwide standards compliant.
As acompanion product, the STEL-9257 provides QPSK demodulation at
the headend. Contact us today for complete information on the STEL-2176
modem "super-chip" and other companion products for HFC Cable.

During The Western Show,
Visit Us At Booth #4282

STANFORD
•
-a.

e_ 010

480 Java Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Tel: (408)745-2660

Fax: (408)541-9030

e-mail: tpg.marketing@stelhq.com

Internet: www.stelhq.com

N EW PRODUCTS

Cable TV surface
mount diplexer
SALISBURY, MdK&L Microwave Inc. has
announced acable TV surface-mount diplexer, manufactured by its Kel-Com products
division. Model number SD-631/700 has
specifications including a1dB maximum

K&L Microwave's surface mount diplexer

insertion loss from 5to 631 MHz, and from
770 to 860 MHz. Return loss across each
passband is aminimum of 20 dB. Stopband
rejection is 45 dB minimum from 5to 631
MHz and 770 to 860 MHz. Maximum group
delay variation in any 15 MHz band from 554
to 631 MHz and 770 to 815 MHz is 4
nanoseconds. Minimum crossover isolation is
30 dB. Outline dimensions are 1.75 inches L
x0.70 inches W x0.50 inches H in aleadless
surface-mount configuration.
Circle Reader Service number 101

Optical test system module

VANIER, Quebec—Exfo E.O. Engineering Inc.
has introduced the IQ-3400 PDUOL meter module as part of the IQ-200 Optical Test System.
The new meter measures polarization dependent
loss, insertion loss, optical return loss, coupling

MANLIUS, N.Y.—Philips Broadband
Networks has introduced the flexible
Return Signal Switch (RSS), which effectively manages and controls upstream traffic in the return path, for enhanced signal

wavelengths. Resolution is 0.001 dB in the
1200 nm to 1625 nm measurement range, and
measurement speed is five seconds, with 4,000
samples per second. Test functions include
PDL, PDCR, PDEL, ORL, insertion loss and
source reference power measurements.
Statistical tools such as standard deviation,
averaging, and agraphical interface allow longterm statistical analysis of PDL behavior under
changing conditions. Together with the GPIBcompatible IQ-200 Optical Test System, the IQ3400 is an integrated turnkey solution within a
user-friendly, Windows environment, complete
with MAESTRO software applications adapted
to amultitude of fiber testing needs.
Circle Reader Service number 102

Cable-in-conduit

Exfo's IQ 3400 PDUOL meter module

ratio, and excess loss in passive components
such as attenuators, isolators, couplers, Bragg
components, connectors and switches.
The new IQ-3400 PDUOL meter setup consists of apolarization controller and FabryPerot laser source at either single- or dual-

104

Return signal switch

HICKORY, N.C.—CommScope Inc. has
announced the ConQuest "cable-in-conduit," a
total package system which consists of factory
pre-assembled CommScope cable in select
grade high-density polyethylene conduit. Any
of CommScope's outdoor cable products can
be paired with acomplete line of conduit
sizes, ranging from 13 mm to two inches.

clarity and improved system integrity.
Designed for use in optical stations or fourport optical node amplifiers, the RSS module accepts analog and digital signals from
up to four individual return paths, and is a

ConQuest "cable in conduit"

ConQuest offers the following features:
chemical resistance; an internal lubricant to
enhance cable removal and replacement: a
lower coefficient of friction and moisture than
traditional PVC stick pipe; it will not crack
during storage or when used as aground riser;
it eliminates the need for field installation of
cable, because the conduit comes pre-installed
with CommScope cable; it installs faster than
PVC; and it's easy to plow and needs no coupling or glue, according to the company.
Circle Reader Service number 103

Optical node

SUNNYVALE. Calif.—Harmonic Lightwaves
Inc. has announced the PWRBIazer Mini Node,
model HLR 3811, an optical node receiver for
cable operators and telecommunications com-
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Philips Broadband Networks• Return
Signal Switch (RSS)

user-friendly tool for isolating noise ingress
in upstream traffic. If noise is present in the
return system, each individual return leg
can be attenuated by 6dB to determine if it
is carrying the noise ingress. Then, the
offending return leg can be shut down until
the noise source is found, allowing the
remaining legs to continue functioning.
The RSS works with aFOTO transponder and an element management system
for remote monitoring and control of the
return path. Automatically addressed and
configured, the RSS simplifies installation
and operation, and the unit's fast, solidstate switching accommodates both telephony and video applications.
For simplified monitoring, the front panel
of the RSS features three LEDs, each corresponding to areturn signal and its switch
(green indicates "on," red indicates 6dB
down attenuation, and orange indicates
"off'). A -20 dB test injection point for system diagnostic purposes, and a-20 dB output test point for measuring output signal
level, are easily accessible on the module.
Circle Reader Service number 100

panies which are installing broadband overlays.
The node features asingle trunk level output
and supports return path and network management through areturn transmitter, astatus
transponder and an automatic gain control card
(AGC). With abandwidth which extends to
870 MHz and several forward/return frequency
splits, the HLR 3811 can support cable and
telecom networks worldwide.
The node has aflexible feature set that is
easily integrated into new or existing network
architectures, according to Harmonic. The
node is suited for fiber-rich architectures, such
as fiber-to-the-curb or fiber-to-the-building;
for operators employing fiber overlay of trunk
routes; and for networks in which an amplifier
closely follows the receiver. The product will
be available in the first quarter of 1998.
Circle Reader Service number 104

New software enhancement

SARASOTA, Fla.—Superior Electronics
Group Inc. has released its new Spectrum
1000 software application to enhance operators' access to Cheetah spectrum analyzers
throughout their broadband networks.

The Spectrum 1000 software is astandard
feature of Superior's CheetahNet software
application, and it is also available as astandalone application for use with Superior's
Cheetah Director Software. As astand-alone
application, users can run Spectrum 1000 on a
Windows 95 operating system.
With the Spectrum 1000 software as part of
the Cheetah system, operators can view realtime spectral plots and take real-time interactive measurements from Cheetah spectrum
analyzers anywhere in their hybrid fiber/coaxial plants. Spectrum 1000 communicates with
Cheetah HE-1000 Headend Spectrum
Analyzers and PC-1000 Strand Mount
Spectrum Analyzers throughout the entire HFC
domain—regardless of their physical location.
Circle Reader Service number 105

Multi-function combiners

CORAL SPRINGS, Fla.—VisionTeq has introduced two new multi-function headend combiner units. The RCD 1001 is designed for return
path signal processing and has 16 discrete
inputs and outputs. Additional features include

VisionTeq's headend combiner unit

group (eight) and sub-group (four) outputs,
front panel monitoring and test signal insertion
facilities. The FCD 1001 provides high isolation and is an active unit for use in the forward
path of HFC networks. It has eight outputs and
has been designed to allow for flexible signal
insertion/deletion and narrowcasting facilities.
Circle Reader Service number 106

Telecrafter's Fitting Saver

time and money in the field by reducing waste
and shortening service time, says Telecrafter.
Circle Reader Service number 107

Swing gate rack

RIVERDALE, NI—DataTel Corp., adivision of
Middle Atlantic Products Inc., has introduced a
new series of swing gate racks which utilize an
open wall-mount design that allows equipment
to be easily swung out
into the open. Equipped
with an abundant number
of tie points and velcro
loops to neatly control
and route even challenging cable bundles, each
rack is capable of holding
up to 150 pounds of components. Because of a
sturdy positive stop,
punching down is no
Data Tel's SGRproblem, even in afully
20-18 swing gate
open position. Models are
rack
offered in 12- and 18inch depths, with heights of two or three feet.
Circle Reader Service number 108

Test equipment
ISLANDIA, N.Y.—Cable Resources Inc. has
introduced its Return Display Unit (RDU), a
new piece of headend test equipment that allows
system installers and technicians to view (on
any TV screen) the RF levels, ingress and noise
present back at the headend from asubscriber's
home, system amplifier, feeder tap or fiber node.
The RDU processes the X/Y output data gener-

Fitting protection

LAKEWOOD, Colo.—Telecrafter Products has
redesigned its Fitting Saver—now, the unit not
only saves the cost and hassle of afitting
replacement, but it also helps eliminate noise
ingress through drops that are temporarily disconnected in the field, according to the company. With its pre-positioned rubber washer, the
Fitting Saver protects exposed fittings and drop
cable from adverse weather conditions and accidental damage while drops are disconnected.
Because there is no need to cut off and replace
fittings with each disconnect. the Saver saves

Cable Resources• RDU

ated by an internal spectrum analyzer and converts it to NTSC video for input to astandard
cable TV modulator. A data output allows the
analyzer screen to be viewed on acomputer, the
same as the video, in real time.
Circle Reader Service number 109
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Advanced Networking
C-COR Electronics, Inc.

Circle it 15, 72

C-COR's RF amplifiers, AM headend equipment, digital
fiber optics, and customized service and maintenance
provide global solutions for your network p 29, II
A

NextLevel Systems, Inc./Broadband Networks
Group
Circle #31

drop cable, distribution panels, adapters, and optical fiber
access tools. p. 21

Lindsay Electronics

Whip

Circle #25, 26, 57

Focused on the last mile, our revolutionary new technology creates 1GHz communication amplifiers, passives,
taps, and subscriber materials to solve system problems
before they become subscriber problems. p. 48, 49, III

Philips Broadband Networks

Nextlevel Systems, Inc. (Corp. HQ)

Times Fiber Communications, Inc.

Passive Devices Inc.

Circle #27 p. 51

Cable Prep CD/ Ben Hughes Comm. Products Co.
Circle #32
aBen Hughes Communication Products Co., is aleading designer and manufacturer of hand
tools for the broadband industry. p. 60

I XIII I PRE P®,

CommScope, Inc.

Circle #7

CommScope: ISO 9001 registered manufacturer of a
comprehensive line of coaxial and fiber optic cables for
all telecommunications applications. p. 12-13

Telecratter Products

Circle #5

Supplies drop installation products for CATV, DBS, and
wireless operators, single and dual cable fastening products, identification tags, residential enclosures. p. 10

JI

Datacom Equipment
Circle #4

Terayon Communication Systems delivers high-speed,
two-way cable modem systems — based on S-CMDA
technology — that operate over any cable plant and support both business and residential services. p. 9

Headend Equipment
ADC Telecommunications, Inc.

Circle #1, 71

TFC is an ISO 9001 registered manufacturer of coaxial
cable for the telecommunications industry. Committed
to quality, service and technology. p. 59

Leading global supplier of transmission and networking
systems. The company holds apre-eminent market position
in physical connectivity products for fiber optic, twisted
pair, coaxial and wireless networks worldwide. p. 2-3, 7A

Trilogy Communications, Inc.

Barco, Inc.

Circle #10

11: Distributors
ITOCHU Cable Services

Circle #9

iCS, Inc. is aleading full service stocking distributor. iCS
operates ten sales offices and nine warehouses conveniently located in North and South America. p. 17

Power &Telephone Supply Co.

Circle #17

Power & Telephone Supply serves the power and communications material distribution needs of the U. S. through
18 strategically placed stocking warehouses, including a
speciali7ed export facility in Miami. Florida. p. 32

Teledyne Battery

Circle #30

BARCO's Gemini Upcomerter is an ideal alternative to
conventional modulators for hub site headends, accepts
digital or analog IF inputs and saves cost and space. p. 57

Blonder Tongue

Circle #23

Quality manufacturer of headend equipment (including
pm-fabricated headends), reception, distribution. MDU
interdiction products and test equipment. p. 45

Circle #47 p.

TeleWire Supply Company

Terayon Communication Systems

Circle #29

ISO-9001 manufacturer of low-loss coaxial cable. Full
line including air dielectric trunk and feeder. UL listed
and corrosion protected drop, radiating and 50 ohm for
wireless. p. 19

Allo Construction Equipment

Circle #41

Silicon Valley Communications Group: Full two-way
optical transmission products including 1550 and 1310
nm transmitters, EDFAs and receivers with Network
Management System. p. 79

Circle #24, 60

GI/NextLevel Broadband Networks Group is aworldwide market leader in digital and analog set-top systems
for wired and wireless cable television networks. p. 55

GI/NextLevel Broadband Networks Group is aworldwide market leader in digital and analog set-top systems
for wired and wireless cable television networks. p. 101

:14-1•111:10il[eil:kdi:

centralized power solutions for CATV and high-speed
data networks. p. 66-67. 47A

A global supplier of broadband RF and fiber optic transport equipment, is also aleading provider of advanced
systems used to access broadband telephony and data
services. p. 46-47, 48A

Circle #54

FREE INFORMATION

FREE INFORMATION

89

Circle #12, 73

TeleWire Supply is aleading nationwide distributor of
products needed to build and service abroadband communications network. p. 23, 15A

Dawn Satellite

Circle #69

Dawn Satellite offers technical information and competitive prices on products such as: satellite "dish" antennas,
satellite receivers, digital ready LNBs, modulators,
processors and awide variety of related products. p. Ill

Frontline Communications

Circle #33

FrontLine Communications manufactures patented, field
proven, Emergency Alert and PC-based Character Generator products to fulfill the needs of cable and other multichannel system operators. p. 61

Harmonic Lightwaves, Inc.

Circle #8, 66

Worldwide supplier of highly integrated fiber optic transmission, digital headend and element management systems for the delivery of interactive services over broadband networks. p. 15. 2A

Microwave Filter Co., Inc.

Circle

58, 74

Passive electronic filters, traps and filter networks for interference elimination and signal processing at the
TVRO, headend and distribution equipment. p. III, I9A

Fiber Optic Equipment
Coming Incorporated

Circle #16, 20

Pico !Baum Inc.

Circle #34

113 Distribution Equipment

The Coming Optical Fiber Information Center gives you
FREE access to the most extensive fiber-optic library in
the industry. p. 31. 36-37

Pico Macom offers afull line of quality headend components including satellite receivers, agile modulators and
demodulators, signal processors, amplifiers, and completely assembled headends. p. 63

Alpha Technologies Inc.

Synchronous Group, Inc.

Quintec

Circle #3

Circle #22

World leading manufacturer of power conversion products, widely used in cable television, telecommunications, and data networks around the world. Offer acomplete line of AC and DC UPS systems. p. 7

The Actair and Antares 1550 nm external modulation
transmitters offer outstanding performance and the best
specifications in the industry. Perfect for super trunks and
direct distribution. p. 43

Exide Electronics, Emerging
Technologies Group
Circle #59

Pirelli Cable Corp.

Our Lectro brand is the industry's first true uninterruptible power supply, provides innovative decentralized and

106

Circle #11

Leading manufacturer of fiber optic loose tube, ribbon,
interconnect, and distribution cables. Supplier of connectivity systems including connectorized cable assemblies,

Circle #70

Scientific-Atlanta

1
, 113

Circle #62

Scientific-Atlanta's new ContinuumTM Headend System
for analog and digital applications. This features avertical packaging design which allows for up to forty frontloaded modules to fit into astandard 70" rack. p. 132

SkyConnect

Circle #37

SkyConnect meets the demands of the growing cable advertising industry by offering the most complete digital
advertising solutions available. p. 122
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T
MMOWElectronics, Inc.

FR EE

Circle 849,63

AM Communications, Inc.

Circle #61

Omn iStat by AM is the worldwide choice for monitoring
HFC telecommunications networks. It is the standard for
ADC, NextLevel ,Philips and Scientific-Atlanta. p. 131

Circle It 65

The Sub-Alert utilizes the advanced features of the Sage
Endec for total automation and will interface with your
headend by IF, baseband video or comb generator.

AVantrell T
ec hnologies, Inc.
Circle It 18
Batteryoperated portable spectrum analyzers, forward
an dreverse, and ingress monitoring test equipment for

p. 34-35, 82

Alpha Technologies Inc. ....... 3 ............ 7
AM Communications, Inc. .•.. 61 .......... 179
Argus Technologies .......... 48 ........... 91
Avantron Technologies, Inc. ... 18 ........... 33
Barco, Inc .................. 30 ........... 57
Blonder Tongue ............. 23 ........... 45
C-COR Electronics, Inc ....... 15 ........... 29

the Cable TV Ind ustry. p.33

Cable Leakage Technologie s

Interactive Media

Circle

Circle
It 21
Communication & Energy Corp. specializes in channel

address of system faults/signal leakage. p.

deletion filters. These delete an incoming channel for
reuse by other programming in headends, schools, apart-

Cable Resources, Inc.

ment complexes or motels. p. 41

CIServices

Cadix International Inc.

Circle 42

Exide Electronics, Emerging
Technologies Group ................... 66-67
FrontLine Communications.... 33 ........... 61

ComSonics, Inc.

Harmonic
Lightwaves, Inc ............. 8........... 15

Circle 38

pair services. p. 73

Hewlett-Packard Company

Circle 56

Riser-Bond instruments

Cable Television Institute (NCTI)
Circle 67

National

lic two conductor cable. p. 65

National Cable Television Institute (NCTI) is the world's

Sadelco, Inc.

largest independent provider of broadband
industry training; both technical and non-technical. p. 62

52

p. 98

Circle It 46

Circle It 13

measurements. p. 25

Trilithic, Inc.
Trilithic

m

Circle It 14, 53, 75

anufactures test equipment for the CATV and

LAN industries and components for aerospace and satellite communications. Key products are SLMs, leakage
detectors, and acomprehensive line of return test equipment. p. 26-27, 98-99, 43A

Telecom Equipment

Wavetek Corporation

Circle 48

Argus Technologies manufactures DC power systems,
switchmode rectifiers, DC-DC converters (12, 24, 48,
130r) and various DC power components for telecommu nications applications. p. 91

Channel% Commercial Coloration

Sensor.

Sencore designs and manufactures afull line of CATV,
Wireless CATV, QAM and MPEG-2 test instruments.
Each instrument is designed to meet your system analyzing and troubleshooting needs with exclusive tests and

Circle 55

Circle It 62

Channell Commercial Corporation is aleading designer
and manufacturer of precision-molded, thermoplastic and
metal enclosures for telecommunication applications.
NASDQ: CHNL. p. 96

Circle 35

power of all digital channels. p. 88
CIrcle It

Stanford Telecom designs and manufactures integrated
circuits and board level assemblies for interactive HFC
cable headend equipment and subscriber modems. p. 103

Argus Technologies

National Cable
Television Institute (NCTI). .
67 ........... 62

Sadelco, Inc. manufactures SLMs for CATV. Minima"
meters can now provide accurate readings of the average

SUbSCriber EQUI11111811t

a

Circle It 6, 39, 43

Manufacturer of TDRs with unique and exclusive features to locate and identify faults and conditions in metal-

telecommunications companies. p. Ill

lecom

Hewlett-Packard
Company ............ 6, 39, 43 .. 11, 74-75, 83
ITOCHU Cable Services ....... 9........... 17

Hewlett-Packard offers acomprehensive range of test equipment to keep your entire broadband system at peak performance -from headend to subscriber drop. p. 11, 74-75, 83

IMMCO provides competitively priced, quality HFC and
fiber design, drafting and file conversions for CATV and

Stanford

Cable Prep ED/Ben Hughes
Comm. Products Co. ........ 32 ........... 60
Cable Resources, Inc. ........ 42 ........... 81
Cadix International Inc. ....... 19 ........... 35
Channell Commercial -------- 62 ............96
CommScope, Inc. ............. 7 ........ 1213
Communications Information
Software (CIS) ............ 21 ........... 41
ComSonics, Inc. ............. 38 ........... 73
Corning Incorporated ..... 16, 20 -----31,36-37
Lindsay Electronics ....... 25, 26 ........ 48, 49
Ericsson ................... 36 ........... 69

The leader in providing quality signal level meters and
leakage detection systems, as well as superior CATV re-

Circle It 19

C
IIIIIIIIMIC811016, Inc.

Cable Leakage
Technologies ........... 28, 40 ........ 53, 77

and carrier levels. p. 81

significantly reduces design costs. p. 35

ICS

53, 77

Cable Resources offers test equipment to maintain 5-40
MHz return networks. The RDU displays ingress, noise

Cadix develops Fiber and RF Design and Management
Software. Cadix's unique "Single Pass Design Process"

IVACO Inc.

#28, 40

With the FCC imposi ngstiff fines for leakage, CLT presents operators with the only sure, comprehensive
method of locating and documenting the nearest street

Communications Intormation Software (CIS)

SERVICE

Ad Index
Realer Strike It
Pau 11
3Com Corporation ........... 44 ........... 85
ADC Telecommunications, Inc. .1.......... 2-3

ra Test Equipment

Trompeter is the premier US manufacturer and supplier
of innovative, robust design RF interconnect products to
the telecommunications and broadcast markets. p. 93

Spectrum
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Circle #2

NextLevel Systems, Inc/
Broadband Networks Group .31 .......... 55
NextLevel Systems, Inc
(Corp. HQ) ............... 54 .......... 101
Ortel ...................... 76 .......... 109
Passive Devices Inc. .......... 27 ........... 51
Philips Broadband Networks... 24 ........ 46-47
Pico Macom Inc. ............ 34 ........... 63
Pirelli Cable Corp ............ 11 ........... 21
Power & Telephone Supply Co. 17 ........... 32
Qualop Systems Corp. ........ 41 ........... 79
Quintech Electronics ......... 70 .......... 113
Riser-Bond Instruments ....... 35 ........... 65
Sadelco, Inc. ................ 46 ........... 88
Scientific-Atlanta ............ 62 .......... 180
Sencore .................... 13 ........... 25
SkyConnect ................ 37 .......... 122
spectrum .................. 65 ..... 34-35, 82
Stanford Telecom ............ 55 .......... 103
Sync hronous Group,
...... 22 ........... 43
TCS Communications, Inc ..... 52 ........... 98
Telecrafter Products ........... 5 ........... 10
Teledyne Battery ............ 47 ........... 89
TeleWire Supply Company.... 12 ........... 23
Terayon Communication
Systems ................... 4............ 9
Times Fiber
Communications, Inc. ...... 29 .......... 59
Toshiba Multimedia .......... 45 ........... 87
Trilithic, Inc. ............ 14, 53
26-27, 98-99
Trilogy Communications, Inc... 10 ........... 19

Manufactures equipment for CATV, telecommunications,

Trompeter Electronics, Inc ..... 63 ........... 93

wireless, and general purpose test. CATV equipment includes signal level, analysis, and leakage meters, sweep

Tulsat .................. 50, 51 ........ 95, 97
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WavetekCorporation ... .
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The following list contains the Internet addresses or E-Mail addresses for advertisers appealing in CED,
and is provided as aservice for our readers.
3Com Corporation

CommScope, Inc.

http://www.3com.com

hup://www.commscope.com

ADC Telecommunications, Inc.

Communications Information
Software (CIS)

http://wvew.adc.com
Alpha Technologies Inc.
http://www alpha.com
AM Communications, hic.
http://www.amcomm.com
Argus Technologies
http://www.argus.ca
Avantron Technologies. Inc.
http://www.avantron.com
Barco, Inc.
http://www.barco-usa.com
Blonder Tongue
http://www.hometeam.com/blonder
C-COR Electronics, Inc.
http://www.c-cor.com
Cable Prep ®/ Ben Hughes
Comm. Products Co.
http://www.cableprep.com
Cadix International Inc.
http://www.cadix.com

NextLevel Systems, Inc./
Broadband Networks Group
http://www.nlvi.corn

Stanford Telecom
http://www.stelhq.com
Synchronous Group, Inc.

http://www.cisfocus.com

NextLevel Systems, Inc. (Corp. HQ)
http://www.nlvl.com

ComSonics, Inc.
http://www.comsonics.com

Passive Devices Inc.
http://wm w.pdi-eft.com

Corning Incorporated
http://www.comingfibencom

Philips Broadband Networks
http://www.be.philips.com/pbn

Exide Electronics, Emerging
Technologies Group

Pico Macom Inc.
http://www.piconet.com

http://www.terayon.com

Power & Telephone Supply Co.
http://www ptsupply.com

http://www.timesfibencom

Riser-Bond Instruments

http://www.trilithic.eom

http://www.exide.com
FrentLine Communications
http://www.frontlinecom.com
Harmonic Lig,htwaves, Inc.

http://www.riserbond.com

http://www.hannonic-lightwaves.com
Hewlett-Packard Company
http://www.hp.com/gokatv
Micnowave Filter Co., Inc.
http://www.ras.com/mwfilter/
mwfilter.htm

TCS Communications, Inc.
http://www.tcscomm.cont
Tele Wire Supply Company
http://telewiresupply.com
Terayon Communication Systems

Times Fiber Communications, Inc.

Trilithic, Inc.

Trilogy Communications, Inc.

Sadelco, Inc.
http://v,ww.sadelco.com

http://www.trilogycoax.com

Scientific-Atlanta
http://www.sciatl.com

http://www.trompetercom

SkyConnect
http://www.skyconnect.com

National Cable Television Institute
(NCTI)
http://www.ncti.com

http://www.syngroup.com

Trompeter Electronics, Inc.

Wavetek Corporation
http://www.wavetek.com

Spectrum
http://www.spectrummhz.com

Channell Commercial Corporation
http://www.channellcomm.com

CED magazine is not responsible for any omissions or any inaccuracies. Changes to existing information should be faxed to Shannon Sanchez: (303) 393-7449 x218: FAX (303) 393-6654.
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A2000 Cable Television &
Telecommunications
Adelphia Communications Corp
Antec
@Home Networks
Bay Networks
Bell Atlantic
BellSouth
Braintree Electric Light Department
Broadband Networks Inc.
Cable Resources Inc.
CableLabs
6, 14, 16,
California Cable Television Association
CellularVision USA
Cisco Systems Inc.
Comcast Corp
CommScope Inc
Cox Communications
6, 14, 48,
D&P Manufacturing Inc.
DataTel Corp
Digital Equipment Corp
Exfo E.O. Engineering Inc.
GCI
Georgia Institute of Technology Broadband Telecommunications Center
GTE Corp
Harmonic Lightwaves Inc
IBM Corp
Intel
Intermedia Partners
Jones Intercable
K&L Microwave Inc
MCI WorldCom Inc
Motorola
nCube
110
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NetCom Systems AB
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NextLevel Systems Inc
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NextLevel Systems Inc. Broadband Networks Group
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Nortel
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Philips Broadband Networks Inc
84, 104
Pioneer
40
Prime Cable
28
SBC Communications
96
Scientific-Atlanta Inc.
18, 40, 50, 58
Shaw Communications
20
Siecor Network Management Systems
28
Siemens Telecom Networks Inc.
94
Sprint
54
Superior Electronics Group Inc
105
Technauts Inc.
18
Tele-Communications Inc.
6, 38, 92
Telecommunications & Technology Policy. 26
Telecrafter Products
105
Teligent Inc.
94
Tellabs
16
3Com Corp
14
Time Warner Cable
6, 38, 48
Toshiba
40
U.S. Robotics
14
US West Communications
94
US West Media Group
38
Video Networks Inc
44
VisionTeq
105
Ward Laboratories Inc.
49
WaterLink Systems Inc
48
WebCel Communications Inc.
96
WinStar Communications Inc
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Phone: 770-416-8835
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Norcross, GA 30092-2207

http://www.immcoinc.com
e-mail: John@immcoinc.com
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Now Microwave Filter Company offers the
widest selection of filters at the lowest prices on
the market. So request our new Cable Catalog
Vol. 1#4 and price list today!.
MICROWAVE FILTER COMPANY
6743 KInne Street •East Syracuse, NY 13057
800-448-1666 •315-438-4700* Fax: 315-463-I 467
http://www.ras.com/mwfilter/mwfilter.htm
E-MAIL: mfc@ras.com
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C ICIORA'S C ORNER

T
he cable industry has been struggling with the issues

put forth by consumer electronics portions of the 1992
Cable Act. Frankly, they were much more difficult
than anyone had expected. The technical issues were horrendous because of
the wide variety of implementations of
consumer electronics products and the
scope of possible cable services.
Of course, the two sides have
strong, but very different, economic
drives. The consumer electronics side
(I worked for amajor consumer electronics manufacturer for 17 years
before seeing the light and moving
over to the cable side) suffers from
incredible economic pressures caused
by the fact that the technology of their
products is something almost any
developing country can adopt and produce in larger quantities than the world
can absorb.
Consider that there are about 100
million households in the United States
which have access to television signals, and about 25 million color television sets are sold each year. Clearly,
there are more television receivers
available for sale than are needed. The
natural consequence of all of that is
terrible price pressure. Bottom-of-theline receivers—which produce excellent
pictures—sell for around $10 an inch.
This situation causes asimultaneous reluctance to add
even afew cents of cost and the need to have marketable features such as the ability to use the term
"cable-ready" on aproduct.

More
consumer
confusion
ahead?

By Walter S. Ciciora,
Ph.D.

Once burned ...

Have acomment?
Contact Walt via e-mail
at: wciciora@aol.com
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Now consider the cable side. Cable has been burned
by all sorts of criticism about everything from prices to
the difficulty of accessing services. Consumers who
bought products labeled "cable-ready" assumed that
this meant no more set-top boxes and the extra charges
that came with them (no more bundling—the law
requires that these charges be pushed up front and
stuck in the consumer's face). Note that the cable
industry did not define "cable-ready." That label was
put on without permission or consultation. This has
caused cable to be anxious to avoid afuture situation
where the FCC authorizes aproduct to be labeled
"cable-ready," which then fails to give access to services and requires aset-top box.
Cable has another concern. Cable is worried about
the consumer who purchases aset-top box, only to find
that anew service being offered shortly thereafter cannot be accessed by the newly-acquired set-top. That
consumer will likely not be apotential customer for the
new service. Yet one more marketing hurdle has been
introduced. And finally, the FCC's Notice of Proposed

Rule Making on this subject put forth several issues in
athreatening format. Carefully reading that NPRM
makes it clear that there are no requirements placed on
the consumer electronics side if they simply don't use
the term "cable-ready." However, the cable side may
be obligated to provide decoder interface units even "at
no separate charge" and for any "cable-ready" product
sold. So cable is sensitive to this still ticking time
bomb which has not yet been resolved.

Where is the decoder interface?
After many years of meetings which started with
simple-minded approaches such as (1) "Why don't
they just sell monitors?," and (2) "Why don't they just
not scramble?," the two industries have come up with
just one viable solution: the decoder interface. While
others have proposed self-serving, magical approaches,
none has stood the test of practicality. The decoder
interface is the only solution found by arelatively large
number of workers over along period of time. The
FCC has adopted it as part of its NPRM.
The decoder interface is aset of connections on the
back of televisions and VCRs which interface with
descramblers and other after-market devices that add
functionality to the consumer's previously-purchased
products. In order to solve the above-mentioned fundamental differences between the two industries, the
decoder interface standard has been divided into two
"levels." Level one includes the absolute minimum
capability to satisfy the 1992 Cable Act. This author
strongly encouraged that level one be called "basic
cable-ready" to distinguish it from level two
("advanced cable-ready") which is to be much more
capable. Unfortunately, in my opinion, level one is
just called "cable-ready." Ibelieve this will lead to
more consumer confusion. Both levels are divided
into two parts, ahardware part and aprotocol part.
The hardware part is complete for level one and
essentially complete for level two. The protocol part
is essentially complete for level one, but has alot
more work to go for level two. Then, as any good
engineering project requires, there should be extensive testing of prototypes.
The 1996 Telecommunications Act precludes the
FCC from setting protocol standards for any features or
functions above the absolute minimum required for the
goal. The big difficulty now is over what constitutes
"absolute minimum:' The majority of the committee
believes that the level one protocol it defined is the
minimum necessary to comply with the 1992 Cable
Act. There is aminority opinion that it is not. The FCC
has to decide. Until the FCC decides—and there is a
chance it may not decide—neither consumer electronics
manufacturers nor cable equipment manufacturers can
justify the substantial costs involved in building prototypes for testing. So the committee cannot finish its
work. Essentially, after the committee submits the
paper protocols to the FCC, the work will have to wait
until the FCC decides if it will set standards. CIED
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@ Airport Office Center. 235 Route 286 North Indiana, PA 15701
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The 1091 Western Show
play will be the HomeworxTM access platform, HomeworxTM cable data modems, RF
WorxIm distribution and management products, Broadband Connectivity products,
and Systems Integration services.

Telecommunications
ADC Telecommunications
2646
800-366-3891
ADC will be featuring EtherRingTM, the
new champion for high-speed data and IP
video transport over CATV backbones,
offering all the benefits of Fast Ethernet
transport at 80X faster rates. Also on dis-

Alcatel
Alcoa Fujikura Ltd.

4289
4465

Ir
ALPHA

TECHNOLOGIES

4474
Alpha Technologies
360-647-2360
Alpha Technologies is aworld leading
manufacturer of power conversion products widely used in cable television,
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2400

173

telecommunications and data networks
worldwide. Alpha products have earned a
reputation for reliability and performance,
exhibited in acomplete line of AC and DC
UPS systems, line conditioners, batteries
and accessories. Investigate the [Power]
of Alpha.

control system is the most popular monitoring solution for HFC telecommunications
networks. OmniStat is also the exclusive
platform for private label monitoring systems offered by Scientific-Atlanta, Philips
and NextLevel Systems.
AML Wireless Systems, Inc.
Amphenol Communication &
Network Products Division

3612
2322

Amphenol®
Fiber Optic Products
Illuminating the world offiber optics ,"

AM Communications, Inc.
3326
215-538-8700 x8703
AM's OmniStat network monitoring and

Amphenol Fiber Optic Products
800-944-6446

Amphenol manufactures interconnect
products for telecom, CATV, datacom and
test &measurement systems including
fiber management systems (wall and rackmount; couplers (splitters and WDMs);
fixed and variable attenuators; complete
termination tooling kits, singlemode and
multimode cable assemblies; FC, SC, ST,
and SMA connectors.
ANTEC
Applied Digital Technology
Applied Instruments, Inc.
ARCOM
ARNCO Corp.

2432, 2452
3004
4737
2763
2723

...2322

Hall A

1358

2249

1639
1638

Arena
1703

I

1132

ii

1001

1215

Cable Net

1201

Anaheim Convention Center
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Avantron Technologies, Inc.
Avitech International Corp.
Azar Computer Software
Backdoor Group, Inc.

ARRIS
Arils Interactive ..Antec -2422, Nortel -4628
800-469-6569
Arris manufactures the industry-leading
Cornerstone cable telephony system
deployed today around the world. Eight
cable operators to date are using
Cornerstone to offer residential phone service in direct competition with incumbent
telephone companies. Cornerstone is sold
by ANTEC to U.S. cable MS0s. Nadel is
responsible for sales to telephone companies and other U.S. operators, Canadian
cable operators and international operators.
ASC
3338
ATCi
1706
Augat Aster, ABusiness Unit of
Thomas &Betts Corporation
2470
Augat Broadband, ABusiness Unit of
Thomas &Betts Corporation
2470
Augat LRC, ABusiness Unit of
Thomas &Betts Corporation
2470
Augat Photon, ABusiness Unit of
Thomas &Betts Corporation
2470
Augat Telzon, ABusiness Unit of
Thomas &Betts Corporation
2470

3409
1008
1324
3455

BPI<
Barco
4747
770-218-3200
Barco headends combine hardware and
software capabilities that improve both the
quality and reliability of signal delivery.
Barco headends incorporate advanced
capabilities to remotely monitor and control signal distribution system-wide, maximizing up-time and subscriber satisfaction.
These performance monitoring/remote provisioning features, coupled with superior
signal processing, are key to Barco's reputation as ahigh value equipment provider
worldwide. www.barco-usa.com

.--4 v-

Bellcore
Ben Hughes/Cable Prep
Bittree

t

BLONDER
TONGUE
LABORATORIES, INC .

The Standard Of Quality In TV Signal Distribution

Blonder Tongue Laboratories, Inc. .1132
732-679-4000
Quality manufacturer of avariety of
satellite and off-air reception products, digital/analog satellite receivers, demodulators, modulators, processors, and amplifiers. Distribution products, as well as our
New Fiber Optic Equipment, will be on display. AVideoMaskTm Interdiction System
and an array of Test Equipment will be
available LIVE, for "Hands-On" demonstrations. Catalogs and CAN reference guides
will be available.

Bay Networks

Bay Networks, Inc.
4573, 1001
978-670-8888
Bay Networks, Inc. is aworldwide networking market leader, providing afull line
of products serving corporate enterprises,
service providers and telecommunications
carriers and offering acomplete solution
that covers all levels of the cable network
infrastructure: cable modems for subscribers; routers, hubs and switches for the
headend sites and asingle network management system. Visit us at www.baynetworks.com or call 800-8-BAYNET.
Beacon Power Corporation
Belden Wire &Cable Company

1108
2269

BNI
Broadband Networks, Inc.
1215
814-237-4073
BNI designs, manufactures and integrates complete interactive video and data
network solutions. BNI is aleading supplier of distance learning and partners with
cable operators to design and build revenue generating interactive networks.
Related products include fiber optic transmitters and receivers, modems and
routers, video switch hardware and network management software.
Budco
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1763
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ELECTRONICS INC

C-COR Electronics, Inc
2312
800-233-2267 or 814-238-2461
Come see NAVICOR, C-COR's newest
product family! NAVICOR will bring you
power, upgradability, network management, and more. C-COR offers AM fiber
optics, RF amplifiers, network management
systems, modems, passives and 90 volt
powering options. Services include network design, field engineering, technical
training, equipment repair, 48-hour emergency repair service and a24-hour emergency hotline. C-COR is ISO 9001
registered.
Cable AML, Inc.

COPAPAPPCIAl.

Cable Resources
4724
800-537-9995
Cable Resources offers simple solutions
for day-to-day operations, including avariety of containers for converters, foam
shelves for line equipment and plastic bags
for converters. Cable Resources has introduced the RDU, anew piece of test equipment providing asimple solution for maintaining return systems. The RDU displays
noise, ingress and carrier level in avideo
and data format.
CableData
CableSery Electronics, Ltd.
Cabletron Systems

1700
3000
4696

3464

CADIX®

CLT

CABLE LEAKAGE TECHNOLOGIES

Cable Leakage Technologies
3465
972-907-8100
With the FCC imposing stiff fines for
leakage, CLT presents operators with the
only sure, comprehensive method of locating and documenting the nearest street
address of system faults/signal leakage.
Using the latest in differential G.P.S. technology, and patented chemical tag techniques, it's the most complete signal leakage package available and it's totally automatic. "Wavetracker."
Cable Link, Inc

CHANNELL

CABLE RESOURCES INC.

4366

Cadix International Inc
4596
714-223-8881
CADIX International develops Fiber and
RF cable plant Design and Management
Software. CADIX's unique "Single Pass
Design Process," combined with asuperior
graphical user interface, allows cable plant
design speeds up to 12 miles/day utilizing
ascanned base map. The management
software uses the plant design itself as the
graphical interface into adatabase containing inventory, network and subscriber
information.
Carlon Telecom Systems
Carson Industries, Inc.
CBIS

1118
4469
1452

CORPORATION

ELECTRONICS,

INC.

A Channell Company

Channell Commercial Corporation ..2249
909-694-9160
Channel Commercial Corporation is a
leading designer and manufacturer of precision-molded, thermoplastic and metal
fabricated enclosures supplied worldwide
to telecommunications network operators.
Our subsidiary, RMS Electronics, Inc., is a
leading supplier of 1GHz PIusTM passive
RF electronics. Channell also markets
complimentary products including cable-inconduit and grade level boxes and utility
vaults for buried and underground network
applications.
Channelmatic/LIMT
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Coast CATV Supply, Inc.
Com21, Inc.
CommScope, Inc.

1040
4207
3449
4732
2406

An Employee Owned Corporation

WWSONICS INC.
C;
We set the standards.
ComSonics, Inc.
1638
540-434-5965
ComSonics, Inc. the leader in providing
quality CATV test equipment and repair service, will be showing the GeoSniffer, GPS
based leakage recording and mapping system, the most effective leakage detector in
the industry -Sniffer Slueth, the
WindowLite PLUS and Digital, the TDRTech
cable fault locator, the Pathfinder II cable
locator.
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dB-tronics
2773
Dialogic Communications Corp. ...1109
Diamond Comm. Products, Inc, ...2470
DiviCom
4557
Doctor Design, Incorporated
4627

EMC Corporation
Ericsson,Inc

4782
4396

Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc. .4810
Headend in The Sky (HITS)
3706

LecTro

HEWLETT®
PACKARD

A PRODUCT OF EX/DE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

EAGLEW
COMTRONICS INC.

Eagle Comtronics Inc.
2100
800-448-7474
Eagle introduces its spectacular new
Elite Series of traps and decoding filters.
Shortness is amajor concentration, along
with reduced notch width and performance
beyond 1GHz. Included are model [MN
single channel trap less than 2", [HP-50
high pass filter less than 1.5", short step
attenuators, and tier traps. Sealing techniques are emphasized, providing long,
stable performance. 800-448-7474 or fax
315-622-3800.

=I

FM Systems, Inc.
FrameRate
FrontLine/lAS
GE American Communications
Gilbert Engineering Co., Inc.
Great Lakes Data Systems, Inc.

3153
1747
1127
2360
1644
2719

Hewlett-Packard Company
4882
800-452-4844 xHPTV
Hewlett-Packard Company offers acomprehensive range of test equipment to keep
your broadband system at peak performance. In our booth, you will find the HP
8591C cable TV analyzer as well as the HP
L1500A low-cost spectrum analyzer for
return path and ingress maintenance. Also
on display will be our Sweep/Ingress
Analyzer, mini-OTDR, bench sweep, management tools for BIDS and digital video
test equipment for network operators.
Hybrid Networks, Inc.
iCS -ITOCHU Cable Service, Inc
ICTV Inc.

3354
3426
3718

= CTROLI N E

Electroline Equipment, Inc.
4240
800-461-3344
Electroline, #1 worldwide in Broadband OffPremises Addressable Systems, will be launching
its "RetroPlate" capable of turning existing passive
taps into addressable taps with only aswap of a
faceplate. Electroline will be demonstrating the
"CLEARPath" system that locates reverse path
ingress immediately, and its Test Point Selector
("TPS") which provides remote monitoring of any
test point in the headend or hub. Electroline will
also feature the Compact Addressable Tap
("CAT"), an addressable spier, the "CAT-T"
addressable splitter units -providing on/off or
two-tier control of up to 64 ports, and the 1GHz
drop amplifier ("DROPAmp") -- offering an ultra
low 3dB noise figure and high performance
15 dB gain. Electroline is ISO 9002 certified.
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Exide Electronics/Lectro Products ..1639
919-713-5300
Exide Electronics manufactures the
Lectro brand of Zero Transfer Time (ZTT)
uninterruptible power supplies for
advanced broadband networks. Zero transfer time, field upgradability and modular
construction. Centralized Powernode configurations are available for multiple ZTT
installations and HFC optical transition
nodes (OTNs). Other standby and nonstandby power supplies available.

Harmonic Lightwaves
Harmonic Lightwaves
2460
800-788-1330 or 408-542-2500
Harmonic Lightwaves is aworldwide
supplier of highly integrated fiber optic
transmission, digital video, high-speed data
and element management systems for the
delivery of interactive services over broadband networks. New products to be
demonstrated include: PWRBIazerTM
Scaleable Node, MCNS cable modem termination system (CMTS) and New Media
broadband headend data management and
subscriber interface cards.

IMEDIA
Imedia Corporation
4520
415-975-8000
See the first commercial release of the
'media StatMux Server, geared for NVOD
and PPV, and the only file server that can
perform direct playout of both VBR and
CBR encoded video by separating the
decoding and re-encoding process, ensuring no loss in picture quality. The lmedia
CherryPicker will demonstrate real time
grooming, CBR and VBR statistical Re-multiplexing and seamless digital ad
insertion.
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I
nacom
Integrated Photonic Technology
(IPITEK)
Integration Technologies
Intel Corporation
IRIS Technologies
Jones Broadband International
Jones Cyber Solutions
KGP Telecommunications, Inc.
Lavender Cable TV Services
Learning Industries
Lemco Tool Corporation

4755
3421
2769
4774
1021
1756
3254
4545
1708
2259
4165

LINDSAY
ELECTRONICS

Lindsay Electronics
3332
705-324-2196
Focused on the last mile, revolutionary
new technology creates 1GHz communications equipment to solve system problems
before they become subscriber problems achieved through applied ISO continuous
improvement disciplines and strict attention to details. Aquarter century of proven
reliability and superior performance under
the most severe climactic conditions result
in fewer service interruptions, less maintenance, and thus, better service at lower
operating cost.
Litton Amecom
Lode Data Corporation
LRC, ABusiness Unit of
Thomas &Betts Corporation
[SI Logic Corporation
Lucent Technologies
Main Line Equipment
MDSI Mobile Data Solutions
Microsoft Corporation
Molex Fiber Optics, Inc.
Monroe Electronics, Inc.
Motorola

4690
3002
2470
1011
4483
2731
1409
4712
2223
4541
3618

Multilink, Inc.
NaCom
NextLevel Systems, Inc.
Nortel

gi

1463
2219
2502
4628

PCI Technologies, Inc
Phasecom, Inc
Philips Broadband Networks

ICO

CIFITEL

ELM& INC.]

CORPORATION

Ortel Corporation
3364
626-281-3636
Ortel Corporation is aworld leader in the
design and manufacture of signal transmission products, specializing in optoelectronics and RF electronic technologies, including wafer fab and hybrid microelectronic
packaging facilities. Ortel was founded as
an optoelectronics technology company.
The Company has evolved into aleader in
products for both wired and wireless cornmunications.

ORTRONICS'
OPEN

SYSTEM

4771
1048
2300

Pico Macom, Inc
1703
800-421-6511 or 818-897-0028
Pico Macom offers afull line of quality
headend components including satellite
receivers, agile modulators and demodulators, signal processors, amplifiers and
completely assembled headends. Pico also
manufactures the complete line of Tru-Spec
1GHz drop and installation passives, splitters, couplers, switches and connectors for
CATV/MMDS/SMATV and DBS installation.
Pioneer New Media Technologies., Inc. 3128
Polotec/Eastern Electronics
1334
Power &Telephone Supply Company 1208

ARCHITECTURE
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Ortronics, Inc.
1358
860-599-1760
Ortronics, aleader in flexible network
solutions, introduces FiberMoTm at the
Western Cable Show booth #1358.
FiberMoTm Cable Management Rack, atotal
system approach to high density fiber management, effectively manages, routes, protects and distributes optical fiber.
Ortronics also provides fiber optic wall or
rack mount cabinets, adapters, patch cords
and pigtails for datacom, telecom and CATV
applications.
Panasonic Industrial Co., ECG
Panasonic Video Communications
Company

1356

IMO\
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PPC
3165
315-431-7248
PPC is located in Syracuse, N.Y. and
manufactures afull line of Hardline and
Drop Connectors, afull range of
Traps/Filters, and an emerging Fiber Optic
connector line. We now have contracts
with major telecommunications companies
in the United States, plus many throughout
the world. Our customers include such
names as Time Warner, Media0ne, TCI,
Comcast, Cable &Wireless, Telecom Italia
and Telecom Australia.

1669
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Preformed Line Products
4839
Progressive Electronics, Inc.
2711
Qintar, Inc.
1354
Quality RF Services, Inc.
1204
Qualop Systems Corp.
3512
Quintech Electronics
&Communications
1128
R.L. Drake Company
4542
Radiant Communications Corp.
2735
RELTEC
1114
Ripley Company
2709
Riser-Bond Instruments
1210
Rockwell Semiconductor Systems
4200
RR Enterprises
3404
Sachs Communications, Inc., ABusiness
Unit of Thomas &Betts Corporation 2470
Sadelco, Inc
4167
Sargent Quality Tools
1125
SAT Corporation
4882
Satellite Engineering Group, Inc
4854

Sean
n
tlfaic
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.
2542
800-433-6222
Scientific-Atlanta can take you there with
subscriber and terrestrial network products
to give you acomplete system solution.
See our full range of products including: •
Explorer 2000TM digital set-top terminal
and its built-in cable modem •86000
advanced analog set-tops with interactive
viewing guides and Virtual Channel Express
•PrismaTM family of opto -electronic products •ContinuumTM headend system to
also support analog and digital.
Scott Cable Communications, Inc.
SCTE
SeaChange International
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1354
1206
4756

SEC R°
Siecor Corp.
2753
800-743-2675
For years, the Siecor name has been
synonymous with quality optical fiber
cable, interconnect hardware, termination
and splice equipment, test equipment and
training for the CATV industry. Today, we
offer even more of the products and services you need to build abroadband network -contact us at 1-800-743-2675 or
visit us at booth #2753 at Western CATV.
Signal Vision, Inc .
Smallworld Systems, Inc.
Sony Electronics, Inc.
South River Metal Products, Inc.,
ABusiness Unit of
Thomas &Betts Corporation
South World Enterprise Co., Ltd
Sprint North Supply
Standard Communications Corp.
Stanford Telecom
Sumitomo Electric Lightwave Corp.
Superior Electronics Group, Inc
Synchronous Group, Inc.
Syntellect, Inc.
Tadiran Scopus
Tektronix, Inc
Telecrafter Products
Telect
Telewire Supply, An ANTEC Company

3332
3407
2370

2470
1759
1130
1568
4282
1346
1668
1500
2713
1200
4358
4540
1404
2452

around the world. The CABLESPAN®
2300 universal telephony distribution system allows cable operators and other competitive service providers to provision voice
and data services over hybrid fiber/coax
(HFC). Tellabs' transport solutions include
TITAN® digital cross-connects, the Tellabs
MartisDXXTM system and various element
management systems.
Terayon Corporation
TFT, Inc.
Thomas &Betts Corporation
Time Warner Cable's Road Runner

Irmo

4217
1139
2470
4334

Times Fiber Communications, Inc.

Times Fiber Communications, Inc. ..2322
203-265-8500 or 800-677-2288
Times Fiber Communications, Inc. is an
ISO 9001 registered manufacturer of coaxial cables for the telecommunications
industry. Standardized on 1GHz bandwidth
for trunk, feeder and drop cables, featuring
T10 Semi-flex, TX10 Low-Loss and T10
Drop cables with lifeTime. TFC is proud to
be apart of bringing information and entertainment into the homes of your customers
in the United States and in over 30 countries around the world.
Toner Cable Equipment, Inc.
Toshiba

eirtellabs
Tellabs
3436
800-445-6501
Tellabs is aleading supplier of access,
transport and service enhancement solutions to communications service providers
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TRILITHIC

A Newbridge Affiliate

/

VrÀ VIENNA
SYSTEMS

Trilithic
3465
800-344-2412
http://www.trilithic.corn
For over 25 years, Trilithic has been a
trusted supplier of Cable TV and RFLAN
test equipment. At this year's Show,
Trilithic is featuring the EASy EAS
Compliance System, the Guardian Return
Path Maintenance System and afull line of
leakage and SLM products, all in active displays. CLT will be displaying their
Wavetracker GPS leakage location system
in the Trilithic booth.

Vienna Systems Corporation
1201
613-591-3219
Interested in adding voice to your service offering? Vienna Systems Corporation
delivers scalable, integrated IP Telephony
solutions for service providers, carriers and
corporations with award-winning
Vienna.way. With this proven technology,
voice, video and data (including real-time
fax) are transported seamlessly across IP
networks to public telephone networks.
Come and "hear" our leading-edge voice
quality via cable for yourself!
Viewsonics, Inc.
Vikimatic Sales, Inc.
VLSI Technology, Inc.
Wavecom Electronics, Inc.

1110
2725
4726
1402

COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Trilogy Communications, Inc.
1002
800-TRILOGY
Manufacturer of low-loss, air dielectric
MC2 trunk and feeder cable. Ideal for all
CATV architectures. Also offering afull line
of quality drop cables. For radiating and
non-radiating transmission line cables for
wireless and RF communications, Trilogy
offers the latest 50-ohm AirCell product
line. Trilogy is ISO-9001 registered at all
facilities. Fax 601-939-6637.
Triple Crown Electronics, Inc.
WC Inc.
1W Comcorp
U.S. Electronics
U.S. Robotics
Ubiquinet
Underground Service Alert
Universal Electronics, Inc.
Vela Research, Inc.
Video Data Systems

1116
1662
1107
1663
4464
1350
1705
3164
3156
4550

W AVE TE K
Wavetek Corporation
2400
317-788-9351
The revolution in HFC maintenance
starts here! Wavetek will introduce its new
PathTrakTM Return Path Performance
Monitoriu .and Management System.
PathTrak I
m is an open architecture,
advanced monitoring system designed to
optimize, troubleshoot, and maintain the
return path. Wavetek's popular Stealth
Sweep System, with improved reverse
sweep and spectrum display speed, selfcalibration, and new reverse noise and
ingress troubleshooting features will be
displayed.
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COMMUNICATIONS

c

Wegener Communications
4828
770-814-4000
Visit Wegener Communications and see
the receiver and control system chosen by
Fox for digital conversion of EX and Fox
Sports Nets. Wegener's COMPELTM
Control System and UNITYTM Digital
Broadcast Platform are the industry's most
advanced program distribution and network control solution available. Ask about
regionalized programming and targeted
advertising solutions.
Western CATV, Inc.
2217
Wiztec Solutions
3414
Worldbridge Broadband Services, Inc 1000
Worldgate Communications, Inc
4370

zenith..—
Zenith Electronics Corp.
4506
800-239-0900
Zenith Electronics Corporation is aleading developer, manufacturer and marketer
of Network Systems products, including
digital and analog set-tops for wired and
wireless networks, and cable modems.
With strategic partners C-Cube/DiviCom
and News Corp./NDS, Zenith is showcasing
its leadership in digital technology.
Highlighted are Zenith's cost-effective analog addressable converters and cable
modem systems. Stop by our booth for a
chance to win aZenith DVD player!
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How to turn lead into gold.
Take the SkyConnect
Headend•to•Headend Challenge.
Compare us to our competition, and we're sure that point-for-point, feature-for-feature, nobody beats
SkyConnect. Whether you're replacing obsolete MPEG-1.5 gear or planning anew digital install,
we have the products and services for you.
Take the SkyConnect Headend-to-Headend Challenge and take your ad sales to the top.
Call us for more information and aquote today.

Us

Them

Digital's proven 64-bit AlphaServern'
technology used worldwide in bet-yourbusiness applications.
Full compatibility throughout the entire
SkyConnect product line.
Round-the-clock customer support
help desk center with 15 minute or less
call back guarantee.

Digital UNIX operating system for
mission-critical reliability.

Powerful Oracle® database for schedule
management and system monitoring.
Flexible encoding bit rates from
1.5 Mbps to 15 Mbps.
Capable of handling 4to 40 channels and
multiple zones in asingle headend server.
Value-added business partnership with
Digital Equipment Corporation aworld leader in computer design
and manufacture.

Sky Connect
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Reseller

1172 Century Drive •Suite 200 •Louisville, CO 80027
Tel: (303) 218-9100 •1-800-759-2583 •Fax: (303) 218-9112
sales@skyconnect.com •www.skyconnect.com

